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Summary:
Chapters 1 to 3 are concerned with a discussion of the theory of
energy-loss processes, the . collection of energy-loss data and
the numerical techniques used in the analysis of energy-loss data .
Chapter 1 contains a brief history of energy-loss spectroscopy (ELS)
followed by a brief description of non-computer-based ELS on the
Cainbridge Scanning-transmission electron microscopy ( STEM) .
Chapter 2 contains a resume of energy-·loss processes, concentrating
on a presentation ·of the results pertainent to ELS. The reader is
referred to the original papers for a more-exhausti~e coverage.
Chapter 3 contains a descr~ption of the computer-based datacapture system, the computer-microscope interface and a
development of the numerical techniques required for the numerical
analysis of energy-loss data.
.,
.,

Chapters 4,5 and 6 contain an application of the techniques of
c hap ters 2 and 3 to experimental energy-loss spectra.
Chap ter 4 contains three dembnstrations of quantitati~e micro analysis (boron nitride , "boron" and "silicon carbide") .
Chapte r 5 compares the radial distribution function (RDF) of boron
nitride obta.i.ned from extended energy-loss fine structure (EXELFS)
data with the RDF predicted by the known crystal structure,
attempts to account for the discrepancy found .

and

Chapter 6 shows how the energy-loss spectra of Niobium and Vanadium
-hydr ides may be used to obtain a simple density of states diagram .
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Chapter 1 - Introduction to energy- loss spectroscopy
on the Cambridge S . T . E . M.
J . 1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF MICROANALYTICAL ENERGY-LOSS SPECTROSCOPY

The

first observation of the possible utility of electron energy-loss

spect r oscopy (EELS) as a microanalytical technique was made by
Rudbe r g (1930 ).

He analysed the velocity distribution of electrons

scattered from the surface of an incandescent metal specimen in
vacuo .

There was little control of the geomet r y of the scattering

process, scattering angles and positions were not well defined .

At

that time , the r e was no clear understanding of the processes giving
rise to the observed energy-loss spectrum (ELS), although it was
thought that some of the structure of the ELS could be explained
in terms of atomic photon emission spectra .

Rudberg thought that

this technique would be useful as an analytical tool .
There was little development in the study of EELS until the
recently- developed transmission electron microscope (TEM) became
connnercially av.....,-ailable in the 1950 ' s.

Then , home-made electron

spectrometers were added to commercial machines and the first
results because available (Marton

&

Leder 1954) .

The first

spect rometers so a dded were of the M!3llen s tadt o r Castaing-Henry
type t h at us e d pho tographic emuls i on as the recording me di um.
At the same t i me , low i n c ident-energy , low spat ial r esolution
inst r uments were developed .

These generally offered superior

energy r e solu tion (Raethe r 1965) , but they we r e no t trul y
an alytical ; and

micro-

so their deve l opment i s not described here .

The y

did, however, c ontri b ute t o t he wealth o f e xpe rime n tal energy-los s
spectra , t hus a idin g the compari s on of the developing

e nergy- l o s s

theery with experimental results .
The avai l ab i l ity of EELS data , usuall y in the low- ener gy- loss
r ange (0 to 100 eV l oss ) promp t e d the application of recentlyde vel ope d t heoretical t e chniques (Bohm & Pines 1951 , 2 , 3 , Pines 1956 ,
Ferrell 1956 , Nozieres & Pines

1958a , b , c , 1959) to the analysis and

explanation of the data .
One of the f irst applications of EELS to quantitative micro-
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analysis was the use of the plasmon frequency as a measure of the
composition of binary alloys (Metherell 1965, Cundy 1967, Cook 1971).
When magnetic spectrometers and modern detectors were added to
conventional TEMs ( CTEMs ) , it became

possible to obtain ELS

at energy-losses as high as 2000 eV loss due to the good efficiency
of the detector and the ability to scan the spectrometer current over
a wide range of energy-losses.
The spatial resolution of microanalytical EELS was limited by the
brightness of the conventional tungsten-filament electron :·gun. The
availability of LaB 6 and, more recently, field emission guns (FEG)
has meant that the spatial resolution that may be achieved has
increased from several hundred angstrom units to several angstrom
units (in the case of the FEG).

One disadvantage of a field-emission

electron source is the need for a very good vacuum near the emitter
with the correspondingly increased hardware costs.
The energy resolution of the field-emission

operating at the

EM

low currents employed in electron microscopy is governed solely by the
quality of the electronics associated with the microscope and the
design of the electron spectrometer.

The energy-resolution of

electron microscopes using a thermionic source may be limited
by the energy spread of the emitted electrons .
One advantage of combining TEM and EELS is that it is possible to
observe the image of a region of the specimen, and choose a small
region of the specimen for analysis.

Other microanalytical techniques

are also available, such as X-ray microanalysis and microdiffraction
(Lynch 1980).

The region may be identified by its location on the

specimen, and the techniques of conventional electron microscopy
may also be applied (such as electron diffraction).
The recent development of the field-emission-gun scanning-transmission
electron microscope (FEG STEM) which has a monochromat ic electron
source and both excellent energy and spatial resolution has opened
up new possibilities in the application of

ELS

to the identifica-
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tion of small particles .

Developments in computer-based data capture

systems enable energy-loss data to be collected over long periods,
thus improving the statistical quality of the recorded spectra
(Batson 1978) .
The machines available commercially fall into two broad categories:
1)

Conventional transmission electron microscopes with a

manufacturer-supplied spectrometer, a LaB 6 electron source, computerbased data capture equipment. These machines have good energy
resolution, a very good count-rate at the detector and a rather
poor microanalytical spatial resolution of about 100

R.

The FEG STEM which has a much higher spatial resolution than

2)

above ( about 10

R)

at the cost of much reduced electron beam current

and hence count-rate at the spectrometer.

These machines are

also very expensive and may be subject to long delivery times.
1.2 THE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS OF MICROANALYTICAL ELS
In order to use the technique of quantitative EELS with a high
spatial resolution, the following requirements should be satisfied:
1)
5

In order to focus the electron probe to a very small ( about

R)

spot, and still have sufficient beam current to form a useful

electron energy-loss spectrum, it is neccessary to use a fieldemission electron source with the consequent requirement of an
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) gun chamber ( < 10-10 torr).
2)

In order to be able to maintain a very high current density at

the specimen, such as implied above, and not to suffer from a rapid
build-up of contamination on the specimen caused by the breakdown of
hydrocarbons present at the surface of the specimen , it is neccessary
to maintain _a good vacuum in the region near the specimen ( the
specimen chamber)

( a pressure of< 10- 7 torr) and ensure that the

specimen is free of contaminants by baking the specimen in vacuo prior
to its use in the microscope.
3)

The specimen stage and cartridge should be mechanically stable

so that vibration and drift d.o not affect the apparent position of
the specimen whilst energy-loss data are being colle.c ted.
4)

The lens, spectromete r, high-voltage and electron-beam-

positioning electronics should all be stable enough to keep the
position of the electron beam focus stationary in the plane of the
specimen and to keep the observed energy of the unscattered electrons
(the zero-loss peak) constant as measured by the spectrometer.

4

5)

A lesser requirement is that the electron beam current should
This requirement has been

not fluctuate or drift - quickly .

somewhat relaxed by the use of digital data collection techniques
in which successive spectra are sununed , and beam current fluctuations
tend to cancel out .
1. 3 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMBRIDGE RBS STEM
microscope , at the time of writing,

The only conunercially-available

that satisfied the requirements of section 1. 2 was the RBS (high
brightness ,

sR

probe size) microscope manufactured by Vacuum Generators

Ltd . (East Grinstead , Sussex , England).

The machine installed at

the Cavendish Laboratories was their second production machine, and
is still subject to continuing development .
A tungsten single-crystal , oriented so that the (310) crystal planes
are normal to the optic axis of the microscope , is used as the fieldemission source .

The end of the crystal is sharpened to a very small

radius of curvature ( about 100

i)

and is approximately hemi-spherical ,

so the effective source size is smaller than the physical source size,
in this case, about 20

R.

An eLectrode , called the Wehnelt cap, is placed near the tip , and

is charged to about +3000 Volts with re spect to the tip .

The very

high electric field formed near the tip because of the very small
radius of curvature

is sufficient to cause electrons at the

surface of the tungsten tip to leave the crystal surface .

Thi s is

the phenomenon of field emission .
At the same time, gas molecules present in the gun chamber near the
tip may be ionised by the very high electric field or by collisions
with energetic electrons.

Those which obtain a positive charge are

accelerated towards the tip and coat the metal surface with a
contamination layer that reduces the efficiency of the tip as a
field-emission source .

This contamination build-up occurs over a

time-scale of about 10 minutes , and has to be removed by heating
the field electrically by means of a special heating wire .
ca l led "tip

flashing".

This is

5

The gun chamber is kept at a very low pressure ( < 5 . 10

-1 1

torr

cold, and 10-lO torr operating) , in order to minimise the contamination rate of the tip and the slow irreversible damage caused to the
tip by erosion with fast ions.

It is not possible to operate the

specimen chamber at this low a pre·ssure because of the time tltrat would
be required to outgas

the specimen and because of the many vacuum

joints in the specimen region which would make maintenance and the
routine achievement of UHV in the specimen chamber difficult.
The specimen chamber is operated at a much higher pressure ( about
10- 8 torr) which may be achieved using an oil vapour diffusion pump,
and, at which pressure, plastic "a-ring" vacuum seals may be used.
A small aperture connects the gun chamber and the specimen chamber .
The flux of gas molecules through this aperture with the specimen
8
chamber at its operating pressure of about 10- torr is not great
enough to cause any significant increase in gun chamber pressure.
The aperture may be stopped-off by means of a manually-controlled
valve ( the isolation valve), enabling the specimen chamber to be
let up to atmospheric pressure without adversely affecting the
vacuum or cleanliness of the gun chamber.

The aperture is large

enough to allow a beam of electrons to escape from the tip into the
specimen chamber with a divergence angle of tens of milliradians .
See figure 1. I .
The first lens consists of a magnetic lens and stigmator which form
an image of the tip in the plane of the selected area diffraction
aperture.

This is the position of the first cross-over.

The second lens and associated stigmator ( the objective lens) form
a demagnified image of the t i p in the plane of the speci men .
In order to understand how the mi cros cope is

al i gned to perform

energy- loss spectroscopy , it is necessary to cons i der the operation
of the microscope in three modes (see fig 1. 2), the detai ls of whi ch
are given below.
1. 3. 1 Spot mode ( or i mage mode)
A convergent beam of electrons forms a demagnified image of the tip
at the specimen plane .

The convergence angle is defined by the size

of the objective aperture (situated in the back focal plane of the
objective lens) and the focal length of the lens.
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The spot size ( > 5

i)

is determined by the beam convergence angle

and the spherical aberration introduced by the objective lens. There
are two conflicting desires: in order to reduce spherical aberration , the convergence angle should be made as small as possible;

and

in order to limit diffraction broadening of the beam, the convergence
angle should be made as large as practicable.

The reader is referred

to Hirsch et al (1977) for a mathematical description of these
effects.
The position of the beam on the specimen may be scanned in the form
of a raster by using a set of coils which scan the position of the
spot in the plane of the selected area diffraction aperture.
The angle of the beam to the specimen is unchanged by scanning
in position .

See figure 1. 2 .

1.3.2 Selected area diffraction mode
The condenser lens current is weakened from the case of image mode
so as to form an image of the tip in the plane of the collector
aperture at the entrance to the electron spectrometer.

This implies

that the electron beam at the specimen plane is nearly parallel .
The objective lens current is left unaltered, so the selected area
diffraction aperture, being conjugate with the specimen plane,
defines the portion of the specimen illuminated by the electron beam
and therefore the beam convergence angle at the collector aperture.
The objective aperture is conjugate to the plane of the collector
aperture.
In order to obtain a selected area diffraction pattern

electron

beam is rocked about a point in the plane of the selected area
aperture, and hence rocks in the specimen plane

also , by means of the

same double-deflection coils used for scanning in position.

The

collector aperture defines the angular resolution of the diffraction
pattern,

and the objective aperture defines an angular cut-off.

See figure 1. 2 .
The procedure for the collection of energy-loss spectra differs slightly
from the case of the two imaging modes , which is given in section 1.3.4.
Energy-loss spectra are collected as follows:
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1)

The s e lecte d-area aperture is adjusted , whilst obse r ving the

specimen in image mode, to select the

portion of the specimen from

which energy-loss data are to be recorded .
2)

Se l ected area diffraction (SAD) mode is selected , which alters

the objective lens current to bring the probe into focus on the
collector aperture .

The apparent

angular orientation of the

collector aperture may be adjusted electrically (by means of the
Grigson coils (see fig 1.2)) or manually to select the desired
diffraction conditions for the collection of energy-loss data .
3)

The scan generator is thendisconnected from the angular scan

of the beam about the specimen and is connected to the spectrometer
scan coils.

The dou1He-deflection

coils have no effect on the

electron beam, except for a fixed shift which may be controlled
from the microscope control panel.

Thus an energy-loss spectrum

is collected with a nearly-parallel illumination and with a collection
angle defined by the size of the collector aperture.
1. 3.3 Search mode
Search mode is entered by switching off the objective lens and
adjusting the condenser lens to form an image of the tip at the
specimen.

One stage of demagnification of the image of the tip

has thus been omitted, and the consequent tip image size at the specimen is thus much larger than in image mode (i . e . ~ 200 R) .
defines the spatial r esolution .

This

The p r obe conve r gence angle is

defined by the size of the selected area diffraction aperture .
The advantages of usi'n g
I)

this technique are twofold :

low values of con ve r gence angle are combinedwith high beam

current ;
2)

the sc ?nning effect of the doub le- deflecti on s can co i ls at the

specimen is much greater than in image mode ,

the observed mag-

nification of the specimen i s therefore much l owe r than in image
mode t hus e nablin g t he
on ce.

whol e o f the 3mm speci men to be imaged at

This facilita t es the search for a desired f eature ( hence the

name of the mode) .

The disadvantages o f search mode are:
I)

...

the spatial resolution is very poor ( ab out 200R ) .
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2)

It is difficult to

align the electron optics because the

objective aperture may not be imaged in a scan in
of the condenser
3)

angle.

lens is especially critical .

The electron beam convergence angle is limited ,

the " collection angle " used
efficiency.

Stigmation

this is also

in the evaluation of collection

Thus most of the beam intensity may be scattered

outside the collector aperture by inelastic scattering at quite low
energy- losses

( this is also true for the SAD mode).

See fig. 1. 4

for a comparison of the tfuree modes of operation.

Figure I. 4
Microscope mode

effective collection
semi-angle

spatial
resolution

qualitative
count-rate

Image mode

high angle (I. 5 mR
to 8 .5 mR )

very good

poor

incident beam nearly
parallel, (] ,, µR to 4
µR ), therefore defined by collector
aperture
(O. 2 to 2 mR )

very poor
defined by
SAD aperture.
(2µm to

0 .2 to 2 mR
defined by the larger of the probe
convergence angle
and the collector
aperture angle

poor
c"' 300

Selected-area
diffraction

Search mode

c "'

5

R)

8µm )

R)

very high at
low energyloss (>50 eV).
Collection
efficiency
drops rapidly
with energy.
very high due
to increased
beam current.
efficiency
drops rapialy
(as above).

**

**

The electron optics are very difficult to ·,align to achieve
the full potential of the search mode of operation.

j:

3. 4

Image formation

Having passed through the specimen, the electron beam is deflected
in both angle and position by a set of double-deflection coils
( Grigson coils, see fig 1. 2 ).

The

amount of shift in both angle

and position is adjusted electrically in order to bring the collector
aperture into the desired
of the objective lens.

~lignment with respect to the optic axis
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In general, an image is formed on a cathode-ray tube (CRT) by
scanning the position of a spot on the CRT in synchronism with a
scan of the first set of double-deflection coi l s which p r oduce either
a scan of the angle of the beam at the specimen (SAD mode) or a scan
of the position of the electron probe at the specimen (image or
search mode) and modulating the intensity of the spot on the CRT
by some detected signal.

As the data are displayed serially ,

it 1.s

possible to combine two detector outputs in some way ( for instance
by taking the ratio of two signals (Treacy 1980)) and then to display
the processed signal on -. the CRT.

If the scan rates are fast enough ,

the image displayed sequentially on the CRT may be interpreted
visually as an image of the specimen.

A camera attached to the

CRT may be used to form a permanen,t · record of the image ,

and this

may be formed slowly, if required, which has some advantage when the
detected signal is very noisy .
The two most-commonly used detectors are the annular detector and
the electron spectrometer .

The annular detector i ,s able to detect

electrons scattered within the range of angles 8 mR
away from the optic axis of the collector system.

to 50 mRadians
The electron

spectrometer focusses electrons which pass through a collector aperture on the optic axis of the collector system onto a pair of slits
(see fig 1.3).

The image of the collector aperture is dispersed in

the spectrometer in

a

direction normal to the axis of the slits

acco r ding to electron energy .

Electrons which pass through the slits

are detected by a scintillato r and phot omult ipli e r tube (PM'I') assembly .
For a more detailed desc rip tion of these two detectors, see section

3.2.
Other detectors that have been used are :
1)

Cathodoluminescense detector consisting of a light-pipe

from the specimen to an external photomultiplier tube .
(Pennycook 1979)
2)

Very-high angle annular detector consisting of an annulus of

scintillator material mounted in the specimen cartridge just after
the specimen .

Electrons which are scattered through large angles

strike the scintillator.
in 1).

The light pulses produc~d are detected as
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3)

split detector consisting of two "D"-shaped scintillators

mounted on the axis of the detector system, each "D" has a separate
PMT. The two signals can be processed to display magnetic domain
information directly on the CRT, (Chapman et al 1978)
4)

X-ray detector consisting of a lithium-drifted semiconductor

behind a thin beryllium window situated near to the specimen and
biased so as to produce a pulse of current upon the arrival of an
X-ray photon at the detector junction.
can be converted to X-ray energy,

The magnitude of the pulse

and pulses wich fall within a

chosen upper and lower energy window may be used to drive the CRT as
before. This enables an X-ray energy-filtered image to be formed
which can be used to provide an elemental map of the specimen.
1.3.5 The collection of energy-loss data

In order to obtain an energy-loss spectrum in image mode or
search mode (the case of SAD mode has been discussed above in
section 1.3.2), the specimen is first limaged- ilormally. The point
from which it is desired to collect energy-loss data is chosen by
adjusting the position of an electronic cursor on the CRT so that it
is above the desired point on ' the specimen. An energy-loss spectrum
is then collected from the indicated point by disconnecting the
scan generator outputs from the spot deflection coils, and connecting the cursor-controll ed offset, so that the beam remains stationary
at the chosen point. The scan generator is connected to the spectrometer scan coils,

and the output of the spectrometer PMT may be

used to drive the Y-axis of an X-Y chart recorder, the X-axis being
driven in synchronism with the scan coil of the spectrometer.
Alternatively,

the spectrometer PMT output may be used to drive the
vertical deflection of a CRT to provide a visual display of the

ene rgy-loss spectrum .

A computer based data-capture system is

described in chapter 3.
Although the process of going from an image to the collection of
energy-loss data may seem complicated, these processes are realised,
in practice, by the pressing of a few buttons which takes only a few
seconds.

Chapter 2 - Summary of the theory of energyloss processes
2. 1 The low-loss region
2. 1. 1 The classical plasma model
2 . 1. 2 The quantum-mechan ical plasma model
2 . 1. 2 . 1 Plasmon scattering cross-section
2. 1.3 The dielectric function of a plasma
2. 1.3. 1 The classical plasma
2. 1. 3 . 2 The quantum-mechan ical dielectric function and
oscillator strength
2 . 1.3.3 Plasmon lifetime , broadening and peak position
shift
2. 1.3.4 Surface effects and surface plasmon excitation
2. 1. 3. 5 Kramers-Kronig analysis
2 . 2 The high energy-loss region
2. 2 . 1 Classical cross-section calculations
2 . 2.2 The Born approximation and the Beth cross-section
2 . 2 . 3 The oscillator strength
2 . 2 . 4 The integrated scattering cross-section
2.2.5 Chemical environment and bandstructure effects
2.2.6 Extended energy- loss fine structure (EXELFS)
2.3 Summary of useful formulre
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Chapter ·2 - Summary of the theory of Energy- loss processe s
Introduct ion:
The .· theory of energy-lo ss spectrosco py has received intense study
since the 19SO's. As early as 1930 (Rudberg 1930), energy-lo ss
measureme nts had been made, and Hiller & Haker ( 1946) suggested
the use of electron energy-lo ss spectrosc opy (EELS) as a microanalytica l tool. Most of the early theoretic al interest was
devoted to the low-loss region of the energy-lo ss spectrum (i.e.
the energy-lo ss range up to about 100 eV) because many of the problems under investiga tion could be solved analytica lly and most
of the experimen tal energy-lo ss s pectra (ELS) were from this
region of the spectrum.

As the energy-ra nge of experimen tal data
available was extended to higher energies, and with the advent
of photo-mu ltiplier tube detection systems, interest turned to
the evaluatio n of atomic scatterin g cross-sec tions using fast
computers and a good model for the atomic potential .
This chapter contains a summary of the important theoretic al
results on which the practical applicati on of the energy-lo ss
technique relies.
with any rigour;

It does not attempt to derive these results
the reader is referred to the original papers

for a more-com plete descriptio n of the theory.
The energy-lo ss spectrum is divided into two regions:
1) the low-loss region ( 0 to 100 eV loss) in which the energyloss spectrum is dominated by collectiv e effects and;
2) the core-loss region where the excited electron behaves largely
as a single-pa rticle excitatio n, al though the presence of other
electrons or atoms has a modifying effect on the single-el ectron
spectrum.
2. 1 THE LOW-LOSS REGION
2 . 1. 1 The classical plasma model
Following the method of Pines and Bohrn (1952), the energy of
interactio n between two electrons ~.
j , interacti ng solely by
means of a coulomb potential is given by:
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where the electrons are at positions

_j.
and -x

x·
_1.

and

~

is the wave-vector (which is the fourier inverse variable
complementary to distance ~ ).
The total potential of electron

i

is the sum of equation 2. I over all electrons

The force

acting on this electron is the derivative of the total potential
with respect to distance
by Newton's third law.

..

x·
_t

~i

:::r .
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The gas of electrons may be represented by the electron density,
per unit volume

f (~)

=

2.3

Bohm and Pines introduce the idea of an electron density wave
characterised by its wave-vector,

A
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Jo!~-fC~) _e-iK -~

p.!{
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==

6,t

e_,iJ:5.:f-i
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which is just the fourier transform of the space density p (zc).
The Equation of motion (equation 2 . 2) may be expressed in terms
of the density wave,

/JK :

..

e
- ')' f2.

f~

µ_

)

· ' _
k.k' et"(K- --if)-!'f.e._· -tl{.::;rj
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i' J ' <-o '" r,

2.5

'tfO

where:
At this point,

Bohm and Pines introduce the random-phase approxima-

tion (RPA) which assumes that two electron density waves with
differing wavector are not correlated , i . e .:
')'

1" e

(-i, ('.i

1

-KJ .:;ei )

- -

=o

-f"" k ' 1

~
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Equation 2.5 may now be simplified , giving

.

.

A
where:
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-

.
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is the number density of electrons per unit volume,

given by the sum over electrons

i .
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The first term is independent of the coulomb interaction,
arises from a random (thermal) motion of the electrons.

k and for

is second order in

k

and
This term

sufficiently small , this term

may be ignored .
The second term represents the coulomb interaction,

and, provided

that the first term may be ignored, results in a simple-harmonic
solution of equation 2. 7 :

..

f~

2.8

=

The angular frequency of oscillation, wp,is given by:
(

~l

eo v'\-1

)'l:z.

2.9

For the thermal motion term in equation 2. 7 to be less important
than the coulomb term requires

~ez

2

>> ( ( ~ .y'-i ) la.v'

foM

<(~.\(i)

where

2
~"

2. 10

is an average over all the electrons,

i.

An

estimate of this average may be obtained by using the Maxwell
distribution for the velocity of a gas of particles at a given

T

temperature ,

Thus inequality 2. 10 becomes:
2

:::

where

K8

-

:.

is Boltzmann's constant,

wave length .

Al) ~ 0,4-

5 ". e

For a typical metal,

A

and

\ -2.
/\ l)

AJ>

2. I I

is the Debye:

at room temperature,

For values of wavevector in excess of

kc , the

random term in equation 2. 7 dominates the motion of the particles,
and the density wave
of

Pv.

/r

fg

is not harmonic .

For very small values

the coulomb interaction dominates equation 2. 7 ,

are harmonic.

and the

In between these two extreme s the harmonic

solution is coupled into the single-particle solution of
Pines & Bohm introduce a new variable :
'\"'
i.
e -i tr -~-i·
'i!! =
i.v~-r~ -1[-()2..

i'

~

.

2 . 12

which may be shown to obey the equation of motion

q,k

+

2

W.'h

0

2 . 13

provided that

1 =

2 . I4
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Thus, a solution of the equation of motion (2 . 2) can be found that,

p~,

unlike a simple charge density wave,
wavevector.

is exact for non-zero

It has the disadvantage that it cannot be directly

interpreted in terms which can be understood in terms of the
original physical model (i.e. the positions of electrons).
Provided that

I<

is small enough,

equation 2 . 14 may be re-arranged

to give:
')
/.( 2. <V~ /tlV

-t-

2. 13

Thus , the motion of a gas of free-electrons may be represented by
the
'h "density waves" with a known dispersion relation for
small

I<

Pines and Bohm calculate the energy-loss per unit length travelled
of an incident fast electron, moving with velocity ~o by evaluating the response of the gas of electrons in terms of the normal
modes of oscillation ( the
given by

S( ~ - 1 ~ )

4~)

to an electron density perturbation

They show that the motion of the

is now that of a forced oscillation
-i~-0it
2

-wr. e

This equation may be solved to obtain the

2 . 14
~~

, from

which the

electron density f(-:is) and hence the electric field at the position
of the incident electron may be determined.
Thus, a force,
exerted on the incident fast electron, may be calculated:
=

F

e2.w;

2\/{fTTio

.

-&i. ( + 2.v/
)
I
<'.:v2 /Qv

2 . 15

Therefore , the energy-loss per unit length is equal to this force :

oEJV_? :.,;

ii. Vle.4 2..
Eo.(£lifio)

eYl (I+

:2..Voz. )
.c.vi7G\.v
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Eo is the kinetic energy of the incident fast electron .

where

For small values of

Is , the normal modes of the system, q.~ ,

jk ,

approximate to the simple charge density waves, the
be interpreted as a purely collective excitation .
of

.15

greatly exceeding

.!{c , the normal modes

which may

For values
<1.!s

do not

correspond to a simple collecti ve oscillation, but correspond to a
single particle excitation.
two

extreme s

For values of wavevector between the se

the nature of the per tu rba tion produced by the

incident fast electron cannot be described as purely collective or

15
purely single-p article, but as a mixture o f t h e t wo.
Pines & Bohrn (1952) show that a purely classical

To summarise :

descript ion of the i nte r act i ons between elect rons i n a freeelec t ron gas results in a descri p tion of t he pe r turb ati on o f the
elect ron gas by a fast ele c tron p r oducin g plasma osci ll ations. at
low va lues o f wave vector transfer ,

and s i ngle - particle e xc i tations

The f r eq uency of plasma osc i llations

at lar ge .values of

and the dispersion relation have been described .
2 . 1. 2 The Quantum-mechanical plasma model
In this section ,

the response of a gas of electrons is defined by

its harniltonian ,

H , from which the eigenfunctions (wavefunctions)

may be derived .

These describe the normal modes of the system

from which the response to an incident fast electron may be
derived.
Following the method of Pines (1956) in his review paper ,
harniltonian ,

H

=

the

H , is given by :
:z

Pi

L

.i. WI.

i

Z V(C.iJ

+

kinetic energy term

2:11 7a

+

potential of ion cores -

2 . 17b

i

-+

+

2. wt

~

,,2

2: k'

cou l omb i nteract i on between
e l ectrons
and
2 .1 7c
kinetic e ne rgy of inciden t
e l e ctron
2 . 17 d

,i,K. [Ro - x,,:)
<Z. - -

2. l 7e.

-t , ~

The last term is the coulomb i n teration between t he i n cident fast
electron and all other electrons,
over all electrons in the gas .

where the sum over

H~t .

is taken

The last two terms arise from

the presence of a fast incident electron,
referred to as

i

and are collectively
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The density waves
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J
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re~)· e

are defined as for the classical gas :
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?e
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Bohm and Pines ( 1953) shown tltrat the

- -

fii
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obey the operator equation

of motion

+
2. 19

For a simple-harmonic solution to exist

the terms on the right-

hand side of equation 2. 19 should be much smaller than those on
the left.

The first term on the RHS represents the effects of

individual electron kinetic energy on the response of the gas .
Pines and Bohm obtain an estimate of its value by averaging over
electron momenta, giving:
2 . 20

This term becomes comparable with the coulomb term
values of

{wp f1<)for

k such that
,v

2 . 21

where VF is the fermi velocity.
For values of

much smaller than

I<

}s:_c

plasma (i . e . a collective excitation) .
than

tc ,

, the gas re sponds as a

For values of

~

single-particle excitations become important.

typical metal , ~(

1

greater
In a

is of the order of the inte r-el ectron spacing .

The second term on the RHS of equation 2. 19 repre sents the effects
of non-linear interactions between the density fluctuations

f5 .

Bohm and Pines ( 1953) have examined the behaviour of this term ,
provided that

~ <

\:.c ,

this term is always much smaller than the

term which preceedes it.
The response of the gas is given by the matrix elements of the
operators

p~

between different states of the valence electrons.

The valence electrons are represented by eigenstates of the
non-interacting-electron hamiltonian ,

~o:

and
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2.22
Thus

Pi<]

+ vvl.r.

-

=

2 . 23

f\O

+ non-linear terms

where the wave functions of the non-interacting electron gas,
and

I

0

/

are separated by an energy

,

order for the (PK \

W110

As before,

)>1

>

in

to have an har monic solution, the perturbing

0

term on the RHS of equation 2 .23 must be much smalle r than the
harmonic term on the left-hand side~ thus
2.

«

Wp

2 . 24

In the same way as in the case of purely classical plasma theory,
Bohm and Pines transform from the operator

i~

operator

f~

to a new , related,

which obtains an harmonic solution of equation 2 . 23

, i!{

without restriction on

being given by :

·E'.

-1.1(. '?S,1'

2 . 25

Pines & Bohm show that this obeys the operator equation of motion,

w

(equation 2. 19) provided that

and

f

satisfy the dispersion

relation :

1

:=

e2 .
~ovY\

Li {I w
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In the long-wave len gth limit ( k
wl.

::::

%.

wp

~

2 . 26

o), this simplifies to

-+

2.27
~

For non-vanishing

, the matri x elements of the operators

are given by
2 . 28
The dispersion relation

now becomes :

:::

2 . 29

which may be written in the form
:::

_L__I·

~o
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2 . 30
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The

[vio

is called the general oscillator strength,

the coupling between two states

introduced by the

i~

existence of the density fluctuations,
To surrrrnarise:

/o>

/YI/ and

and represents

Pines and Bohm show that the response of an electron

gas, interacting by means of a coulomb potential, may be described

q,~ ,

by the operators
and

~

and obtain

a dispersion relation between

w

from the matrix elements of these operators with the wave -

functions of the non-interacting electron hamiltonian.
The nature of the excitation is purely collective at low values of
~

, but cannot be described by a purely collective excitation
at large

~

, which means that the excitation is partly callee-

tive and partly single-particle for these values of

·K

2. 1.2. l_Plasmon_scat tering_cross-se ction

l{ ( l(c , the response of a gas of electrons is
mainly collective in nature. It is this cross-section that is
sought here. Following the method of Pines (1956) and the previous
For values of

section, the response of the gas of electrons is given by the
operators
(equation 2.25) . The long-wavelength interaction
between an incident fast electron and the valence electrons,
given by a coulomb interaction is

""'
£,...;
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where ~~ is the plasmon momentum.
that a plasmon is generated,

W

.

-

2 . 31

The probability , per unit time,

, may be obtained by an application

of first-order perturbation theory , giving
2 . 32

where

'Po

is the momentum of the incident electron , ~v is the

Bohr radius ,

and cJ.Jl. is solid angle into which the incident electron

is scattered.
The conservation of momentum requires that (see figure 2. 1) :
~.2.\'.S2.

where

=(Llpf +

?l-.e2- :::

P}(9L + £9J)

«

2 . 33

1
2. 34

Figure 2.2:
Path r used in the
derivation of the
Kramers-Kronig t 11.ansform
R

e

Figure 2. 1 :
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The scatterin g cross-section for plasmon generat i on , per unit solid
angle , is given by :

=

2. 35

Inte gration of equation 2. 35 over solid angle Jl yields _a value
for the inelastic scattering cross-section , per unit volume:

0where

:::

9c :

&e

.eV\ ( 9c/ Fie)

Clo
(n;i,rA.JIE. 0 )'12.. is the angle corresponding to

2. 36
~c •

Equation 2.35 includes only interactions between the incident
electron and plasmon excitations for
large,

~ < ~c

.

When ~ becomes

the non-linear terms in equation 2 . 19 require that the inter-

action between the incident electron and single-particle excitations
be treated separately. For further discussion of this point , the
reader is referred to Nozieres & Pines (1958a,b , c, 1959) .
2. 1. 3 The dielectric function of a plasma
2. 1.3 . l_The_classical _plasma
For the purposes of ELS, it is often convenient to consider the
specimen to be homogenous and to express the effect of the specimen
on an incident electron in terms of a dielectric function , £
which des cribes the response of the specimen as a function of
wavevecto r and frequency ,

but independent of position.

It is

shown , later , how this enables the direct comparison of ene r gy-loss
results with those obtained by other techniques (e . g . optical
measurements of reflectivity).
Foll owing t he method of Ri tchie (1 957) ,
due to a poin t ch a r ge, -e , a t po sition
volo ci ty

Y

i n an

the e l e ctric potential ,

B.

o/ ,

movi n g wi th un i f orm

infinite homogenous plasma is wri tten :
2 .37

which de f ines

f, (~ , w} ,

the relative dielectric f unction.

The fourier transform of equation 2.37 gives:
2. 38

where

~

r~, w)

is the fourier transform of

cy[.c ,t) given by:
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2. 39
The energy-loss , per unit path length, in the medium is:

w
where

2.40

f

= -\lr qJ and

f x

1.s the ~lectric field 1.n the direction of

The probability of exciting a plasmon , per unit path

ll

length is given by :

p (~, "")

=- /~ . w( k, w)

2.41

The application of equations 2 . 37 and 2 . 39 to 2 . 41 gives

2.42
The energy-loss per unit path len gth, integrated over wave-vector
and frequency,

vv

TOTAL.

is given by :
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l{:Z.

where the integral over wavevector has been separated into integrals
over

K_.1.

'L

perpendicular to

Performing the in te gr al over

(~J..) and

/S 11

K

parallel to

)!

(~II) •

gives :

=

2 . 44

The energy-loss per unit path length may also be expressed in terms
of the differential scattering cross-section per unit volume ,

.::

J
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f

Transforming fro m W to

2 . 45
~ .1..

and from

to

e

in equation

2 . 4 7 gives :.
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1
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Equating the integrands of equations 2.45 and 2.46 gives an
expression for the scattering cross-section as a function of the
dielectric response:
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where

Q,.

2n

'l
C(o.

E.,

1.s the bohr radius, given by:

/ = O· $2.9 A )

2.48

Therefore, given the dielectric response of a homogenous medium,
it is possible to evaluate the inelastic scattering cross-section
as a function of energy-loss and scattering angle.
2. l.3.2_The_1uantum-mec hanical_dielectric_func tion_and
oscillator_strength
This section summarises the work of Nozieres & Pines (1959) which
obtains the dielectric function i r{'!5 ,w) in the context of their
quantum-mechanical description of an electron gas.
A test charge, of density

e. f\ .

.e

,i(I<.[' _))_t)

-

1.s introduced, where
charge density

2.49

are the fourier components of the

f'[;!).

The interactions introduced by this term are represented by adding
the term

e.2.
fo K2.·

f-!5.

r!( .

e

-iJ2.t 1b

. fl

to the system hamiltonian (equation 2. 17),

2.50
this term being the

coulomb interaction between the test charge and the density

f~

fluctuations

defined by equation 2. 18.

The presence of tJ,.

ensures that the interaction can be turned on adiabatically.
The dielectric constant 1.s defined by analogy to Maxwell's equations:
2 . 51
(relaxed charge density)
where

==

[o . ir.

f

2 . 52
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Therefore, taking the fourier transform of equation 2.51 gives
2 . 53
and equation 2.52 gives:
'2<>.-il<f;~
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2.54

where C fK°?' is the response of the gas of electrons to the perturbing test charge.

This is evaluated using first-order perturbation

Equations 2.53 and 2 . 54 give that:

theory.

=

-t

which becomes Nozieres

f;

function

&

2 . 55

Pines' s definition of the dielectric

A straight-forward application of perturbation

theory yields the result
2 . 56
where the sum 1.s taken over all excited states in the electron gas .
Therefore,

t-)

as

o

, the energy-loss function ..I:"'1(·Vt)may be

evaluated :
2.57
Nozieres & Pines re-introduce the oscillator strength,

f

0111

/lc' JJ.},

already defined in equation 2 . 30:
:::

2wt2 . W"'o· )

{1 k

(fK )/~

(2. 30)

Olt_

The energy-loss function may now be written as:
2 . 58
The dielectric function,

fr(~,lV)

~

as

) - foeiWl

'\, --'t

l
"°'

0

~
'-' ,_ -

w

, may be written (Pines 1956)
2 . 59

z.

l>VI

The existence of undamped plasmons requires that an oscillating
electric field be sustained without any driving pertur bation.

SI . ~

Therefo re
and

,

I

O

driving charge f luctuation= 0
for plasmons to exist

These two conditions require that

S:r(.!1, w}

2 . 60
2 . 61

""O
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This result, together with equation 2. 59 gives a dispersion
relation between

W

and

which must be satisfied if a

I.<

self-sustaining plasmon is to exist.

2 . 62
So far, the test charge has only been considered to interact
with a free-electron gas.

In a real metal ,

the loosely-bound

valence electrons and the unbound conduction electrons both
contribute to the plasma gas .

The deeper-lying core-electrons

are not able to contribute to a plasma excitation, but do relax
in the presence of the oscillating electric field of a plasmon,
tending to depolarise the plasmon excitation.

This may be

represented by introducing a core-polarisabili ty,

_ez.
411~1> WI •

where

J1

given by

<X ,

6i w'-11·- t
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L.v

is the oscillator strength between core state

all unfilled (conduction) states,

W1·

core-state to fermi-level transition,

t.

and

is the frequency of the
and the sum is taken over

all core states .
The modified expression for 2. becomes

[(w) =

l

2 . 64

Raether (1965) shows how the effect of an extra oscillator
(bound state) on the dielectric constant may be represented by the
addition of

&[f(i.v), the contribution to the real part of

£

due to

the bound state , givin g

~1 (w) =

1-

~J -

S°'[f(w) = f1fw )plas -

~ rt{w)
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is the f r ee-electron plasma fre quency
(a result of the f-sum rule , see Fano & Cooper 1968 , Raether 1965) .
The condition fo r plasma r eson an ce,

z.,(t.))

=

0

i s now modified to :

~ l.t(w)

~ 21 lw)plo.~

2. 66

The resonance is now at the frequency given by the intersection of
the two curves ~l,fzr w1and

f 1fw )plc...~(see Raethe r 1965) .

in t he ca s e of an oscillator wi t h W '\ <.. W p

(an i n terb and t r ans i-

tion) , the modified plasma frequency will be raised .

...

Therefore,
The converse

24

is true for a core-loss oscillator
is no rigid
tion ,

( w.,: ') Wp ) •

Al though there

delineation between an inter-band and a core-loss transi-

it is helpful, in practise, to use this partition.

The reader is referred to papers by Raether ( 196-5) and Daniels et al
(1970) for more detail iof the effects of core polarisability, and
chapter 6 for the case of an osciilator of frequency just below
the plasmon frequency.

In the latter case, a slightly-different

formalism is employed (the twoband model, see section 6. 7).
2 1 1. 3 : 3 Plasmon_lifetime.z. broadening_and_E_eak_E_osition_shift

Up to this point, plasma excitations have been considered to be
undamped.

The effect of this on the energy-loss function is to

produce poles at the frequencies corresponding to the excitation of
the normal modes of the free-electron gas

( the

W110

of equation 2 . 58) .

At non-zero wavevector the normal modes of an electron gas are not
purely free-electron-like.

This has been recognised by replacing

the collective electron-density fluctuations

/1:S.

by

j 16

, which

are no longer purely collections (sections 2 . 1. 1 and 2. 1. 2).
This implies that a collective oscillation is coupled to a singleparticle excitation and may therefore decay into a single-particle
Nozieres & Pines (1958a,b,c,

excitation.

probability of such an excitation,
fermi level ,
wavevector
VVI( =

1959)

calculate the

exciting an electron from the

and calculate the. probability that a plasmon , with
k

will decay per unit time,

w'I(

,

t nwt . h · L foV\ (.K ,w)_ ~ (w - wMJ

2 . 67

~

where the sum is taken over all excited states of the electron gas .
The lifetime of the plasmon is therefore :
-Cc

=

1/

vv K

2 . 68

A finite lifetime modifies the expression for the dielectric
function (Raether 1965) and replaces the poles in

1/'i.., by peaks.

The modified dielectric function is:
2.69
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Therefore
2 . 70a
and
:::

2 . 70b
It can be shown , from equation 2 . 69 , that the width (FWHM) of a

plasmon in the energy-loss function (L,,.,,.(- 1/cr)) is given by

/-cc

1

Similarly, the position of the plasmon frequency defined by

z:, (i...>) = c,

is modified to

( Wp

'/[, 2) 1/2-

2. 71

The position of the plasmon peak in the energy-loss spectrum
defined as the maximum of I ,,41\('/i) is given by

2 . 72

2-

JL els

:::

In the case of a typical plasmon peak ,
and 1i/ Cc

= 10 eV .

,t, Jl..i:1

=

~

Wp

= 20 eV

Application of equations 2 . 71 and 2. 72 gives
1 7. 3 eV

19 . 3 eV .
~ Jl.e,15
Thus damping has a significant effect on the position of the zero
of ii(w) , but has a much- smaller e ffect on the position of the plasmon peak observed in the energy-loss spectrum.
2. 1. 3 . 4 _Surface effects _and _surface £lasmon _excitation
The existence of a sur f ace has two effects on the energy-loss
p r ocess .

Fi r st ly,

plasmon volume e xci tations have be en ass umed

t o be e xci t e_d f r om an i nfinite elec t ron gas .
as to depolar ise volume p l asmons .

The s urface a c ts s o

This effect is dis c ussed by

Ritchie ( 1957 ) and i s not cons i dered further .
The second effect is that a solution of Maxwell's equations
exists for the case of an excitation which decays exponentially
with penetration depth~ and satisfies the boundary condition
at the surface.
More generally, a surface plasmon may be excite d at any surface which
separates volumes with differing dielectric functions .

.
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3 =

Given a boundary at

0 between two homogenous media with

dielectric functions [(' 1 and

[(Z/

the charge density wave

,

given by

fb

b<p( ,i

t.<~. r) - -1.Ws

C l<x .K f

t) . [' ( '$)

:J.. p = o,

satisfies the boundary condition
2. (1 / = _ z p. )

provided that (Raether 1965)

2 . 73

If the medium (2) has dielectric functi Gln ir , then
vJS =

( I -+ i .,. { c,J s ))''z

W p1 /

2 . 74

altern.a tively, if both media are free-electron plasmas
2 . 75

If the specimen is very thin, then the two surface plasmons may
couple ,

and the frequency of the surface plasmon becomes split in

two :
;;;

2 . 76

in the case of both boundaries between a specimen and vacuum ,
where

Dis the thickness of the foil .

be important in foils

R thick

> 10

This effect should not

under normal experimental

circumstances .
These results ignore the fin i te velociy of propagation of the electric field .

A corrected treatment is given by Ritchie (1957) .

The differential probability for the excitation of a surface
plasmon on a semi-infinite medium is given by (Stern & Fe rrell 1960)

oP

-'- ·
4TTlo

'bJ2.

e. 2
w1,

2
+ ~r

Vo

f) .

ee

(e2-1-&l)2

. f-
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a geometric factor
The integration
+
equation 2. 77 over all scattering angles

where

("' 1) .

lS

of

gives :

'?

=

I

4rr 'io

\ + ~(
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11el
1i\

Yo

~~!~1~~-Kramers-Kronig_analysis
Kramers-Kronig analysis is a powerful technique that enables the
real part of an analytic function to be calculated, given the
imaginary part of that function ,

and vice versa .

Electron

27
energy-loss spectroscopy enables the determination of J:..,,(-Yi.) to be
made, and by the use of Kramers-Kronig analysis (KKA), fle('V() and
thence

te (£)

and rVlllc~)

"l (5) is analytic in the upper half of

Suppose that a function
the complex plane

may be calculated.

@ ,

r

then the contour integral around path

(see figure 2 . 2), which does ,not include any poles, is zero
The contour integral is given by:

(Cauchey's theorum - Riley (1974)).

lo

f

==

1(;).,i/}

r

~

==
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0

-w

J =w

The only pole on the complex plane is at

1

, provided that

The integral is divided into three parts :

is analytic.

taken over the outer semi.,...circle
2.80

where

P:

Cauchey principle part

( = li mi t as r

-oo

integral from
+integral from

-?

o

-c>Q

l...)t-r

of
to (t.J -r) to "°

2 . 81

)

taken over the small semi-circle
2.82

,Z ,

The technique of KKA requires that the analytic function ,
be transformed tends to zero at large
In this case,

r,

~

~t/~ 0

1f3)""7o

, i.e .

o
Io = r,

The total integral

R

to

.+

r z.

+ ..r:3 := 0

gives that
2 . 83

Taking the imaginary part gives :
_L
TT

'Pj'ot:.I~(vi(J2.))£ii.12.

2 . 84

...fl..-w
-QI)

Two po i nts should be noted :
1)

the function

2)

1(w)

1h)

must tend to zero at large

mus t be s p e cifie d for

The modulus of

£[w/

o rigin is required ;

v

in t h e ran ge

tends to 1 at large
and the transform of

11 I ;
-Cl\l

t.)

1(w)-::. (

,

t o oq

so a chan ge of

'/'i.( 0

)

-

I)
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is taken . To evaluate ~~(w) at negative frequencies , one uses
~cw) ::0 c·(-w)
With these two substitutions, equation 2 . 84
becomes:
2.85
which is the form used in the chapter on numerical techniques
(section 3.3.4) .

2. 2 THE HIGH ENERGY-LOSS REGION

The energy-loss spectrum is considered to be split into two energy
regions : the low-loss region and the high-loss (core-loss or edge)
region.

This is not an arbitrary partition because the detail of

independent electron excitations in the low-loss region is considerably

modified by the presence of the plasma formed by conduction

electrons and loosely-bound valence electrons.

The plasma gas

can relax at the frequency of a low-loss excitation ( w

~

Wp

)

producing a significant electrostatic screening effect (Pines 1956).
For a single-particle excitation with frequency much higher than
the plasmon frequency, there is little relaxation of the valence/
conduction electrons,
any plasma effects.

and the edges are largely independent of
This does not hold true in the case of multiple-

scattering after an edge,
A convenient

see section 3.3.3.2.

division between the two partitions is at 100 eV.

2.2. 1 Classical cross-section calculations
Gryzinski (1965) has calculated the classical inelastic scattering
cross-section of a fast electron incident upon a system of
orbital electrons in motion.

The orbital kinetic energy and the

probability of finding an electron at a given radial distance are
given by simple quantmm theory.

The interaction between the incident

electron and the orbital electrons is considered to be purely
two-body,

this is the classical nature of the approximation

employed.
It is the existence of orbital kinetic energy that enables the
incident

electron to be scattered at angles other than the

29
classical "hard spheres" scattering angle
2 . 86

DE is the energy lost by the incident electron and

where

f

O

i s its initial kinetic energy .

The result of Gryzinski for the total cross-section is

~

where :

( u.)

==

t,.f is the number of electrons in state
radial ,quantum number
number

rt.

YI.(_

labelled by

and angular-momentum quan turn

1

e._ ;

EAt is the depth of state nt

below the Fermi level (in eV).

Powell (1976) has compared this expression against other quantummechanical and classical expressions and experimental results.
The various formulae tend to differ in detail near threshold

(~ = I), but he finds good agreement in the region of large
lA

(

> 10), which is precisely the region that is relevent

LA

in the study of energy-loss spectroscopy .
The Gryzinski formula has the great advantage over other i expressions
of having no free parameters.
Powell , disc ret ion

needs to be

In the other formulae examined by
exercised in the choice of

suitable parameters.
2.2.2 The Born approximation and the Bethe cross-section
The Gryzinski method is successful in ob taining the integrated
cross-section.

In order to obtain a differential cross - section

as a function of energy and solid angle,

a quantum-mechanical

description of the inelastic scattering process is required .

Following the method of Inokuti ( 1971): a fast electron with velocity ][

is incident on a stationary atom, of atomic number t

the groundstate \o) , which is then excited to state
energy f;,,.

measured with respect to the groundstate .

in

Iii\;> of
The incident

electron is inelastically scattered into solid angle element

oLJ.2. .
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The differential form of the scattering cross-section is given by
perturbation theory (first order perturbation is the Born approximation) :
2.88

Ail · =- ~- Mo/{tllio +vv,..)

where

\/

is the reduced electronic mass and

is the interaction potential.

The

U 's are the

eigenfunctions of the atomic electrons expressed in terms of the
coordinates of the atomic electrons. ~

k

incident electron before collision and 11.
collision. ~

is the momentum of the

k'

is its momentum after

is the momentum transfer.

The interaction between the incident electron and the atom is
coulornbic.

Thus
-l_,itA.de<A<'".

,q.n
r-

where

e1..

2.89

fo. r.

is the position of the incident electron measured with

respect to the position of the nucleus.

Performing the integration

of equation 2. 88 over .C using the result
2.90
gives

2. 91

£,,.(~) is

where

the atomic matrix element:

Note that the nuclear potential cannot contribute to
states I.I\) and

\o )

G"

because

are orthogonal.

The matrix element is usually considered to be independent of
the azimuthal scattering angle,

8~
over

~

this is equivalent to writing

as a function of the scalar variable I< •
c$"

is then imp lied.

The integration

may be writ ten :

~IJ'"I\

dcr-1\
where

=- 2Tre_tlCtt- rr<;. o J2-

( Mvl.

r

1
.

ex-:

I

e,. (L{) )~ J ( fM (a)}
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Q ::: ,J;; K2;2 v1,

The oscillator strength is defined as:

}vi (KJ

=

(~-1) • ) Gt1 (l()/

1

2.94

Note that this is equivalent to the definition used in connection
with p lasmon excitation (equation 2. 30).

The oscillator strength

may be written:
2.95
where

iQ.

= iM.e4- (2,t;.i.. (4-iTio)2. = 13. 6 eV ( the Rydberg) , and

~o = (4rr'io).1il2./~e.2..

i

= 0 . 529

(the Bohr radius).

The kinetic energy of the incident electron is given by:
T

=

which enables the scattering cross-section i

112 /.II.Yi.

to be written:
2.96

Conservation of energy requires that

(,t, \( ) 2.

(-111<') 2.

:::

-,-

1ME11.

2.97

Note that the oscillator strength jil(K/depends only on the atom
and not on the incident particle .
In the case of excitation to a continuum of states (as is normal
{n the energy-loss spectrum above a core-loss edge), the discrete
oscillator strength ~~{K) is replaced by a density of oscillator
strength per unit energy:
2.98
where

=

0
) Ze -ii.<
<tJ2-·-r-·1

1

o

>
2.99

The final state is specified by E and a set
quantum numbers.

of-(L<,E)hE

.fl..

of all other

An eq uivalent definition is

=

~ (6'1/~).[
11. I

ctil s~ok~.s

le•.JK))~ (Ko.or J. &'{e11-E)
2
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The relativistic inelastic-scatt ering cross-section has been
calculated by Bethe (1930). It may differ from the non-relativisti c
treatment, the results of which have been outlined above, by as
much as ten percent at ~ = 100 keV and typical core-loss voltages .
Instead of using the absolute values of cross-sections, typical
micro-analytic al applications require the ratios of cross-sections,
in which case the relat.i vistic corrections tend to cancel out.
It has been shown that, given a fast electron incident on an atom,
the inelastic-scatt ering cross-section can be factored into the
oscillator strength, which describes the response of the atom at
a given energy and wave-vector transfer,

and remaining terms which

depend on the energy of the incident electron,

the energy-loss and

the wave-vector transfer in a simple way.
2.2.3 The oscillator strength
The inelastic response of an atom to a fast incident electron is
defined by the oscillator strength of that atom as a function of
energy and wave-vector transfer.
The evaluation of the oscillator strength requires an expression
for the electronic wave-functions of that atom. The only atom for
which a complete analytic description
exists is hydrogen.

of the atomic wave-functions

The oscillator strength has been calculated

for hydrogen (Inokuti 1971, see also Leapman 1978) as a function of
normalised coordinates (E/~) and -lM.(t<.a.,)~ The following points
should be noted from the form of the oscillator strength (Inokuti
1971) :
at low energy, the distribution of angles (~) is peaked around
zero scattering angle. This is termed forward scattering.
I)

2)

At

E/R = I (corresponding to the core-loss voltage), the shape

of the scattered intensity as a function of
exhibiting a cutoff near
scattering angle

ec. "'

f(

is fairly square,

= ao- / , which corresponds to a
(6E (E. o) l/2...
The angular dependence of
K

the oscillator strength is often taken to be a step function which
switches off at scattering angle

Ge
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3)
at

At larger values of E/R, the oscillator strength does not peak
9 = 0, but near the angle

Ge.

This

is the classical hard-

spheres scattering angle.
4)

Viewed as a function of ~(KC<oj the peak around

narrower with increasing energy-loss .

ei,,.(t<o..o)

space is proportional to

becomes

The width of the peak in

/t:,c

at large t>f/1(.

1

The oscillator strength possesses

t)c

several useful sum rules:

(Inokuti 1971, Fano & Cooper 1968),

the most important of which

is the Be the (or f- ) sum rule:

L fie\,()

==

-=c

2. 10 I

}'I

That is: the sum of the oscillator strength from the groundstate
to all excited states is equal to the number of electrons in that
atom. This may also be expressed as the sum over all excited
states for the excitation of an electron from a given band (L), in
which case the sum is equal to the number of electrons in that band.
The

asymptotic behaviour of

of/oE

for fixed finite

~

and E

~"'°

is given by (Rau & Fano 1967):

orfloe

N

E - -s-5

2. 102

For transitions to states of high angular momentum, the so-called
centrifugal potential,

({~+/ ). ,!iiL/2vi,-.,z.
becomes important, especially when it is sufficient to form a
subsidiary maximum in the total atomic potential:
~e.2-

41T 'i o r

+<'.(f+1)11Z.
2 M r2

2 . 103

The reader is referred to Fano & Cooper (1968) for a discussion of
this effect together with calculations on certain transition metals.
The effect of the centrifugal potential is to produce a delayed
edge , the delay depending on the angular momentum and the number
of electrons in the shells taking part .
as 100 eV (for example the Krypton

3p

The delay may be as much
s d transition , Fano &

+

Cooper 1968 ).
The

asymptotic form of

Orf(Je as e

~

o6

,

including the centrifugal

34

potential effect is (Fano & Cooper 1968):

of loG

E - r3 ·5 -riJ

N
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The details of the calculations involved and the nature of the
approximations employed are not relevant here.

The inelastic-

scattering cross-section is given by :
2. 105

when the incident-particle and angular terms are removed.

oo-/Je should behave as a power law as

E _,,

Thus,

"°

E-(4·5-t-.e)

N
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For a careful survey of this topic , the reader is referred to
Fano & Cooper (1968).

2.2.4 The integrated scattering cross-section
The differential inelastic-scattering cross-section given by equ.

2.96 may be integrated over all kinematically-allowed wavevector,
giving:
CT;t, ::

;7;<i ·[ M~. lt1{4C;J)

+

o(~))
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where:
2. 108a

is the optical coupling matrix element and

fn. (h.
where:

=

1.V\. { Kaof (if<./€11)2-

2 . 108b

ii? is an average wave-vector transfer, as a function of "'ae

defined by:
-

bn_('.(().o

)2

=

J {n('l.)_J[~(K.aoJ2]
-J J_--f.,.(KJ,
J{fvi {KC\ot]
f11.(o)
-f"co}
_
0

0

-"Q
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The integrated cross-section is usually expressed in the form:
2 . 110

where: b-..t. and

c.,..,.t

are parameters which may be determined

theoretically for hydrogen , or measured from a Fano plot of experim
mental results (Inokuti 1971).
of

versus

The Fano plot consists of a graph
where

C
35

2 . 2 . 5 Chemical environment and bandstructure effects
The discussion to this point has assumed that the atom involved
in inelastically-scatteri ng the fast electron is nc:t:i affected by its
environment.

When this atom is in a solid, it is affected by

neighboring atoms.

In the case of a crystalline specimen, the loosely-

bound electron states of different atoms couple together,

and the

electron state with a fixed energy attached to a particular atom
becomes a band of states covering a finite energy-span,

and

may

no longer be localised at a particular atom (in the case of a metal) .
The atomic wave functions

(,{ 11

(.f,

1

(_2. 1

• •• [.~)

are rep laced by Bloch

wavefunctions which have the symmetry properties of the arrangement
of atoms in the specimen.
The effect of neighboring atoms on the more -deeply lying atomic
states

( > 50 eV below the Fermi level) is to shift the energy-

origin of the core-state due to the finite average potential of the
neighboring atom at the position of this atom.

This is the

chemical shift effect, so called because it is sensitive to the
local chemical environment and manifests itself as a shift in the
observed energy-loss at an edge.

(An example of the effect, seen

in X-ray absorption spectra is given in Salem~ al 1978).
The probability of inelastic scatterin g fro m a specimen at energyloss E, may be expressed, using first-order perturbation theory as :
2. 1 11
where fbs(E) is the joint density of states for the scattered
incident electron and crystal electron; and the final state
and initial state

f,.s

\

0 )

are Bloch

wave functions.

\~

>

The fun ction

differs _significantly from the atomic joint density of states

only in the first 20 eV (approx) after the onset

of a transition .

This corresponds to the excitation of a core electron into the
conduction bands of the crystal .

At higher energy-losses, the core-

electron is promoted to unbound states which are only very weakly
affected by the presence of crystal structure .

I

I

I
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2.2 . 6 Extended energy-loss fine structure
The inelastic-scattering cross-section for a crystalline solid,
from first order perturbation theory may be written (Platzman &
Wolff 1973):

cl t(j'ofl..

ow

==

~-L

)<f) e-tl·.C/,i: > I~ ~(w-wf
f
.

-w-i)
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where : ~w is the energy lost,
I( · 1.s the change in wavevector of the incident electron,

\i > and

If>

are the initial and final states , which are

orthogonal.
Therefore, in the case of small

I,(

(_K,..(

1), equation 2.112

(<::

simplifies to:

IC\l'. l<f)u .fJ-i>/~J[w-W;J- -W-i)
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:f

where

1.s the unit vector parallel to

In the case of a crystalline solid, /i )'
functions.

For core-losses (-17\w )

)j-)

and

50 eV),

unaffected by the neighboring atoms,

K

/i.>

are Bloch waveis relatively

If)

whereas

include back-scattering from neighboring atoms.

/F>

is modified to
thus contains

an admixture of a spherical outgoing wave centred on the origin
atom plus incoming spherical waves centred on neighboring atoms.
The modification of
(Stern 1974,

~(K)

/t?

by neighboring atoms has been shown

Lee & Pendry 1975) to introduce a modulation term

into the observed inelastic-scattering cross-section,

where:

;({K)
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where

N:,

1.s the number of atoms 1.n shell J around the or1.g1.n atom,

~1

is the radius of shell

A(K) is the backscattering amplitude of the outgoing crystal
electron upon encountering a neighboring atom,
~(~) is the total phase shift of the

outgoing crystal electron

in leaving the origin atom, being backscattered by a
neighboring atom and rejoining the origin atom,
">..(K.)

is the mean-free-p.ath of the outgoing crystal electron

with wave vector
2

O""ti

i.(

is the mean-square radial

to disorder or thermal motion .

fluctuation of shell ::i due
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The experimentally-observe d cross-section is then given by:
2. 115

The main effect of

X(~)

is to introduce modulations caused by the

interference of the outgoing and incoming waves at the position of
the origin atom .

The observed radial position of peaks in the

four ier transform of XO< / would be at the values of the shell radii

( ~1 ) were it not for the effect of the phase-shift and back-scattering
amplitude A(~) •

This effect is discussed in more detail in chapter

5.

- f.;, !l, C,,(}

The

e

term in equation 2 . 114 ensures that the effect

samples local order ( A(K) .(..

100

i

for

K

corresponding to

a secondary electron kinetic energy in the range normally employed
in EXELFS (20 to 200 eV)) .
The effect of disorder is to reduce the amplitude of the oscillations at large values of wavevectou .

This is not important in

extended energy-loss fine structure (EXELFS) ,; (due to the restricted
wavevect o:t t ange used , ) , but must be considered in extended X-ray
absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) because of the much-larger range
of wavevector usual ty employed .
Equation 2. 11 4 does not include any multiple-scattering effects,
which may become important f or elements in which the mean-free-path
at about 100 eV is more than several atomic spacings .

In such "' ,.

mate rials (e.g. Copper (Stern 1974)), multiple-elastic-scat te ring
effects may become important and may cloud the interpretation of
experimental data (see chapter 5).
The phase-shif ts may be calculated, given
wave functions (Lee

&

a good model of the atomic

Pendry 19 7 1) or, because of the transferability

of phase-shift data from one chemical environment to ano ther
(Citrin et al 1976), they may be measured on one standardised system,
parameterised (Lee et al 1974) and the parameterised forms used to
determine the structure of a specimen under examination .
The numerical evaluation of the radial distribution function is
discussed in chapter 3 .
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2 . 3 SUMMARY OF USEFUL FORMULAE :

t) The differen tial inelasti c cross-se ction for plasmon excitati on,

calculat ed by Pines

orr(e)

Bohm is
d.JL = 211&0U)

8£

__.L__.
2n- a."t)

::0.

0 .n..

&

e2- + et

2. 116

2) The probabi lity of surface plasmon excitati on

p-=

- ' - . _1_.

4TTio

I

-t-f,

_JC_

l_

s

per surface

.{:, Vo

2 . 117

3) The Gryzinsk i classica l total cross-se ction is given by
n-i::2.
{b·SI x lDr 'l?J.=2-,. •. Q(t.,l..,.t.) W\ 2 (e_v)'L..
V (\~ . L.- 11£
=
<.

== ~

where:

-(u - 1) 1·5.

(IA+I

)-1-5
.

J

[1 + }( I-Ju) in (Z·1

-t

2. 1 18

'/ )
{lA- 1) i)

and:

= Er,/ E11 i
4) Bethe theory for the cross-se ction of a core-los s gives

= 4no.l. o:/-Cl<)/oE
TI f<
~/{<

. ol ( ~n ( l(a.,)1-)

or, in terms of scatteri ng angle,
4ffCi.oL.. orf(K)/o€
T/'i<.
e/fJ..

=

2. 119

~,
2.8. c).{9

f12. +

2 . 120

e-;

where:
5) It is possible to integrat e equation 2 . 120 over angle D, by
first approxim ating the dependen ce of the oscillat or strength by a
step function
G: ( E, & )
Therefo re
where

oJ-(Ld/"D E

of 1ot

~ of'/o£ . G:-(€,e)

has no dependen ce on scatteri ng angle, e .
The upper bound of the integrat ion is given by the acceptan ce angle
of the spectrom eter or the converge nce angle of the electron probe
(whichev er is the larger).

Thus the dependen ce on angle, ~, of the

integra l is g1ven by

I

p

(E)

=J~e.cA
e . G;-(e)
L,1..+ ,("\!
0

(7

2 . 121

1.7c,

The efficien cy of collecti on of the probe geometry is given by :

vi_~ce)=- :::Cplc )/rsc( c)
-=

~ ( 1-+- f- 1ei )/ .RM.. CI -+ Gi /9l )

:::

i

2.12.2
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6) Energy window_efficien cy:
The energy-dependen ce of the inelastic-scatt ering cross-section may
be approximated by:

oQ-(z:>E

E-s

rJ

2. 123

The collection efficiency of an energy-window of width 1).
an edge at

3(D)

Et

is given by
Et+D

S

=

above

-S _

. E .olt

Et

2. 124

7) Kramers-Kronig _analysis:
Given the energy-loss function
real part

J...._{-1{J ,it

is possible to evaluate the

l?e{Vt) by Kramers-Kronig analysis:

R~ ('~(!..)))

=

l-~Jo():C.M (0

1

/ ~(-IL)).JlcUL
JL"l..- 'Uz.

2. 125

It is then possible to obtain '().e.(<i} and I,,Ji J given by

2. 126
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Chapter 3 - Numerical technique s of electron
'
energy-lo
ss spectrosco py
3 . I THE NEED FOR COMPUTER-CONTROLLED DATA CAPTURE
The elec tron energy-loss spectrum (ELS) is recorded serially .
The current in the spectromete r scan coils is increased slowly, and
the output of a phctlto- mul tiplier tube (PMT) detector provides the
intensity of the energy.:...loss spectrum.

A detailed description of

the spectromete r is deferred to section 3.2. See also figure 3.1.
The maximum scan time, and hence the data collection time, is
limited by the stability of the field emission tip current and the
microscope electronics to, at best, a collection time of several
minutes . Over this period, the tip emission current fluctuates
and, more seriously, decays as the active region of the tip hecomes
coated with contaminant s.

The tip has to be heated every ten

minutes to drive off these contaminant s (called tip flashing) .
Over a period of minutes, fluctuation s and drift in the spectromete r
drive electronics and high-voltag e supply cause the apparent position
of the energy-zero to wander . This may indroduce a non-linear
distortion of the energy scale of the collected spectrum.
The advantages which accrue

from the use of a digital data collection

system are three -fold :
I)

data may be collected for as long as is desired . The limitations
of supply drift and tip contaminati on on a single scan are no
longer important when the scan period is several seconds . Moreover,
fluctuation s in the position of the energy-zero or tip current are
averaged out over many scans , causing only a slight loss of energyresolution which may be estimated from the increase in width o f
the zero-loss peak of a spectrum collected over many scans from the
width of the zero- loss peak of a single-scan spectrum . The pro cess
of data capture may be interrupted at the e nd of a scan to reset
the microscope conditions (zero-loss position, tip emission) or
adjust for specimen drift.
2)

The spectrum may be displayed on a cathode-ray tube (CRT)
display during data capture, and much time may be saved by aborting
unwanted spectra after little time has elapsed.
3)

A completed spectrum may be stored in a digital form on any of

soectromete r pol~ pi e ce s
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and
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several media (e.g. magnetic disc or paper tape) whence it may be
recalled for comparison with a different spectrum. In a digital
form ,

the spectrum is readily transferabl e to a central computer .

A LINK SYSTEMS EDX data-collec tion system, modified to collect
energy-loss data was used to collect energy-loss data on the
Cambridge RBS STEM (Batson & Craven 1979,

Batson~ al 1978, ,

Batson 1978a,b). The digital data could be plotted onto paper
using and X-Y plotter, punched onto paper tape in ASCII code
(i.e. as a table of channel electron counts) or punched onto
paper-tape in binary code .

Once punched onto paper-tape, there

is a permanent record of the data which may then be entered into
the IBM 370/165 computer which forms the Cambridge University
central computing facility .
Once aspectrum is in the IBM 370,

it may be stored on a magnetic

disc (with a retrieval time of mi·lli-secon ds), or when no longer of
immediate interest, it may be stored on magnetic tape (with a
retrieval time of minutes) .
The availabilit y of powerful data-proces sing capabilitie s on the
IBM 370 makes it possible to perform manipulatio ns that would not
be possible on asmaller computer (such as the NOVA computer, which
forms the heart of the LINK system) such as the fou r ier transformation of large numbers of data points ,

which is essential in

the techniques of deconvoluti on (see section 3.3.3).
It should be
noted that this last point is unlikely to remain a predominant
reason for the use of a central computing facility.

At the time of

writing,

the development of powerful mic roproces sor-based computers
which will place the ability to perform all the numerical processing
required in this chapter in the hands of the average research gro up
i s likely to take place over the next few years (1980- 1985) .
3.2 THE MICROSCOPE - COMPUTER INTERFACE
3.2. 1 The conventiona l spectromete r system
In a conventiona l spectromete r system ,
generator controls all timing.

a single ramp signal-

The scan signal is fed to the spec-

trometer scan coils (see fig 3. 1) which scan the position of a
dispersed spectrum across a slit assembley (see fig 3. 2) and the ramp
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signal is fed to the X input of an X-Y plotter, or the timebase
of a CRT display. The RBS spectromete r contains two sets of coils:
one providing the sector magnet fields which provides the dispersion and defines the position of the energy zero of the dispersed
spectrum; and a smaller set of air-cored coils which scan the
dispersed spectrum past a set of slits . Being air-cored, these
lat ter coils can be operated a much highe r frequencies than the
sector magnet coils without exhibiting hysteresis effects.
The energy resolution of s syrmnetrical double-focu ssing spectromete r
is given by Crewe et al (1971) :
2 + E/m*c 2
oy
oE/E =
3. I
+ E/m'':c 2

where :

4p

E is the incident electron's kinetic energy,
m* is the rest mass of the incident electron,
oy is the separation of the slits at the detector,
p is the radius of curvature of the electron trajectory
in the field of the sector magnet.

The minimum value of oy is given by the flatness to which the two
opposing slits are manufacture d, a typical value is oy = 2 µm.
The radius of curvature is contrained by the physical size of the
sector magnets: it is difficult to make large sector magnets with a
suitably homogenous magnetic field because of the presence of
defects in the pole - pieces .
(used on the RBS).

A typical value ofp is p = 10 cm
For 100 keV electrons , E/m*c 2 "' 0 .2, thus

equation 3 . I simplifies to:
oE /E

o.y

~

3.2

2p

Thus the energy r esolution of the spectromete r under typ ical
RBS experiment~ l conditions is:
oE

8

0 . 8 eV .

(The subscript denotes spectromete r r esolution)

The presence of electrical noise in the ERT and spectromete r supply
electrons worsens the energy-reso lution of the spectromete r. These
two sources introduce an effective electrical noise , oEE . If
oEE we.re large

( i.e. oEE »

oE

), the electrical noise would be
8
responsible for a very marked degradation in the observed energy
resolution of the spectromete r (as measured from the width of the
zero-loss peak on a collected spectrum).

In practice, the electron-

ics are designed so that oEE is of the same order as oE .
8

In the

I
I[
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case of the RBS,

this requires 10 ppm stability in the electronics ,
which can be achieved using present technology.
Spectromete r abel'.'rations also reduce the effective energy-reso lution .
An electron entering the spectromete r at an angle to the optic axis
of the microscope or entering at a position not on the optic axis
of the spectromete r is detected as though it has a different kin~tic
energy as compared with the same electron entering the spectromete r
on axis.

There are two conflicting aims:

count-rate at the detector ,

in order to increase the

the aperture which limits entrance

angle ( the collector aperture) should be made as large as possible;
but, in order to minimise loss of energy resolution, the collector
aperture should be made as small as possible.

In practice, the

collector aperture size selected represents a compromise which
depends on the detail of the experiment.
The collector aperture
is usually chosen so that the effective aperture aberration, oEA
is roughly the same as the spectromete r resolution oE .
8
The lowest (best) value that has been reported for the slit separations is, to the author's knowledge, oy = 0.25 m (Crewe et al 1971).
This would result in about 0 . 1 eV spectromete r resolution in the
case of the RBS .

The spectromete r angle and position aberations may
be made very small be decreasing the size of the collector aperture
as is required .

It is not , however , possible to obtain 0. 1 eV
stability of the electical supplies using present techniques . A
radical re-design of the spectromete r system using retardingfield techniques would be necessary to achieve 0. 1 volt effective
electrical stability and this would required an extensive re-design
of the microscope hardware.
The best energy-reso lution thatis available on the RBS at Cambridge,
which is a combination of oE
8 and oEE is approximate ly 1.5 eV.
The working resolution is usually slightly worse than this to allow
for a reasonably- large collector aperture ( 2 eV at 0.5 mR collector
semi-angle) .
3.2.2

The detector system

The dispe rsed energy-loss spectrum is formed in the focal plane of
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the spectromete r.
same focal plane.

The aperture formed by the slits lies on the
The dispersed spectrum is then scanned electricall y

across the detector slits, which remain stationary,
cored scan coils

(see figure 3. 1) .

using the air-

Electrons which pass through the

aperture formed by the slits pass on to a glass scintillato r (i.e.
doped YAG which is bakeable (Pennycook 1980)). The electrons are
slowed down , generating electron-ho le pairs, some of which recombine
with the emission of visible light.
may generate hundreds of photons .

Each incident primary electron
An efficient optical coupling

ensures that most of these end up at the photo-catho de of a PMT
(see fig 3 . 2). Each photon has a chance ( a few percent) of
causing a photo-elect ron to be emitted from the photo-catho de.
The photo-elect ron is ainJ!)lified by a conventiona l dynode structure
and results in a current pulse being detected at the anode.
Due to the large number of photons genera~.e d per incident primary
electron; each primary electron has a low probability of not being
detected.

In the conventiona l detector system,

the PMT output is

in the form of a current which is used to drive the Y-amplifier
of and X-Y plotter or used to control the intensity modulation of
a CRT (to form an energy-filt ered image) or the vertical displacemen t
of a CRT (to display the energy-loss spectrum).

The pulses due to

individual electron events are not normally resolved due to the slow
response of the amplifiers used .
3.2.3 The computer - microscope interface
The computer interface is provided by the microscope electronics and
the LINK SYSTEMS computer-co ntrolled EDX system, both of which have
been substantial ly modified

to collect di gi tal energy-loss dat a

(Batson 1978a,_b, Batson & Craven 1979), see figure 3. 3.
The e xis ting microscope display scan generator has been modified to
produce two sets of pulses to the computer electronics , one at 'line'
frequency, and one at 'frame' frequency, synchronise d together.

11

The

I

ramp output from the scan generator at 'frame' frequency is used
as before, to drive the spectromete r scan coils. Th~ line~blankin g
pulses, at a multiple of the frame scan frequency, are used to
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delineate successiv e time slots,

each of which correspon ds to a

storage channel ( or bin) in the computer .

The energy-lo ss

spectrum is represent ed by the electron counts in successiv e channels .
Individua l electron arrivals at the scintilla tor generate current
pulses in the anode circuit which are discrimin ated and shaped to
produce acceptabl e logic levels.

Thus, primary electrons are

detected and result in a digital pulse , but secondary or other
spurious electrons present in the detector system and dark-curr ent
pulses in the

PMT do not cause a digital pulse to be generated ,
provided that the discrimin ator level is properly adjusted .
The frame-bla nk pulses are generated at the end of a scan, and
they are used to reset a counter, called the bin (or channel) pointer
which points to the channel which is to be increment ed by the arrival
of prescaled electron pulses .
The line-blan k pulses increment the bin pointer.
The logic-lev el electron event pulses are prescaled ( that is, the
input pulse frequence is divided by 2n where n = 0,1,2 .. 10). The
factor by which they are prescaled is set by means of a switch on
the computer system. The resulting pulses (call pre-scale d pulses)
generate an interrupt which instructs the computer to increment the
number stored in the channed currently being updated (as determine d
by the bin pointer). Whilst the computer is servicing this interrupt ,
it is insensiti ve to further interrupt s,
electron events.

and hence further prescaled

Thus,

prescaled electron pulses arriving separated by less than the interrupt service time ( or dead time) are

not all counted .

The design of a data-coll ection system that can
operate at much higher frequenci es is discussed briefly in appendix B.

While the computer is not servicing the data-gene rated interrupt ,
it runs the visual display, polls the keypad ( the device on which
instructio ns to the computer are entered by the operator) and
services any other active periphera ls (X-Y plotter, teletype or
floppy discs) .
Two regions of memory are used to store energy-lo ss data :

one is

[I

111
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usually reserved for the collection of data, whilst the other may
simultaneou sly be used to communicate with the other peripherals .
Keypad commands are available to manipulate the two stored spectra.
Energy-loss data can be punched onto paper-tape, for transfer to
the University computer, using a keypad command, in one of two
formats:
1)

as a table of numbers giving electron counts in each channel
in a form that allows the channel contents to be read directly from
the teletype output (ASCII format);
2)

as a list of numbers giving successive channel contents
in binary code .
The second form produces a shorter punched tape and therefore
punches more quickly than the first form, but the channel contents
cannot be read from the teletype printout .

The advantage of using

binary punched tape lies in this reduction of punching time: a
typical SOO-channel spectrum may take 15 minutes to punch using
format 1) , but would take only one quarter of this time to punch
using format 2). The binary tape, however, is not directly readable
by the University computer, and has to be converted to format 1)
using a separate PDP-8 computer with fast paper-tape peripherals .
A floppy disc unit was added to the LINK SYSTEMS computer in the.
last year of this work (1980), and spectra may be stored on a
floppy (magnetic) disc. It is still necessary, however, to use
paper-tape as a medium of communicati on between the LINK system
and the University computer.
3.3

A DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA PROCESSING AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN ENERGY-LOSS SPECTROSCOPY

In order to process energy-loss data, a package of computer programs
was written by the author and made available on the University
IBM 370/165 computer.
in

Details of the program package are given

appendix A.

This section is concerned with the theory of
numerical processing necessary to write such a program package,
using the theory of energy-loss spectroscop y given in chapter 2.
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3.3 . 1 Count-rate error correction
The LINK SYSTEMS computer has a deadtime of approximate ly 50 µsin
its response to a pre-scaled electron pulse . Thus the pre-scaled
count-rate should be kept substantial ly be l ow 20 kHz if dead-time
correction s are to remain unimportant . The re commended maxi mum prescaled count-rate is 7 kHz resulting in a maximum count-rate error of
about 5 % (Papoulis 1965) .

The effect of count-rate er~ors is to

depress the indicated energy-loss signal in regions of the spectrum
where the count-rate is highest. It is usually possible to arrange
experimenta l conditions such that the count-rate error is minimal at
the plasmon energy-loss , whilst the count-rate at the zero-loss
peak may be much greater than 20 kHz .

The count-rate error correc-

tion seeks to replace a distorted zero-loss peak with an estimate of
what the undistorted peak should have been .
In addition to the distorted energy-loss spectrum,

the correct

ratio of zero-loss peak height to plasmon-los s peak height is
required. This ratio is measured off an analogue scan, under
experimenta l conditions

identical to those used for the digital

scan, from either an X-Y plot or the CRT display of the analogue
spectrum.
The portion of the zero-loss peak that is deemed to be distorted
(i.e. the channel counts are greater than the plasmon peak count)
is replaced by a gaussian of the estimated correct height (see figure
3. 4),

the width and position of the gaussian being determined by
requiring that the generated zero-lo ss peak should fit the highest
undistorted points of the experimenta l zero-loss peak.
The program c~ll APCOR (see appendix A) was written to perform these
operations. A correct zero-loss peak is essential if the spectrum
is to be used by the deconvoluti on programs.
3 . 3.2 Finite aperture-siz e correction
The energy-loss spectrum from electrons which have been scattered
into an axial aperture of size a (a >8) is given by integration of
C

equation 2. 120:

I
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3.3
where :

B(E) is a function of energy alone .

The .spectrum

recorded from electrons that are scattered into a small axial
aperture ( a < e) is given by :
C

3.4
Energy-lo ss results recorded using an aperture of semi-angl e a
(see figure 3.5 for a definitio n of a) may be normalise d so that
they appear to have been collected using a large aperture by dividing
the experimen tal spectrum by the collectio n efficienc y, n, where

n(E,a)

=

tn(I

2
+ a / e~) /

tn(I

+8~/ei ),a< ec
,a>

3.5

eC

This correctio n may be in error for multiple inelastic scatterin g
into very small apertures (see section 3.3.3.4.2 ).
3.3.3 Deconvolu tion
An energy-lo ss spectrum obtained from a specimen which is not very
thin(< 50
contains a significa nt contribut ion from incident
electrons that have been inelastic ally scattered more than once .

R)

It is desired to be able to remove the effects of multiple scatterin g
from experimen tal spectra, from specimens of thickness t < Ap'
(i.e. t < 700 R), which would otherwise introduce error into the
evaluatio n of atomic concentra tions and into the dielectri c function,
E, determine d by the technique of Kramers-K ronig analysis.
Consider a specimen to be composed of slices~ thick. The singlescatterin g spectrum, per unit thickness is written R(E). The
single-sc attering spectrum for a slice is then R(E).~. Electrons
having traversed one slice, pass through a second slice.
resulting spectrum, MR(E), is a convoluti on:

The

E

MR(E) =
whe r e :

f0

(o(E') + R(E').~). (o(E-E') + R(E - E').~)dE'

o(E) r ep r esents the incident monochrom atic electrons
The convoluti on theorum enables this result to be expressed as :

3.6

spectrom eter

to Ithe -'

,

.
a

>>

B

a (the semi-an gle of
conver gence) is the
angle used by the
APCOR program

the illumin ation
is nearly paralle l
here Bis the angle
by the APCOR program

specimen plane
- - -- -r--- -'\,-,- - - - < iC>~

¥1

i mag ing
Figure 3.5:

c

mode

,

ob j e et i ve lens

z , , objectiv e aperture

z:::z

selected area diffract ion mode

the ang le s r elevant to the APCOR program for microsco pe imaging and
se l ect ed a r e a diffract ion modes.
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mr = ( 1 + r . .6 ) 2
where:

3. 7

is the fourie r transform of

mr

II

r

1'1R(E) '

R(E) .

Throughout this chapter, functions of energy, such as R(E) have
the ir fourier transforms denoted by a transformation to lower
case,

e.g.

R(E) + r.

Afte r passage through a foil of thickness t,

the multiple-scattering

MS(E) , is given by :
ms= (1 + r . .6)t/.6

spectrum ,

3. 8

In the limit as .6 + 0 ,
ms= exp(t.r)

3. 9

thus :
ms

1 + t.r

+fi

(t.r) 2 + ••.

3 . 10

The contribution to the multiply-scattered spectrum from singlescattering, through the specimen of thickness t , is given by t .r,
which is called the single-scattering spectrum SS(E).

Thus:

ms= exp(ss) .

3 . 11

Under experimental conditions , the finite spectra.me ter resolutiorl
and electrical noise combine to produce an experimental zero-loss
peak of finite width .

The finite width of the zero-loss peak , so far

represented by a o-function , degrades the experimental resolution ,
and may be represented in the experimental spectrum,

ES(E) , by

a convolution of the multiple-scattering spectrum with a zero-loss
function, Z(E), which may be represented by :
es = z . exp(ss) .

3. 12

Therefore, given an experimental spectrum whence Z(E) may be
measured directly , it is possilbe, in theory, to calculate the
single-scattering spectrum, given by:
ss = ln(e s /z) .
The presence of noise in the data complicates the numerical
extraction of the single-scattering spectrum and places a limit
on the energy resolution that may be achieved (Cooper 1967,
Wertheim 1975).

3 . 13

so
3.3.3. 1 Multirle_decon volution
It is possible, in theory , to obtain the single-scatteri ng spectrum,
SS(E), given the experimental energy-loss spectrum, ES(E). The
presence of noise in the data limits the accuracy and resolution
that may be achieved by deconvolution. Straight-forwar d evaluation
of the lagarithm in equation 3. 13 involves a positive power series
expansion of (es/z). An alternative technique is to attempt to
remove multiple- scattering only up to a given order of multiplescattering using a power series expansion of (es/z).

Because a

complete deconvolution is not attempted, the result is not so
susceptible to noise as the evaluation of the logarithm (equation
3. 13) would be .

Equation 3. 11 gives that:
2

3

ms = 1 + SS + ~ + ~ +
2!
3!

= exp(ss)

3. 14

= exp (ss /m)

3. 15

and
+ ~ + ( S"$ )2 _!_
m

m

"2!

+ ...

In order to remove N orders of multiple scattering, the sum, Q
is formed:
N
Cm
Q =ms+ \'l ~~~~~~~~
3 . 16
m= l ( m + 1) ( n + 1) ·
Setting the coefficients of

(ss)n +

n = 1,2, ... N to zero

results in N simultaneous equations:
1 +

f

Cm

m= 1 _(_m_+_l)-C-n_+_l~)

o,

3. 17

for n = 1 , 2, . . . N,
which may be solved , giving the coefficients Cm.
Thus :
Q

= (

E;, + er. SS

+

0

ssN+2)
( (N+2) ! · + "." )

3 . 18

N

E;, = 1 +

where:

l

cm

l
m=l

Cm
m +

m=l
N
er = 1 +

The single-scatteri ng spectrum with multiple-scatte ring up to
order N + 1 removed is then given by:
Q -E;,

er

SS

+

0

SSN+2 )
( (N+2) ! . er

+ •••

3. 19
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As an example, the solution of equation 3. 17 for N

c1

- 8.8,

C2

10. 8.

2 yields:

The coefficent of the first residual multiple-scatte ring term
4
(ss /4!) is then 2.92.
An alternative method is to used a positive power-law expansion

rn equations 3.15 to 3.19 (i.e. (J,/m) replaced by m).

This

results in a closer approximation to the evaluation of the logarithm
in equation 3. 13 by a positive power-law expansion than the inverse
power-law expansion used so far. The details of the mathematics
are not repTio·duced here.

The coefficient of the first residual,

using a power-law expansion with integer coefficients in the case
of N = 2 was found to be 6.0; more than twice the value calculated
for the inverse power-law expansion method. On the basis of this
evidence, the inverse power-law expansion method was adopted for
use in the multiple deconvolution program MULDEC (see appendix A).
The author did not attempt to prove that the inverse power-law
expansion produced optimum convergence (lowest residual multiplescattering).

The MULDEC program is usually used to remove 5

orders of multiple scattering.

As will be shown later, the

single-scatteri ng spectrum contains an arbitrary "high frequency"
(i.e. fine energy scale) noise content which may be suppressed by
reconvoluting the single-scatteri ng spectrum with the zero-loss
peak.

'Ihis is done automatically by the MULDEC program.

Figure 3. 6 shows tha results

of applying the MULDEC program to

the energy-loss spectrum of a thick diamond specimen ( about
1000

R thick).

Multiple scattering up to order 4 (i.e. 4 plasmon

losses) can be seen in the untreated data .

The multiply-deconv oluted

results show -that most of the multiply-scatte red intensity has been
removed, although a little structu~e is still evident near 60 eV .
3.3.3.2_Deconv olution_of_edge _sEectra
Spectra from thick specimens (i.e . thickness about one plasmon
mean-free-path (MFP) ~ 800

R)

will show the effects of multiple

inelastic scattering which modify the energy-loss spectrum in the
region of the spectrum up to several plasmon excitation energies

Figure 3 . 6:

an examol e o f multiple deconvoluti on .
§.Eecimen: diamond (a ~prox . 1000 ~thick) .
Instrumenta l conditions: image mode,
primary electron energy 80 keV,
spectromete r resolution ~ 8 eV,
~

8. 5 mrad,
13 = 0.6 mrad .

....

..."'"'
C:

Ill

Ill
Ill

the results of multiple deconvoluti on

....0

I
>,

"'...GI
C:
GI

the untreated data

0
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Figure 3. 7:

80

plasmon satellite (double inelastic
scattering)

....
C:

Ill

~~~

multiple scattering at a carbon-K core-loss.
~ecimen: diamond (approx. 1000 j thick).

f
..."'"'

energy loss (e V)

carbon• !<
e d ge
plasmon satellite (triple
inelastic scattering)

Ill
Ill

....I
0

>,

"'...
GI

C:

GI

"

'- ~extrapol ated backgro und
.........

energy-loss
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above a core-loss edge.

For an example, see figure 3. 7. It is
sh own below that, given the low-lo ss region ( 0 to JOO eV) and the

core-loss region of the energy-loss spectrum , it is possible to
remove the effects of multiple-scatte ring in the core-loss spectrum.
The two regions of the spectrum do not have to overlap on the
energy axi s .
It ;is necessary to remove multiple-scatte ring effects from a
core-loss signal before extr acting EXELFS information, although
it is preferable to use a spectrum from a thin specimen rather
than perform numerical deconvolution, as illustrated in section
5 . 3. I. I.

It is also necessary, to a lesser extent, to remove
multiple-scatte ring before processing an edge spectrum to extract
quantitative microanalytica l information.
The single-scatteri ng spectrum SS(E) can be extressed as the sum of
a core-loss signal CS(E) and a background signal BS(E) due to
other single-particle excitations (for example, other lower-energy
core losses or calence electron excitations) or collective
excitations (the plasmon loss) .

Thus:

SS(E) = CS(E) + BS(E)

3. 20

The experimental spectrum, ES(E) , given by equation 3 . 12 may
be expressed :
es = z(J + (cs + bs) + (cs + bs) 2 .J + ... )
2!

3. 21

In a typical spectrum, the core-loss signa l CS(E) is very much
weake r than the background signal at the respective maxima , and
multiple-scatte ring of

CS(E) with itself may be ignored.

Equation

3. 21 then simplifies to:
es = z ( I + cs) ( I + bs + bs2 /2 ! + ... ) .

3. 22

The low-loss _spectrum LS(E) is just the experimental spectrum without
the core-loss contribution:
ls= z(J +bs +bs 2 /2! + ... ).
3.23
Removal of the background from an experimental edge spectrum is
equivalent to the removal of the multiply-scatte red background
spectrum given by equation 3 . 23 .

This is precisely the same as

the high-energy region of the low-loss spectrum.

The experimental

edge spectrum with background removed is :
es - ls

z(I + cs)(exp(bs)) - z(exp(bs))
= z.cs.exp(bs).

3. 24

-~l
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Therefo re:
es - ls
ls

z.cs.exp(bs )
z. exp (bs)

=

3.25

CS.

Thus , given the experimenta l edge spectrum , it is possible , in
theo ry, to remove the background contributio n and deconvolute with
the experimenta l low-loss spectrum to yield the single-scat tering
core-loss spectrum CS(E) .

It is not necess ary for the complete

spectrum to be collected.

In practise , most of the low-loss intensity

is below 100 .e V.

The low-loss spectrum may be collected for a

different length of time than the core-loss spectrum. All that this
does is to introduce a scale factor into equation 3 . 25.
The presence of noise in the experimenta l data requires that the
core-loss spectrum CS(E) evaluated from eq~ation 3.25 be convoluted
by a gaussian to limit the noise amplitude at fine energy scale, and
this degrades the energy-reso lution of the deconvolute d core-spectru m.
It is convenient to reconvolute the core-spectru m with the zero-loss
peak extracted from the low-loss spectrum.
The program DECONV (see appendix A) was written to perform these
operations .
3. 3 .3. 3_0ther_dec onvolution_ technigues
1)

van Cittert's method (Wertheim 1975, Cooper 1977) :
--Given two spectra A and B, this method is used to evaluate an
approximati on to the deconvolute C (where c = a/b) thus :

~--------------------------------------------

a)

an ini tial guess , C0

,

is made of the deconvolute (it is

customary to choose C0 =A) ;
b)

the current approximati on, en, is convoluted wi th B thus
giving
B*Cn ·'
c)
an error term En= A - B*Cu is formed , and this is
used to correct Cn, yielding

Cn+I ·

Steps b) and c) are repeated until the error term is arbitrarily
small. Provided that this technique converges, le . I - le 1-+o,
and it may be shown that C

n

volute of A with B.

1~

B

-+

n+1

A.

n

Thus C is the required decon-

In practise, the iterative procedure is

continued until the error term is sufficientl y small.
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Therefore:
es - ls
ls

z. cs. exp (bs)
z. exp (bs)

= cs .

3 . 25

Thus, given the experimenta l edge spectrum, it is possible, in
theory , to remove the background contributio n and deconvolute with
the experimenta l low-loss spectrum to yield the single-scat tering
core-loss spectrum CS(E) .

It is not necessary for the complete

spectrum to be collected.

In practise, most of the low-loss intensity

is below 100 .eV.

The low-loss spectrum may be collected for a

different length of time than the core-loss spectrum. All that this
does is to introduce a scale factor into equation 3.25.
The presence of noise in the experimenta l data requires that the
core-loss spectrum CS(E) evaluated from eq~ation 3.25 be convoluted
by a gaussian to limit the noise amplitude at fine energy scale, and
this degrades the energy-reso lution of the deconvolute d core-spectru m.
It is convenient to reconvolute the core-spectru m with the zero-loss
peak extracted from the low-loss spectrum.
The program DECONV (see appendix A) was written to perform these
operations.
3.3 . 3 . 3_0ther_dec onvolution_ technigues
I)

van Cittert's method (Wertheim 1975, Cooper 1977):
Given two spectra A and B, this method is used to evaluate an
approximati on to the deconvolute C (where c = a/b) thus :

-------------------------------------------------

a)

an initial guess, C0

,

is made of the deconvolute (it is

customary to choose C0 =A) ;
b)

the current approximati on, Cn, is convoluted with B thus
B*Cn•·

c)

an error term En= A - B*Cn is formed ,

used to correct Cn , yielding

and this is

Cn+I •

Steps b) and c) are repeated until the error term is arbitrarily
smal 1. Provided that this technique converges, IC +· I - IC I -+ 0,
n

and it may be shown that C * B-+ A.
n
volute of A with B.

I

n

Thus C is the required decon-

In practise, the iterative procedure is

continued until the error term is sufficientl y small.
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2) approximate partial multiple deconvolution:
Colliex et al (1976) use a simplified deconvolution scheme a s
follows:
The experimental spectrum is written
es = z(l + ss + ss 2 /2!

3. 26

+ •• • ).

Note that z is required to be normalised to unit area in the
following discussion.

An estimate of the double-scattering is

formed
1

ds = 2i ( es - z)

2

3. 2 7

which is subtracted from the experimental spectrum, ES(E) ,
yielding a partially-corrected spectrum
ps = z( 1 + ss + (1-z)ss 2 /2! + ••• )

3.28

Second-order scattering is only completely removed when the
resolution function of the spectrometer (Z(E)) is a delta function;
otherwise an amount of residual second-order scattering is left
which may vary across the spectrum.
scattering,

Having "removed"

double-

it is then possible to go on to higher orders of

inelastic scattering, "removing" as many as is required .

The

accuracy of this technique may be estimated as follows:
Suppose that an overall accuracy of 5 % is required for the
correction of second order scattering, then

1c1-z)I<

3. 29

0.05.

As z is usually symmetric about zero , z is real .
z >

Thus

0 . 95 .

3 . 30

· The zero-loss peak is assumed to take the form of a gaussian
0

wide .

The fourie r transform of Z(E) is z(U), where U is the

independent variable in the fourier transform space (U) .
fourie r tr ansform o f Z(E) is a gauss i an

2n/0

Thus the

wide

exp (- 0 2 U2 /(2n) ?2) . a

z ( U)
where :

3. 3 1

a is a normalisation factor . The inequa lity 3 . 30 gives
3. 32

therefore
<

0 . 32

3 . 35

u

The maxi mum val ue of U for wh i ch the i nequality shoul d ho l d t r ue
is the maximum value of U at which ss(U) has appreciable amplitude .
Con sidering SS(E) to be a gaussian of width

r,

ss(U) becomes a

SS
gaussian

envelope of width 2n/r, which may be taken for a con-

venient maximum value of U to be used in inequality 3.3S.
0

Therefore

< o. 32. r

3.36

Therefore , provided that the width of the zero-loss peak is less
than one third the width of the plasmon peak, the removal of the
double-plasmon scattering contribution will be accurate to better
than S %.
A comment_on_these_two_ techniques:
Van Cittert's method and the approximate partial deconvolution method
have the advantage that they do not required fourier transforms to
be taken of large data arrays and thus are not precluded from
being used on small computer systems.

They are not recommended

for use on large scientific computers which have fast fourier transforms available because of the approximate nature of the second
technique and problems associated with determining when the solution
has converged sufficiently in the first technique.
has access to and IBM 370,
3)

As the author

these two techniques were not used.

Maximum entroE_y_technigue :.

The deconvolution techniques mentioned thus far, except the partial
multiple deconvolution technique , all exacerbate the unwanted
effect of noise in the experimental data.

Maximum entropy deconvolu-

tions is a technique that yields a deconvolute with the same signal
to noise ratio as the data ,

and, furthermore, the result is unique

and may be produced from incomplete data.

The technique will not be

described in detail here, the reader is referred to Gull & Daniells
(1978).

The disadvantage of this technique is that , although it

produces a unique deconvolute which satisfies the constrain of
maximising entro~y (a somewhat arbitrary measure of the data), the
deconvolute is not necessarily the best deconvolute (Fiddy &
Greenaway 1978).

In the case of energy-loss deconvolution,

a power-law background curve with no features,

given

the deconvolution

of this curve with a low-loss curve corresponding to a foil about
1 mean free path thick should leave the power-law background
relatively unchanged in the edge-loss region.

If can be seen from

figure 3.8 that the maximum entropy deconvolute does not follow the
slope of the original power-law.

This is called the ' tilt ' error ,

Figure 3. 8:

the "tilt" error in maximu m-entr opy
deconv olution .
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and would be disastro us

in quantita tive EELS , and therefor e this
techniqu e was abandone d. Moreove r, there were problem s in defining
the action to be taken at the ends of the spectra to minimise

termina tion effects.
3.3.3.4

Errors in deconvo lution

This se c tion discusse s two error that can effect the deconvo lution
techniqu es discusse d above:
noise:

1)

The experim ental sepctrum , being the accumul ated number of electron s
measured within a paricula r energy range in each channel , must
display statisti cal variatio ns on these accumul ated electron counts .
The probabi lity of having recorded

n

electron s in a particu lar

channel where

m is the expected value may be expresse d as a poisson
distribu tion (Papoul is, 1965)
P(n)

n

=

m
exp(-m ).~
1

3.37

n.

The variance of this distribu tion , for large n ( n > 100) is
a = I n.

3 .38
The variance may be regarded as an average statisti cal noise signal
added to the noise-fr ee signal represen ting the "true" spectrum .
The signal to noise ratio is :
S/N = 1// n.

3. 39
Statisti cal noise in an energy- loss spectrum introduc es a noise
compone nt in the fourier- transfor med spectrum which is of uniform
average po~er density . Conside r two experim ental spectra SI and
S2 which may be expresse d as the sum of the noise-fr ee compone nts
(SI and S2) and the statisti cal noise compone nts (NI and N2):
C
C
SI
SI +NI,
C
3.40
S2
S2 + N2 .
C

In general, S 1

and S2

are smoothe r than NI and N2 (which requires
that the channel energy width be finer than the spectrom eter resoluC

tion).

Thus sl

C

and s2

( the fourier transform ed correct spectra)
approach zero at the limit of high inverse energy (inverse energy
C

C

being the inverse fourier variable to energy) whereas n 1 and n2
have a uniform power density (i.e. the locally averaged value of
the modulus of nl and n2 is constan t over the whole range of inverse
energies used), even out to the highest inverse energy . Thus
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while sl

and s2

approach zero at high inverse energy , the results
of deconvolu tion of the experimen tal spectra:
C

C

slc + nl
s2c + n2

s3

3.41

need not approach zero at high inverse energy. Indeed, is is
entirely likely that there may be a zero (or very low value ); of
the denominat or at an inverse energy at which nl is finite. This
introduce s an arbitrari ly-large noise component into the experimen tal
deconvolu te at that value of the inverse energy.
The noise component in the experimen tal deconvolu te is:
slc +nl
s le
"'
nl at large inverse
n3
3.42
s2c + n2
s2c
n2
energy
This noise component is only likely to become very large when:
Js 1C J < Jn 1 J
and
Js2 J < Jn2L
C

i . e. at high inverse energies.

The noise component may be suppresse d

by multiplic ation of s3 with a gaussian of maximum width a where a
is the lowest inverse energy at which:

Is 1 I

In 1

or

Js2 C J <

Jn2~
In practise, this may be satisfied by re-convol uting the deconvolu ted
spectrum with the zero-loss peak of the same experimen tal low-loss
C

<

J

spectrum,
thick.

although this will not be sufficien t if the foil is very
An increase of energy resolutio n may only be achieved at

the cost of a decreased signal-to -noise ratio (S/N) . Deconvolu tion
may be used to remove spurious structure from noisy data, provided
that the overall energy resolutio n remains roughly constant
( Cooper 19 77).
2) angular_c onvolutio n_correct ion:
The energy-lo ss spectra considere d thus far have been taken to be
as a function of energy alone . The removal of multiple scatterin g
has ignored the possibly- different angular distribut ion of multiple
inelastic scatterin g compared to the angular distribut ion of the
single~sc attering contribut ion. In this section, the error introduced

by ignoring the angular distribut ions is examined and a
table is presented that may be used to determine then conventio nal
deconvolu tion

is seriously in e rror.

The single-sc attering spectrum has been extre s sed in section 2.3,
equation 2. 120 which approxima tes the weak angular dependenc e of
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the oscillato r strength on scatterin g angle (a) by introduci ng a
step function

e
o, e

G(8 ,E)

1,

eC =I

where :

eC
eC

<

>

E /E 0

3.43

,

E = energy loss
E

0

= primary electron energy.

Single scatterin g into an axiial aperture of semi-angl e a is given
by
a
8.d8.G(8,E )
[cl(SS)]
= B (E) •
3.44
clE

I

E,8

0

e2

et

+

where:

B(E) is a function of energy alone.
Double scatterin g to a final energy-lo ss Eby two events of energyloss El and E2 ( = E - El ) results in a convoluti on in both
energy and angle:
E
=

J

dE I . B(EI) . B(E - E 1) .

El=O

re I d8 I .
0

8

X

f c2 81.82.d82
(81 2 +%1 ).(82

0
X

X

2

+812)

H( 8 I , 8 2 , a , cp) • G( 8 1 , E 1) . G( 82 , E2)

3. 45

where :
H( 81,82,a,<P )

=

I, 81 2 +
0,

82 2

-

281.82.cos (<P) < a 2

otherwise .

Conventio nal deconvolu tion in energy alone would correct for a
double-s ca ttering contribut ion of:
E

f

dEI.B(El) .B(E - El) .

X

-

0
a
X

J
0

d81.81.G( 81,El)
<e 1 2 + e 2 )
El

f d82.82.G(
82,E2)
(82 + 8E22)
0

The ratio between equations 3. 45 and 3. 46 may be formed to find
a correctio n factorµ .

3.46
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2,r

8c 1

µ(El,E2)

X

8 c2

f

d81.Jf!-J

0

0

0

8I

X

H(81 ,82,a,qi) .G(81 ,El) .G(82,E2)

J

'a

X

d82.82
82 2 + 8 2
E2

Ide 1. e 1. c(e 1 ,EI). a d82. e2. c,e2 ,E2)
, e 12 + e 2
e2 2 + e 2
0
El
O
E2
(

X

)-1

3. 47

Any deviation ofµ from unity indicates that conventio nal deconvolu tion in energy alone will not correctly remove double-sc attering
events.
The correctio n factor,µ , has been calculate d by a Monte-Car lo
method for several values of a, El and E2; and is presented as
a table in figure 3.9. Note that values ofµ > I imply that conventional deconvolu tion will underestim ate the amount of doublescatterin g present. It can be see from figure 3.9 that the
double-sc attering angular correctio n only becomes important for
small values of collectio n aperture. µ - I is less than 10 %
for collectio n semi-angl es (a) greater than 10 milli-rad ians .
For typical plasmon plus core-loss double-sc attering, with very
small collectio n angles

(a< I mR) ,µ - I may be of the order

of unity.
The main use of these results is as an indicatio n of when conventional deconvolu tion is likely to fail. It does not seem possible
to calculate the angular correctio n for more than second-or der
inelastic scatterin g because of the prohibiti ve amount of computer
time required. It is, however, possible to use the angular correction , µ , in numerical deconvolu tion as long as the foil is thin
enough ( t/'>c

·
.( 0. I ) for the three-sca ttering events not
plasmon
to effect the results at the current accuracie s achieved ( ~s%).
The double-sc attering contribut ion in the region of the core-loss
can now be approxima ted by :
E

DS(E)

µ(E , E )fss(El) . SS(E - El) . dEI
p

C

0

3.48

and the data can be corrected for double-sc attering by re moving this
term using a modificat ion of the approxima te deconvolu tion
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procedu re of section 3 . 3 . 3. 3 . 2 .
3.3.4 Kramers -Kronig_ analzsis
The single-s catterin g energy- loss spectrum may be written (Raether
1965):
A.8d8

SS(E ,8)
where:

e2

Im(-1/E)

e2··

+

3.49

E

A in a constan t.

The dependen ce of Im(-1/E) on scatteri ng angle is weak and may
be modelled by a step funtion (Inokuti 1971)
G(E,8)
1, e < e
C

o, e
where:

8

,/ E/E

C

>

eC

3.50

0

The energy- loss data represen t an integrat ion of equation 3.49
over angle (as defined by the collecto r angle or probe converge nce
angle). The angular dependen ce may be removed from the energyloss data by diving by the integra l v(E) where
°'dee
v (E)
G( E ,8)

le

2

:

ei

3. 51

leaving
SS I (E)
where:

B.Im(-1/ E)

3.52

Bis a constan t.

Thus, given an energy- loss spectrum ,
it is possible to obtain a function proport ional to Im(-1/E) . The
techniqu e of Kramers -Kronig analysis enables Re(E) to be obtained

from a knowledg e of Im(E), provided that the function E is analytic (see section 2. 1.3.5). Thus, given Im(-1/E ), it is possible to
obtain Re(-1/E) and hence Re(E) and Im(E) .
2.1 . 3.5 gives that:

The theory of section

a

Re(!/ qw))

_ lpJim(-1 /E(rl)) .rl drl
'If

where:

O

s-i2

-

w2

3.53

P implies the Cauchey princip le part (defined in section

2. I. 3.5).

It is possible to obtain an absolute value of the energy- loss function Im(-1/E) given that the real part of the dielectr ic constan t
at zero frequenc y is known (E (0)). In the case of metals, E (0)
1
1
is infinite , and for non-con ductors , E (0) may be large (about 10).
1
Thus 1/E(O) is known for the specimen under examina tion . Equation
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3.53 may be re-written
Re( 1/E: (O))

a

l

_!_ p ( SS (E). dE
0

TI

B

0

O

3.54

E

Hence, given SS(E), the scale-factor B may be determined.
that , for a 10 % accuracy in the scale factor,

Note

l - Re(l/s(O)) may

be approximated by the value of unity, even for insulators (Raether
1965).
The programs DENSITY was written (see appendix A) to perform
Kramers-Kronig analysis of energy-loss data .

Given SS(E), it

evaluates the scale factor Band then performs the Kramers-Kronig
transformation to obtain Re(l/s(E)) and thence Re(s(E)) and Im(s(E)) .
Im(-1/s) , Re(s) and Im(s) are displayed graphically.
It is seen that energy-loss spectroscopy is a powerful tool by which
the complete dielectric response of a specimen may be obtained
(Raether 1965, Daniels~ al 1970, Taft & Philipp 1965,
Wehenkel

&

Gauthe 1974a,b) with a resolution of approximately 1.5 eV

in the case of the RBS STEM.

One advantage of this technique is

that data may readily be collected from energies which correspond
to the unltraviolet region of the photon spectrum, where optical
techniques for determining the dielectric function are subject to
experimental difficulties .

The outstanding disadvantage cff this

technique is that the energy - resolution

of EELS is usually far

surpassed by that of optical techniques .
The reader is referred to papers by Raether (1965) and Daniels
et al (1970) for an excellent discussion of this technique .
It was desired to investigate the effect of noisy data on the
Kramers-Kronig transformation .
in tract able.

A theoretical i nvestigation proved

To this end , the program GENERATE (see appendix A)

was used to synthesise noisy energy-loss spectra.

The spectrum

was generated using the following procedure:
1)

the dielectric functi on s(E) was calculated for given values

of plasmon energy and the width of the plasmon energy-loss peak
(which equals ]/scattering-time, T) using a free-electron model
(equation 2. 69);
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2)

the energy-loss function Im(-1/E) was obtained from E and

scaled corresponding to a thin specimen (

~ 50

R)

so that multiple-

scattering would not be introduced by multiple convolution;
3)

the spectrum thus obtained was multiply convoluted and then

convoluted with a zero-loss peak which represents the loss of
energy resolution due to the spectrometer.

The zero-loss peak was

chosen to be 1.5 eV wide (FWHM);
4)

Poisson noise was then added to the spectrum and the spectrum

was digitised (rounded to the nearest integer) to simulate electron
detection statistics.
Figure 3. 10a shows the dielectric funtion generated in step 1) above
for a 20 eV plasmon peak 10 eV wide (FWHM).

Steps 2) and 3) were

performed and the DENSITY program was applied to this spectrum.
Figure 3. 10b shows the recovered energy-loss function which peaks
at 19.3 eV and is 10 eV wide.

The calculated peak position is 19.3

eV also (using equation 2. 72) ,

and Re(E) should pass through zero

as 17.3 eV (using equation 2. 71).
Figure 3. 10c shows
noise-free spectrum.

b. he

dielectric function recovered from the

It can be seen that, apart from the region

near O eV ( 0 to 3 eV), agreement between the synthesised dielectric
function and the recovered dielectric function is excellent.
The recovered dielectric function Re(E) passed through zero at 17.2
eV,

0. 1 eV below the predicted value (the discrepancy being due to

digitisation and rounding errors).

It can be seen that Kramers-

Kronig analysis of the synthesised noise-free spectrum is able to
recover the dielectric function without significant error.
This procedure was repeated , but step 4) (above) was included ,
prior to which , the plasmon peak had been scaled to simulate a peak
channel count of 30 electrons/channel , which is far below that which
is considered to be a useable low-loss spectrum.

The Kramers-Kronig

analysis was performed, as before,

and the recovered energy-loss

function is shown in figure 3 . 10d .

It can be seen to be extremely

noisy ,

and shows digitisation error near 42 eV .

The peak position ,

height and width agree with t h e val ues of figure 3. 10b .

Thus , the

p r esence of no i se has not adverse ly af fected the normal i sation
proce s s .

The dielectric funtion is presented in figure 3 . lOe .
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The signal to noise ratio for both curves is similar to an average
signal to noise ratio in the energy-loss data
4 :1). The two

c~

curves in figure 3. lOe at higher magnification have been smoothed by
eye , the eye being an excellent instrument by which means to extract
an averaged signal or smooth trend from extremely noisy data .
Re(E) passes through zero near 17.5(±0.5) eV, in excellent agreement with the noise-free figure.

Spot comparisons of values of

Re(E) and Im( E) measured from figures 3. lOe and 3 . 10c show that the
effect of noise in the energy-loss spectrum is to introduce noise in
the recovered spectrum , but not to cause any observable gross error
in scale or position of either of the two curves .

It can be shown, from the sum rules of the oscillator strength
(Nozieres & Pines 1958,1959, Raether 1965, Fano & Cooper 1968,
Colliex ~ al 1976) that a sum-rule may be expressed for the
energy-loss function, Im(-1/E), viz:
00

[ wim(-1/E)dw

3.55

It is possible to define an effective number density of electrons
taking part in the energy- loss spectrum up to a frequency

=

w, neff( w)

2 w
-i.-·
f0 w' Im( -1 /E) dw'
Wp

3.56

7f

where :

n is the number density of electrons/units volume ,
w is the plasmon frequency
p

w2
p

ne 2
E

0

3.5 7

m

Therefore equation 3.56 may be expressed:
n

eff

(w) -

=

2E m w
~.
fOw'Im(-1 / E(w'))dw'.
rre

3.58

A similar expression may be used to calculate the effective number
of electrons taking part in transverse oscillations up to a frequency
w , which is relevent to optical studies of the dielectric function,
2E 0 m.
~rre2

fww'Im(E)dw' .
O

3. 58

The program DENSITY (see appendix A) calculates both ne ff and nleff '
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given an energy-loss spectrum, including the low-loss region, and
presents the results graphically . For an example of the use of neff'
the reader is referred to the work of Colliex et al ( 1976).
3.3.5 Numerical extraction of EXELFS
The experimenta l energy-loss signal in the tail of a core-loss
may show fine-structu re that may extend over hundreds of electron
volts.

The theory of chapter 2 (section 2.2.6) results in an expression for the experimenta l cross-sectio n:
a20 I
(x(k) + l).clQclw

3.59

.
atOIIllC

a20

I

. represents the atomic inelastic-s cattering
atomic
cross-sectio n for the core-loss under investigatio n. It is required

where:

clQclw

to be able to extract the modulations term x(k) from the experimenta l
data in order to compare the observed and theoretical radial distribution functions (RDF's) for a specimen (see chapter 5). Figure
3.lla shows the boron-K core-loss region of the energy-loss spectr~m of graphitic boron nitride about 80

i

thick.

The energy-loss spectrum consists of the following components:
a background which is a straight line in log-log space, and
hence is a power-law in linear space (i.e. of the form AE-r where
A and r are constants). This is in agreement with theory
I)

(Farro & Cooper 1968) . .
2)

a core-loss signal due to the boron-K core-loss;

3)

a contributio n due to multiple inelastic scattering after the
core-loss which is negligible for a very thin specimen;
4)

a contributio n due to other core-losses , in this case, the
nitrogen -K core-loss at 400 eV. The practical implication of this
term is to limit the range of energy over which EXELFS may be extracted from preceeding edges.
The background contributio n is extrapolate d beyond the boron-K
edge by fitting a power-law curve AE -r to the background before
the edge.

The background contributio n is then removed by subtracting the extrapolate d background.
At this point, multiplescattering can be removed by using a deconvolutio n procedure (see
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section 3.3 and appendix A).

The contribution due to other follow-

ing edges can only be removed by windowing the spectrum such that
any following edges are excluded.

The presence of bandstructure

near the core-loss edges is not taken into account in the simple
EXELFS formulation,

hence data within ~30 eV of the edge should

be excluded by introducing a low-energy window (see chapter 5) .
This low-energy limit and the prevfous high-energy limit define a
window within which the data should be adequately described by the
simple EXLEFS theory (equations 2 . 114 or 3 . 59) .
The atomic cross-section is assumed to vary smoothly with no structure in K-space coarser than a chosen value of ~k.

The value of

~k is chosen so that the nearest neighbor spacing introduces
structure finer than ~kin x(k) ( in practise, ~k ~ 3 i-l

= R=

1i).

Each point within the. energy window defined above is processed as
follows to obtain a smoothed version of the energy-loss spectrum
(SSsmoothed):
1)

for the chosen window in K-space , ~k, the corresponding upper

and lower bounds in Energy-space are calculated.

A power law, AE

-r

,

1s fitted to the data within this window;
2)

the value of the power-law fit at the point being processed

is evaluated and defines the value of the smoothed spectrum at
this point.
The modulations x(E) may then be evaluated using (see fig 3. Jib):
x(E) = SSexpt - SSsmoothed .
SSsmoothed

3.60

The modulations x(E) are then transformed from energy to wave-vector
space .

The origin of K-space is chosen to be at the point in the

energy-loss spectrum halfway

up the edge,

varied, if necessary (see appendix A: RAMP).

although this may be
The transformation of

the independent variable is given by:
k

~ (E - E
ri

edge

) 0.5 .
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The modulations x(k) are then multiplied by k 2 partially to compensate for the term A(k) /k in equation 2. 114,
a gaussian centred

and then multiplied by

at zero wave-vector of standard deviation 16 Ao-1 .

These two processes reduce the effect of statistical noise at high
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values of wave-vector compared with a more-correct treatment which
approximates A(k)/k by k- 3
The effects of these operations are
demonstrated in section 5.3. 1.3.
The modulations are the multiplied by a window function which eliminates termination effects by turning off and on smoothly, over a
2 Ao- 1 wave-vector range, at the extrema of the energy window defined
above.

The fourier transform of the modulations is evaluated and

the modulus of the fourier transform is displayed graphically. The
RDF, thus displayed, is an approximation of the radial distribution
function given by:
3.62
where:

Nj is the number of atoms in shell J situated a distance
Rj away from the origin atom.

In practise, the experimentally-determi ned RDF will not be a
series of

a-functions, but will represent the loss of resolution

introduced by the finite data range (the effect of the window
function) and, to a lesser extent, the effect of disorder in the
specimen.
The effects of the total phase-shift ~(k) have, so far, been ignored.
~(k) may be represented in a parameterised form
Hk)

=

(Lee et al 1974):

a + b.k + c.k 2 + d ; k 3 .

3.63

It is possible to remove the effect of the linear term by a
shift in the origin of R in the final RDF.

This requires that

the non-linear terms are not significant at the values of k used .
The reader is referred to chapter 5 for an illustrated discussion
of the numerical treatment of EXELFS data .
The program RAMP was ¥ritten to perform the steps required to obtain
x (E),

and the program TRANS was written to obtain the radial distri-

bntion function from x (E) .
3. 3.6 Quantitative microanalysis
------------------------------Energy- di spersive X-ray rechniques have been in use for may years ,
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values of wave-vector compared with a more-correct treatment which
'
A(k)/k by k- 3
Th e e ff ects o f t h ese operations
approximates
'
are
demonstrated in section 5.3. 1.3.
The modulations are the multiplied by a window function which eliminates termination effects by turning off and on smoothl~ over a
o-1
2 A
wave-vector range, at the extrema of the energy window defined
above .

The fourier transform of the modulations is evaluated and

the modulus of the fourier transform is displayed graphically. The
RDF , thus displayed, is an approximation of the radial distribution
function given by:
N'
I~-cS(R . R·

J

J

where:

3.62

R ·)
J

Nj is the number of atoms in shell j situated a distance
Rj away from the origin atom.

In practise, the experimentally-determi ned RDF will not be a
series of

a-functions, but will represent the loss of resolution

introduced by the finite data range (the effect of the window
function) and, to a lesser extent, the effect of disorder in the
specimen .
The effects of the total phase-shift ~(k) have, so far, been ignored.
~(k) may be represented in a parameterised form
~(k)

=

(Lee et al 1974):

a+ b.k + c .k 2 + d/k 3 .

3.63

It is possible to remove the effect of the linear term by a
shift in the origin of R in the final RDF .

This requires that

the non-linear terms are not significant at the values of k used.
The reader is referred to chapter 5 for an illustrated discussion
of the nume~ical treatment of EXELFS data .
The program RAMP was written to perform the steps required to obtain
x(E),

and the program TRANS was written to obtain the radial distri-

bntion function from x(E) .
l~~~~-Quantitative_mi croanalysis
Energy-dispersive X-ray rechniques have been in use for may years ,
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and it is now possible to buy a small compute r
system that is supplied with the programs necessa ry to obtain
quantita tive microan alytical results with a good level of accuracy
( <I %). EELS is a far less develope d techniqu e; the experim ental
(Reed 1975) ,

data are more difficu lt to understa nd, theoret ically and more
difficu lt to process numeric ally to give quantita tive microan alytical results.
3.3.6. I_Egerto n's method
Quantit ative microan alytical informa tion may be extracte d from
EELS by a method due to Egerton & Whelan (1974) .
Suppose the electron spectrom eter has an acceptan ce angle a. An
estimate is made of the numer of electron counts into an energyabove the zero-los s peak, I 0 (~,a)
Similar ly, an estimate is made of the total

window up to an energy~
(see figure 3.12).

electron count into each core-los s edge, after the backgrou nd
contribu tion for that edge has been removed , I~(~,a) (for the
nth core-los s on the spectrum ) . The number of atoms in the beam
correspo nding to the n1=E core-los s is then given by :
lg(~,a) . B

where :

3.64

Bis the effectiv e beam area and

anc~.a) is the appropr iate inelasti c scatteri ng crossc
section, which may be determin ed in one of three ways:
first-pr inciple c alculati ons involvin g the evaluati on of
I)
atomic wave-fu nctions for a particu lar atomic · species and
perturb ation-th eoretic calculat ions of the releven t cross-se ction
as a function of both energy and angle. The integrat ed crosssection a~(~,a) may then be evaluate d (Egerton 1979);
calc~lat ions using a simplifi ed repre senta tion of the crosssection as a function of energy and angle. It is customa ry to

2)

have a table of total cross-se c t ions as a function of the coreloss voltage (obtaine d either by direct measurem ent or one of the
theoreti cal expressi ons for the total cross-se ction (section 2.2 .4)
and apply two efficien cy terms: one for the efficien cy of an energy
window of width~ (see equation 2. 124), given the expected form of
the cross-se ction as a function of energy; and one for the efficien cy
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of angular collection for the convergence/co llection semi - angle (a)
employed;
3)

the use of a standard of known composition or mass thickness

( Menzies et al 1980, Pennycook 1978) .
First-principle.

calculations have been performed by Leapman et

(1978), Maher~ al (1978), Egerton

~

(1979), and, for the first time,

appear to give a good agreement between theory and practise .

Note

that they do not calt ulate an absolute value for the atomic scattering cross-section , but scale their results arbitrarily to fit the
experimental data .

Whatever the theoretical method employed , the

results of model calculations must be tested against experimental
results in order to validate the calculations of cross-sections.
This has been done, so far , for only a few elements (Maher et al
(1978),

Boyce

&

Embling 1980) .

The method of step 2) (above) is that most often used .
advantage of being very easy to use,

It has the

and could certainly be made

part of a program package on a small computer energy-loss system.
Either the Bethe fo r mula for the total cross-section (see section
2.2.2 and 2 .2. 4) (Bethe 1930) which has two free parameters, or
the semi-classical Gryzinski formula (see section 2 . 2. 4) (Gryzinski
1965) which has no free parameters may be used .

A paper by Powell

(1976) compares the various expressions for the total inelastic
scattering cross-section. It is seen that , for the values of
incident electron energy usually encountered in EELS ,

the Gryzinski
cross-section compares favourably with the more-exact quantummechanical calculations .

Because of the simplicity of this formu-

lation , and because there are no free parameters,

the Gryzinski

cross-section i s to be preferred .
Straightforward application of equation 3 . 64 , given that the beam
area Bis well defined , results in an absolute measure of the number
of atoms of chemical species with core -l oss n in the beam, subject
only to the approximation that there is no multiple-scatte ring .
practise ,

the beam is rather poorly defined ,

calib r a ti on i s per f ormed .

In

unless a care f ul

The chi e f use of equation 3. 64 is l i kely

to be in estimating ratios of atomic concentrations,
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and, if allowance can be made for multiple-scatte ring, it should be
possible to estimate such a ratio with a high degree of accuracy,
depending only on the accuracy with thich the background contributions may be removed and the accuracy to which the inelasticscattering cross-sections are known.
3.3.6.2_The_£la smon-shift _correction
Equation 3.64 only holds true in the case of no multiple-scatte ring
When there is appreciable double-scatteri ng at an edge (i.e. a
pronounced plasmon satellite), there is a low

of collection

efficiency at the edge for the double-scattere d electrons because
of the apparently reduced energy collection window (which appears
reduced by approximately a plasmon energy).

The correction for

multiple-scatte ring is usually small, so a relatively crude model
can be used to derive it.
Consider a low-loss region enclosing a zero-loss peak and n plasmons,
represented by (n + 1) a-functions (see figure 3. 13).

The area under

the zero-loss peak may be taken to be
exp(-t/Ap)

lo
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and under the nth plasmon loss:
I

1
n
1 . ( t / Ap ) . exp (-t / Ap )
n.

pn

where:

3. 6 7

t is the thickness of the foil' and
A is the mean free path for plasmon excitation.
p

The technique of quantitative EELS is only viable is the foils is
less than about A in thickness .
p

The core-loss region may be modelled as follows (see fig 3. 13):
1)
a background falling rapidly with energy;
a core-loss signal, per unit energy, resulting from singlescattering :

2)

I

co

=

A.(t/A ).E-r.exp(-t/A ),
C
p

E > E

0

E < E

C

C

3.68
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A and rare constants,

where:

A

C

is the mean-free-path for core-loss excitation,

Eis the energy-loss and
E

C

is the core-loss edge energy.

A core-loss signal, resulting from multiple-scattering with

3)

the nth plasmon:
I

= A.(t/A C ).(E. -n.E)
p
en

-r 1 ·

n

.n .1.( t/A)
p .exp(-t/Ap ), E

>

EC + n .E

E

<

E

0

C

+ n .E

p

p
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Using equations
equation 3.64.

3 .6 6 to 3.69, it is possible to evaluate
Therefore, provided that the energy-window includes

just N plasmons:

3. 70

I (6,a)
0

and :

N

J

I C (6 ,a)

(I

co

+

I

I
).dE
n=l en
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giving, for the number of atoms associated with the core-loss,

N

t

constant.A .y

a:

C

3. 72

p

In equations 3 . 66 to 3. 72, the question of any angular correction
has been deferred; the parameter y measures the departure from
linearity in thickness dependence which results from multiplescattering.

This correction arises essentially because multiple-

scattering produces extra intensity in the core-loss at energies
n.E

p

above the edge .

In the Egerton

formula (equation 3 . 64), thi s

scattering is assumed to occur with the same partial cross-sections
as the singl~-scattering core-loss, but this is not the case, because the collection efficiency of the energy window for multiplescattering events is less than the collection efficiency for singlescattering .

Due to the strong energy-dependence of 0(6,a), which

includes a window efficiency term , a significant correction can
result.

The factory thus represents the co rrection which must be applied
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A and rare constants,

where:

A

C

is the mean- free - path for core-loss excitation ,

Eis the energy-loss and
E
3)

C

is the core-loss edge energy .

A core-loss signal, resulting from multiple-scattering with

the nth plasmon :
I

A . (t/A ) . (E -n . E )

en

-r 1

n

. 1 . (t/A ) . exp(-t/A ) , E > E + n . E
n.
p
p
C
p

p

C

E < E

0

C

+ n .E

p
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Using equations
equation 3 . 64 .

3. 66 to 3.69, it is possible to evaluate
Therefore, provided that the energy-window includes

just N plasmons :
I

0

IN

(/", ,a)

1

n

exp(-t/A ).(1 +
-, . (t/A))
p
n=ln.
p

and:
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N

J

I (6 ,a)
C

(I

co

+

II

n=l en

).dE

3. 71

giving, for the number of atoms associated with the core-loss,

N

t

constant.A . y

a::

C

3 . 72

p

In equations 3.66 to 3. 72, the question of any angular correction
has been deferred ; the parameter y measures the departure from
linearity in thickness dependence which results from multiples c attering .

This correction arises essentially because multiple-

scattering produces extra intensity in the core-loss at energies
n.E

p

above the edge .

In the Ege r ton

formula (equation 3.64), th i s

scattering is assumed to occur with the same partial cross - sections
as the single-scattering core-loss, but this is no t the case , because the collection efficiency of the energy window for multip lescattering events is less than the collection efficiency fo r singlescattering .

Due to t he strong energy-dependence of 0(6,a), which

includes a window efficiency term, a signifi cant correction can
result .

The factory thus represents the correction which must be applied
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to the Egerton formula to correct for multiple-scatte ring .

The

true number of atoms i n the beam differs from the number calculated
from equation 3.64 by the factor

y

N
1 +

where:

3.73

n

\'

IL

n!

l
n=I

s = 1 - r,
11
~

(E

=

S

C

+ t:,) /E ,
C

E /E
p C

and

t/A.
p

In the limit of small correction,

i .e. y

~

1 or

E

~

0,

that is ,

when the foil is very thin (S << 1) and both E and/':, are much less
p
than E
we find
c'
E

s

"'

+

s. ~
/':,
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independent of the power-law coefficient r.
has been calculated for S
ing tor= 4.5,

1,~.~,\

The error term, E,

and for s = -3.5 ( correspond-

the expected value (Inokuti 1971)) .

parameterised in terms of

~

and

t:,/Ep

The results,

are displayed in figure 3. 14,

which can be used to calculate the error term for any value of foil
thickness between S
foils thinner than

and
S

S = 0 . 125 by linear interpolation.

0. 125,

For

the correction may be obtained by

multiplying the result of fig 3. 14a by

9S/(1 + S); however, in this

limit, the correction is usually negligible .
In a typical example, consider a foil of thickness S = I, containing
Fe and C, displaying a low-energy-loss peak at 20 eV and core-losses
at approximately 750 and 280 volts respectively:
energy window is 100 eV .

Ye is 0 . 85 .

a convenient

The factor yFe is found to be 0 . 81 , and

Thus the ratio of Fe:C calculated from the single-

scattering formula is in error by about 5 %, the amount of iron
rel ative to the amount of carbon being underestimated by the
uncorrected Egerton formula (equation 3.64).
The model by which these corrections are deduced is admittedly
crude, but the resulting correction is only just significant at the
level of accuracy currently being obtained by quantitative EELS,

and
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an increas e in the comple xity of the model (for exampl e, by
introdu cing a plasmon whose shape is given by the free-el ectron
gas
model and a core-lo ss shape that shows the effects of centrif ugal
potent ial) greatly compli cates the calcula tion of the correct ion
factor.

The plasmo n-shift correc tion is usually importa nt (E ~ 10 %) in
thick films (i . e . t ~ 1000 i) . Figure 3 . 15 indicat es that only
for
very large core-lo ss energie s and very wide energy window s can the
correct ion be neglec ted .

I

3.3 . 6.3_Co mbined _angula r_ and_El asmon- shift_c orrecti ons

1'

It is possib le to apply both the angula r correc tion of section
3.3.3.3 .2 and the plasmo n-shift correc tion (above) to obtain a
combine d correc tion:

(I+ 13,µ(E ,E )).(! -

YTOTAL

p

(I -

X

E

( c

+

C

I:),

Ee

)

s -I
)

•

( Ee +EI:),

C

(I + 13)

s

-

Ep1J )

X

-I
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subjec t ta the followi ng consid eration s :
I)

that the angula r correc tion
.

'

µ(E ,E) as a functio n of E
·:p
C
'
: I
'

I C

does not vary apprec iably ( ~10 %) over the window chosen ;
2)
that the foil is thin enough for three- and higher- orderscatter ~ng events to be·' unimpo rtant ( 13

<

0 . 1).

3. 3 . 6. 4 _ Ste-e.-he i ght _analy sis
AK-sh ell core-lo ss may be approxi mated by a power-l aw functio n
(Inoku ti 1971):
~
aE

A.E-r

E > EK

0

E < EK

3. 76

This may be integra ted over all energy -losses to give:
IK

=

A -r +
-.E
r

3. 78

The signal at the edge due to the K-loss is given by the differe
nce
between the signals just before the edge and the signal just after
the edge. This is called the step-he ight of the edge .

p

.---

t/Ep
10.5

9.5
E < 0-1

8.S
7.S

6-5
5.5
4.5

3.5
2.5

lS

The plasrnon shift correction for thic k foils
( S=l). The correction (E = y-1) is significant (E ~ 10%)

Figure 3.15

in the shaded area .
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Therefore, the integral IK

may be evaluated provided t hat VK ,

and r are known :
VK
r

3. 79

The program STEP

was written which eval uated the integral by
fitting two power-law curves to the data, one before the edge and
one a fter the edge. This enables the value of VK at the edge to
be calculated,

and the power-law coefficient , r, is also given by
the fit after the edge .
Thus the integral IK may be evaluated.

The program is most useful in obtaining the ratio of integrated
cross-sectio ns of two K-edges on the same spectrum as then
neither vertical nor horizontal scales need be calibrated .
3. 3 . 7_The_command ~ackage
The numerical techniques discussed in this chapter have been
implemented on the University' s IBM 370/165 computer , and are
available to users of that system.

A detailed list of commands

available, command syntax and default parameters used is contained
in appendix A. The complete numerical package source , written
in FORTRAN is about 8000 lines long ,

and the r un-time support and

command environment program source , written in PHOENIX (a local
· command language) is about 3000 lines long . For further information on the system, please contact the Metal Physics Computing
Services Repr~sentat ive at the Cavendish Laboratorie s .

Chapter 4 - Examples of quantitat ive microanal y sis
using energy -loss spectrosco py
4 . 1 Boron nitride
4 . I. I Numerical processing of the energy-loss data
4 . 1. 2 Analysis of the energy-loss spect r a of bo r on nitride
4.2 A£ - Mg - Be alloy
4 . 3 Thin " boron" films

4. 3. 1 The energy-loss results from thicker regions
4 . 3. 2 Sunnnary of results from "boron" films
4 . 4 Silicon carbide
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Chapter 4 - Examples of quantitative microanalysi s
using energy-loss spectroscopy
4. I BORON NITRIDE

A specimen of graphitic boron nitride was prepared by scratching
a hole in the centre of a 3 nnn disc cut from polycrystalline boron
nitride rod .
This allotrope of boron nitride has a graphite-like structure
(Wycoff 1960) shown in fig 5 .2, and, like graphite, cleaves easily
into platelets of uniform thickness (typically 500
across and 50

R

thick).

R

Conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) inves-

tigations confirm the graphitic structure of figure 5.2 (see section
5 . I and figure 5 . I).
Graphitic boron nitride has

a covalently-bond ed (III- V) s.truc-

ture, is stoichiometric BN and has two K-shell core-losses well
within the working range of electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(Kboron

=

188 eV,

Knitrogen

=

399 eV (Bearden & Burr 1967)).

It
is therefore an excellent specimen with which to investigate the
accuracy of quantitative electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) .
4. I. I Numerical processing of the energy-loss

data

. The energy-loss spectra are first treated by the APCOR program
(a detailed description of how to use the energy-loss programs at
Cambride is to be found in appendix A) to correct for the finite
probe convergence angle.

The results then app roximate to the

energy-loss spectrum that would be collected using either a very
large probe convergence angle or a very large collector aperture.
This spectrum is then analysed using either the INTEGRATE or STEP
programs.
The action of the INTEGRATE program is as follows:
a power-law function ( of the form AE-r) is fitted to the
background before the edge specified in the terminal input to the
program.
I)

2)

The background , approximated by the power-law , is subtracted from
the spectrum, yielding a remnant spectrum.
3)

The area under the remnant is determined for several energy-

windows , the lower bound in energy being the edge energy , the upper
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bound being given by the sum of the lower bound and the required
window width.
4)

Steps 1) to 3) are repeated for each successive edge given in
the input to the INTEGRATE program.

The results are evaluated for several energy windows.

The choice of

a suitable energy window is contrained by:
1)

If the window is too narrow,

the value of the integral is

strongly influenced by structure at the edge, but is not very
sensitive to the accuracy of the background fit . However, the estimated value of the total integral is dependent on the estimated energy
collection efficiency (see section 2. 1.2.4) which is sensitive to
inaccuracies in the background fit.
2)

If the window is very wide, the energy collection efficiency is
close to unity, and errors in the estimated total integral due to
errors in the energy-collecti on efficiency are negligible . However ,
the integral is sensitive to the backtround fit which may need to be
extrapolated over a wide energy range.
In practise, one seeks a compromise between these two extremes
dependent on the

details of the system under examination.

The action of the STEP program is as follows:
for each edge specified in the input to the STEP program, two
power-law curves are fitted , one above and one below the edge .
1)

2)

The estimated total integral is evaluated from these power-laws

using the technique of step-height analysis (see section 3 . 3 . 6 . 4) .
The

STEP program

offers the following advantages compared to the

INTEGRATE program:
1)

no integration window need be chosen;

2)

very noisy data ,

data with a curved background ( as seen on a

log-log plot) and data with very many closely-spaced edges can be
accommodated.
The main advantage of the INTEGRATE program over the STEP program is
that is makes no assumption as to the shape of the edge, and will
therefore evaluate the integrals under L amd M edges more accurately
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than will the STEP program.
The number ratio of boron to nitrogen atoms is given by :
(see section 3.3.6. 1)

4. 1
where:

CJN is the total inelastic scattering cross-sectin n for

the nitrogen-K core-loss;
Ift is the total scattered intensity under the nitrogen
K-shell core-loss;
+ similar terms for boron.

An estimate of I~ is given by:
I~~

IN(~) / nN(~)

4.2
where: IN(~) is the intensity under the nitrogen core-loss up to
an energy ~ above the edge energy;

nN(~) is the estimated energy collection efficiency given
by equation 2.124.
An approximati on of the value of the inelastic scattering cross-sectio n
is given by the Gryzinski formula for the cross-sectio n (discussed in
section 2.2.1).

It is expected that the estimated value of the crosssection given by the gryzinski formula ;will be accurate to within
experimenta l accuracies,

more importantly ,

the ratio of the
cross-sectio ns of nitrogen and boron given by the Gryzinski formula
should be correct to much better than experimenta l accuracy.
The evaluation of equation 2.87 for nitrogen and boron K-losses gives:
0.577
10- 2 4 m2 electron-I atom-I
I. 32

10-24

4. 1.2 Analysis of the

II

energy-loss spectra of boron nitride_

Energy-loss spectra are presented which have been recorded from two
different portions of the specimen on different days.
The low-loss region of one of these spectra is shown in fig 4 . I,
from which the following points should be noted:
the zero-loss peak indicates an instrumenta l resolution of
approximate ly 2.5 eV (full width at half maximum (FWHM))
1)

2)

There are two plasmon peaks at about 8 eV and 25 eV correspondi ng

Fi g ure 4 . 1 : graphit ic boron nitride energy- loss spectrum
low- loss reg i on.
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to

plasma oscillations of then-band electrons ( 1 per atom) and

the n+cr-band electrons ( 4 per atom) respectively .

The reader is

referred to the work on boron nitride by Leapman & Silcox (1978b)
and to the work on graphite which also shows this double-plasmon
(Taft & Phillipp 1964).

This behaviour may be explained by a

two- band model of boron nitride similar to the model for vanadium
and niobium hydrides
3)

discussed in section 6. 7.

The thickness of the foil , determined by measureing the ratio

of plasmon to zero-loss areas, using the THICK program, is 100

R.

Correction for multiple scattering removes much of the scattered
intensity above 50 eV, and most of the scattered intensity beyond
80 eV .

The foil is thin enough for plasmon shift correction errors

(see section 3 . 3.6.2) to be negligible compared with the experimental accuracies currently achieved.
The first energy-loss spectrum is shown in figure 4.2a alongside
the results of the INTEGRATE program.

The window chosen above the

boron-K core-loss was 100 eV wide because the background extrapolation due to the boron-K core-loss at the nitrogen-K edge is not quite
parallel to either the background slope before the boron-K edge or
the slope of the separated nitrogen-K core-loss, when viewed on a
log-log plot.

So, because of the possible error in slope, it is

best to choose a small window .
The separated nitrogen-K core-loss becomes very noisy beyond 850 eV,
so a window extending to 840 eV was used for the nitrogen-K core -loss.
Using these values of the window widths , the following partial
integrals were returned by the INTEGRATE program :
2. 02

(arbitary units)

1.01

( to same scale)

The estimated window efficiencies were :
nB(lOO)

0 . 752

nN(435) = 0 . 889 .
The evaluation of equation 4 . 1, using the Gryzinski cro ss - se c t i ons
for boron and nitrogen yields:

r

Fig ure 4.2 a:
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1.04.
The second energy-loss spectrum is shown in fig 4.2b .

This spectrum

was recorded for a longer time, so the statistics are much improved
as compared with the previous spectrum.

The background extrapolations

seen on the log-log plot are more accurately parallel than in the
previous spectrum.

For this reason, the windows used were set to be

as large as possible,

yielding values of n(~) close to unity .

The boron-K window was this 864 eV ,

and the nitrogen-K window was

651 eV.
The foll·o wing partial integrals were obtained from the INTEGRATE
program:
(a. u.)
II

The estimated window efficiencies were:
nB = 0 .981
nN

0.876.

Thus the resulting number ratio of atoms was:
n

B

~

0.92.

The average for the two spectra yields:

= 0.98

(± 0.06).

Although a sample of two is too small to yield an accurate value of
the standard error,

the error term above ( 6 % ) is in agreement with

the expected. experimental accuracy.

The error term above cannot in-

clude the presence of systematic err ors ( for example, thickness
effects or errors in the estimated cross·- sections), it does, however,
give a measure of the statistical accuracy of the result, which is
the only measure of accuracy that can easily be determined .
The first energy-loss spectrum was analysed by the STEP program,
yielding the results shown in fig 4 . 3a .
dete r mined was :

The number ratio thus

"

Figure 4.2b:
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0.97.
The second energy-loss spectrum was analysed in the same way
yielding the results shown in figure 4.3b. The number ratio thus
determined was 1.00.
These two results agree, lwi th the values obtained above to within
the experimental accuracy.
It can be seen from figure 4.3 that the step fitted to the edges does
not generally overestimate or underestimate the step height. If the
edges had much bandstructure near the edge or were delayed due to
the effect of centrifugal potential . on high angular momentum state
edges , then it is expected that the agreement between the two
techniques of numerical analysis would not be as good as demonstrated
here.
4.2 A£ - , Mg - Be ALLOY
A£ - 5 atomic% Mg alloys ' suffer from rapid oxidation in damp
atmospheres at elevated temperatures (400 to 600 °c) (Field 1980).
It is found that the addition of small concentrations of beryllium
in the range 100 to 1000 ppm dramatically reduces the oxidation rate
of the metal surface (Field et al 1980 , Whitaker & Heath 1953).
Studies of electron thin regions of a specimen made by chemically
· etching a specimen foil from one side only reveal the presence of a
complicated surface oxide. Selected-area electron diffraction
reveals that the oxide is composed of four oxides : (Field et al 1980)
1)
amorphous y- alumina (A£ o );
2 3
2)
primary MgO crystallites (grown at the metal-oxide interface);
3)

secondary MgO crystallites formed from the reduction of
y- A£ Dj by magnesium;

4)

2
platelets of BeO at the oxide-metal interface.

The author was supplied with a specimen of A£- 5 at. % Mg - IOOat1 ppm«,Be
by Dr. D Field (Imperial College Metallurge Dept - London).
Conventional TEM studies of this foil confirmed the results of
Field et al (1980), see figure 4.4.

I

'I

Fi9ure 4. 4: M - Mg -Be alloy
a) bright -fi eld picture;
b) dark-field picture using
BeO (110) ref l ection ;
c) dark -fi eld p ictur e using
MgO (220) reflection;
d) selected - area diffraction
pattern from the oxide
layer;
drawing of a
schematic
e)
cross - sect i o n through the
specimen near the edge.
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It is possible to identify the Be-0 platelets from the electron
diffration data . It was desired to confirm this identificati on using
energy-loss spectroscop y and obtain a value for the thickness of the
Be-0 platelet.
Energy-loss spectra were recorded from the oxide film which
overhung the metal edge (see fig 4.4e.), both of the Be-0 platelet
and of the surrounding oxide .
See figure 4.5 for the energy-loss spectrum of the Be-0 platelet and
the results of the INTEGRATE program applied to this spectrum.
A rather narrow window was chosen (100 eV) for the Be-K integration
because:
1)

the background, when viewed on a log-log plot, was curved
below about 100 eV, hence it is not possible to obtain an accurate
extrapolate d background;
2)

carbon contaminati on was present which restricts the window to
less than 170 eV.
A wider window (540 eV) was used at the oxygen edge because the
background before the edge could be determined more accurately than
above.
The following partial integrals were obtained:
IBe ( 100) = 1. 1 (a. u.)
10(540)

= 0.207

I

"

I

The energy-windo w collection efficiencie s were estimated to be :
nBe(lOO) = 0.909
n

0

(540) .

o. 904.

In order to obtain the thickness of the specimen at this point, an
energy-loss spectrum was recorded in the range Oto 80 eV in analogue
mode . The spectrum was recorded on a chart plotter and is reproduced
in figure 4.6 .

The plasmon peak near 25 eV corresponds to a plasmon
mean- free path (A = MFP) of about 700 i (from equation 2 .36).
p

The ratio of plasmon area to zero- loss area, measured manually is:
I
I

plasmon
zero

= 0 . 40

(±5%) .
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Thus, the estimated specimen thickness is:
t

support

+ t

BeO

= A . \1asmon
p

1

270 (±14 R) i

zero

An energy-loss spectrum was measured, in the same way, from the

neighboring oxide support film, yielding the spectrum shown in
figure 4 . 7.

The estimated thickness of this film is ~36

R.

The total intensity under the oxygen-K core-loss peak will include
intensity from inelastic events in the thin oxide layer, and the value
T

estimated from 1 (~) and n (~) should be corrected for this
0
0
effect. The oxide layer of 36 R would correspond to approximately
for 1

44

R

0

of BeO (which is less dense), and so the total integrated

signal for the oxygen-K core-loss should be reduced by the factor

(270 - 36) /270.
This rough-and-ready correction alters the value of nBelno by about

20 %; and this figure being not much larger than the experimental
accuracies currently achieved by EELS, a more exact correction to
IT would not be worthwhile.
0

Approximate values for the total inelastic-scattering cross-sections
were obtained by using the Gryzinski formula (equation 2.87), thus:
-1
-1
cr
= 0 . 42
10- 24 m2 electron
atom
0
2.38
10- 24

"

The corrected value of nBe/n

0

is given by:
1. 10

The curvature of the background at the Be-K edge would result in the
program making an underestimate of the background in the region near
50 eV above the Be-K edge, so it is not surprising that the
answer is slightly too large.

The answer is, however, within the

expected experimental accuracy of EELS.

Thus quantitative EELS

is able to confirm the composition of the platelet of Be- 0 and to
yield a value for the thickness of the platelet as :
tBeO = 240 (±14)

R.

11
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Thus , the estimated specimen thickness is:
t

support

+ t

BeO

=

A . \1asmon
p
1
zero

270 (±14 R) J

An energy-loss spectrum was measured, in the same way , from the

neighboring oxide support film , yielding the spectrum shown in
figure 4. 7.

The estimated thickness of this film is ~36

R.

The total intensity under the oxygen-K core-loss peak will include
intensity from inelastic events in the thin oxide layer, and the value
T

estimated from 1 ( ~) and n ( ~) should be corrected for this
0
0
effect . The oxide layer of 36 R would correspond to approximately
for 1

44

R

0

of BeO (which is less dense), and so the total integrated

signal for the oxygen-K core-loss should be reduced by the factor
(270 - 36) /270.
This rough-and-ready correction alters the value of nBelno by about
20 %; and this figure being not much larger than the experimental
accuracies currently achieved by EELS, a more exact correction to
IT would not be worthwhile.
0

Approximate values for the total inelastic-scattering cross-sections
were obtained by using the Gryzinski formula (equation 2 . 87) , thus:
0
= 0 .42
I0- 24 m2 electron - I a tom -I
0
2.38
10- 24
"
The corrected value of nBe/n

0

is given by:
I. 10

The curvature of the background at the Be-K edge would result in the
program making an underestimate of the background in the region near
50 eV above the Be-K edge, so it is not surprising that the
answer is slightly too large.

The answer is, however , within the

expected experimental accuracy of EELS .

Thus quantitative EELS

is able to confirm the composition of the platelet of Be-0 and to
yield a value for the thickness of the platelet as :
tBeO

=

240 (±14)

R.
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4 . 3 THIN IIBORON" FILMS
It was proposed to determine the structure of amorphous boron films
using the technique of

EXELFS (see chapter 5) .

The author was very

kindly supplied with several thin foils by Dorignac (1979) of the
kirid used as low-noise supports fo r high-resolution electron mi croscopy.

The foils were supposed to be pure boron about 15

R thick .

El ectron ene rgy- loss spectra of these fi l ms were obtained using a
focussed electron probe of semi-angle of convergence 8 . 5 milli-radians
and an energy-resolution of 2 eV.

The energy-loss spectrum of the

foil between 80 and 500 eV is shown in figure 4 . 8 , together with the
results of the STEP progr am.

The first point to note is that the

energy- loss spectrum (ELS) of figure 4.8 shows that there is
considerably more carbon present than boron .
In order to ensure that the carbon signal on this ELS is due to
carbon in the specimen and not carbon contamination produced by the
action of the electron probe on the speci men surface , the specimen
was observed in dark-fi~ld imaging mode (using the annular detector)
before and after the collection of the spectra .

It was found that

no contamination spots were visible if the beam was moved around the
specimen , and the general area of interest ( a few micro-metres) was
"flooded" with a defocuss ed beam prior to data collection.
The signal from the dark-field detector could be observed whilst
simultaneously collecting energy- loss data .

No i ncre ase of this

signal (as would be cause by the build-up of contamination) was
observed for the energy-loss spectra presented here.

An increase in

dark-field signal of 5 % would be not&ced whilst collecting energyloss data,

and would leave a clearly-visible contaminat ion spot .

It

is thought th~t the contribution to the energy-loss spectrum due to
the presence of carbon contamination is less than 5 %.
The results obtained from the STEP program were:
Il

= 0.92

IC

=

8 . 68

The Gryzinski

(arbitary

units)

(on same scale as above) .

formula for the inelastic scattering cross-section gives :

II

i

3.5

t

Figure 4 . 8 : the results of the STEP program applied to
energy-lo ss data from a "boron" thin film
specimen.
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10-24 m2 electron -I atom -I
10-24

crc = 0.84
crB = I. 33

"

Thus, equation 3.65 gives that:
nB

-

crc 1T

- .- B

=

nc

0.07

CJB IT

C

Because the step at the boron edge is of a similar height compared
with the noise in the spectrum at that point, it is expected that the
value of

I~

is only correct to within 50 %.

The poor statistical

nature of the spectrum derives from the extreme thinness of the foil.
the spectrum shown in figure 4.8 was collected over a period of
I hour.

The low-loss region was recorded using an analogue scan ( on a chart
recorder) because the count-rate in the zero-loss peak was too high
for the computer syste~ to be used. More importantly, the ratio of
zero-loss count rate to plasmon count-rate was so large that, in
order to collect an un-distorted zero-loss peak, the plasmon peak
would be distorted by digitisation error caused by a low count rate
(<few counts per bin period).
The energy-loss spectrum of the low-loss region is shown in figure

4.9.

The . areas of the zero and plasmon-loss peaks (I

measured manually.

z

and I ) were
p

The thickness thus determined is

I
t

where:

60

=>- . /
p

A

p

z

~

770

i

R

for a 22 eV plasmon as given by equation 2.36.

The estimated accuracy is 20 %.
Thus , assuming that the densities of boron and carbon are not very
different, it is possible to express the number ratio result (above)
in terms of equivalent thickness. The equivalent thickness of carbon
present is:

tc = 55 (± 11)

R,

and the equivalent thickness of boron present is :
tB = 4

(±2)

R.

4.3.1 The energy-loss results from thicker regions
The specimen used above was supported on aholey carbon film.

The

spectra shown above were recorded from portions of thin film that lay

Figure 4.9: the low-loss region of the energy-

I

loss spectrum of "boron" thin film recorded
in ana logue mode.

X

)0

0

0

0

21. 8

energy-loss (eV)~----
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over holes in the carbon substrate .

As an additional test of the

technique, spectra were recorded from portions of the film that
lay over the support film .

These spectra are shown in figure 4. 10.

The STEP program was applied to the data, giving the results in fig
4 . 10b .

A similar step to that chosen by the STEP program would have

been chosen by the practised eye.

and the limit of resolution of the STEP program

buried in the noise,
has been reached.

Im this spectrum, the step is

The same analysis as in the previous section gives

the results :
tc = 170 (±20)

R

4 (± 3)

R.

tB

The assignment of an error term to the result for boron is somewhat
arbitrary .

A more satisfactory error term could be evaluated by

repeating the experiment of the section for several points on the
foil and repeating the numerical analysis.
This section shows that a step may be smaller than the noise in its
immediate vicinity and it is still possible to detect the step.

This

is possible because the fit of the power-law is rather insensitive to
noise in the data.
4.3 . 2 Summary of results from "boron'! films
The results of the previous two sections show that the thin films
supplied by Dorignac were not primarily boron, but were mainly
carbon .
cases at

The equivalent thickness of the boron was the same in both
tB = 4 (±2 and 3 respectively)

R.

4 . 4 SILICON CARBIDE
One of the "discoveries" made with the aid of high spatial resolution
EELS is that specimens are very often not what the maker of those
specimens thought them to be .

Section 4.3 shows that the thin

films supplied by Dorignac (1979)

and supposed to be mainly boron

were, in fact , mostly carbon .
In this section, it is shown that a specimen ofpure silicon carbide
(type : Refel "A" - Page ( 1977)) was mostly silicon in the electron- thin
portions of the specimen .

Figur e 4 . !Oa :

4.0

a li near pl o t of the

Figure 4.!0b:

energy-loss spectrum of thin "boron"

the energy-loss spectrum

film ov er lying car bon support film .
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This fonn of silicon carbide is made from pure silicon and carbon
powders by the application of pressure at high temperature s . The
silicon and carbon are thought to inter-diffu se, and the resulting
carbide is known to be locally non-stochio metric (Page 1977).
A specimen was made for electron microscopy by the following method:
a disc of silicon carbide is cut from a hot pressed rod using a
diamond saw.
1)

2)
3)

A 3nnn disc is cut from this disc using an ultrasonic drill.
The resulting disc is mechanicall y lapped to about 200 µm

thickness using diamond abrasive paste and a lapping wheel .
4)
The disc is then ion- beam thinned so that a central hole is
formed.
A specimen was very kindly supplied by Dr. N Jepps (Cambridge
University - Metallurgy and Materials Science Department, England).
All the energy-loss spectra recorded from electron thin regions of
the specimen ( up to 1000 R thick) looked very much alike (apart from
the expected differences due to multiple-sc attering varying with
thickness). A representat ive energy-loss spectrum from a portion of
the specimen about 500 R thick is shown in figure 4. 11.
There is a prominent peak

near 100 eV arising from excitation of

the silicon 1 _ core electrons. The edge is broadened by the
2 3
effects of centrifugal potential (see section 2 . 2) and multiple
scattering. Were the specimen to contain significant amounts of
carbon, nitrogen or oxygen, edges should be visible at 285, 399
and 532 eV respectivel y.

The contribution s to the energy-loss

spectrum that would arise from a 50 atomic% concentratio n of
C, N or O, as given by the Gryzinski fonnula for the inelastic
scattering cross-secti on, have been marked on figure 4 . 11 .
The noise content at these edge positions relative to the expected
step height is 25% , 35%, 50% . A step of the same height as the
noise content would still be clearly visible (see section 4 . 3 . 1) .
It is estimated from consideratio n of figure 4 . 11 that concentratio ns
o f carbon , nit r ogen or oxy gen of 5 , 5 and 10 atomic % would be vis i b l e
on the l og- log p l ot ,

and woul d be dete c ted by the STEP progr am

(wh ich tends to perform similarly well as the human eye) .
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It can therefore be stated that the concentrations of carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen in the specimen in the electron thin regions
examined are less than 5,5, and 10 atomic% respectively.
These uncertainties could be reduced by increasing the datacollection time and thus decreasing the height of the noise seen
on the log-log plot.

Chapter 5 - The e x tended energy- loss fine
structure of boron nit r ide
5 . 1 Spe cimen p r eparation and conventional e lectron mic r os c opy
5 .2 A resume o f EXELFS theory
5 . 3 Ele c t r on en e rgy-l oss re sults
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5 . 3 . 1. 2 A simplified numerical processing scheme
5 . 3. 1. 3 Tests of the numerical procedures
5 . 3 . 2 The numerical analysis of boron nitride EXELFS data
5 . 3. 3 Self-consistent boron nitride results
5 . 3. 4 Compari son of the energy-loss results with the
predict i ons from the known crystal structure
5 . 3. 5 The synthesised RDF using calculated phase-shifts
and scattering amplitudes
5 . 4 Nitrogen-K EXLEFS
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Chapte r 5 - The extend ed energy -loss fine structu re
of boron nitride
5. 1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND CONVENTIONAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
A specimen of boron nitride was prepared by scratchi ng a hole in a
3 nnn disc, 0.25 mm thick, cut from a rod of polycry stalline boron
nitride.
Boron nitride has at least three differen t crystall ine forms
(Wycoff 1960). The room-tem perature form has a graphite -like
(hexagon al layered) structur e in which the atoms lie in sheets
which are hexagon ally packed.

Bonding between the sheets is due to

van der Waals forces.
Convent ional transmis sion electron microsco py (CTEM) reveals the
existenc e of thin platele ts about 2000 R across near the edge of
the hole in the specimen ( see figure 5. 1) , and a selected area
diffract ion pattern from an area covering many crystal lites is
shown in figure 5. I indexed accordin g to the hexagon al structur e.
Boron nitride is an excellen t specimen with which to test the
accuracy of extended energy- loss fine structur e (EXELFS) because :
the structur e of hexagon al boron nitride is well-kno wn and
easily verified by electron diffract ion;
1)

2)

boron and nitrogen both have K-shell core-los ses at energies
well within the tonvenie nt working range of the RBS microsco pe.
5. 2 A RESUME OF EXELFS THEORY
The theory of EXELFS has been discusse d in section 2. 2 . 6 . The
result of simple EXELFS theory is that the energy- loss spectrum
due to a single atom is modified when in a solid by the presence of
neighbo ring atoms. This modific ation may be expresse d as a modulat ion :
EXPERIMENTAL-SPECTRUM= SINGLE-ATOM-SPECTRUM x (1 + x(E)).
where: x(E)

represen ts a modulat ion of the single-a tom spectrum ,
given under the plane-wa ve approxim ation as :
x(k)""

A~k) .

I~
. R.

J

exp(-Rj / ;\(k) .exp(-o? k 2 /2) .
J

:J
x

sin(2kR . +
J

cp(k))

5. 1
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where:

k is the wave-vec tor of the ejected secondary electron;
A(k) is the atomic backscatt ering amplitude ;

N. is the number of atoms in the shell J at radius R.;
J
J
\(k) is the mean free path (MFP) of the secondary electron;
0. is a term due to thermal motion and structura l
disorder;
J

~(k) is the total atomic phase-sh ift.
This result may be given a physical interpret ation: consider the
origin atom, marked "A" in figure 5. 3, emitting a secondary electron.
The out-going wave-fron t is partially back-scat tered (and shifted in
phase) by neighbori ng atoms "B" and "C" and interfere s with the
out-going wave at the origin atom.

This modifies the final state

If >

and thus the probabili ty of ejection of the secondary electron
which depends on the matrix element!<f Jexp(i_g_. __!) Ji>J •
The inverse dependenc e of x(k) on distance is intuitive ly reasonabl e
consideri ng the angular extent of the backscatt ering atom seen from
the origin atom to determine the probabili ty of backscatt ering.
The effect of thermal and structura l disorder is to destroy the
coherence between the back-scat tered waves from atoms in the same
shell, thus depressin g the depth of modulatio n.
The only species-s pecifin ·.dependen ce is contained in the atomic
back-sca ttering A(k) and the total phase shift ~(k).
Structura l informati on is present only in the sum over atomic shells j.
If the sum over j is replaced with an integratio n over radial distance,
R, then all structura l informati on is present in the function
n(r)

w
I -i,o(r

- R.)

J RJ

J

5.2

This is loosely termed the radial-di stributio n function (RDF) and
may be extracted from the modulatio ns x (k) using the technique s of
sections 2.2.6 and 3.3.5.
5 . 3 ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS RESULTS
The energy-lo ss spectrum is represent ed in the computer as a series
o f numbe r s , each giving the number of electrons detected withi n a
cert ain r ange of energy-l osses : i. e ., the energy- loss range is
divided into a number (usually several hundred) of channe l s (or bins) ,
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In order to obtain accurate information from EXELFS, the number of
electrons in each channel should be made as large as possible , thus
minimising statistical noise .

For example : to obtain 1% statistics
(noise to signal ratio) in a given channel, at least 10 4 electrons

should be detected in that channel . The number of electrons detected
follows a Poisson distribution (Papoulis 1965).
is a small modulation ( !x(k)
spectrum,

I

<

Because the EXELFS

5%) on the smooth atomic energy-l oss

the effect of noise on the numerically-extracted EXELFS is

correspondingly enhanced .

Thus , care must be exercised in orde r to

obtain results with sufficiently good statistics.
The energy-resolution of the spectrometer may be adjusted by means
of the slits separation and collector aperture acceptance angle.
The worse the energy-resolution, the greater will be the electron
current detected by the photomultipler tube; therefore the worst
energy-resolution consistent with little observed degradation in the
depth of the modulations is employed.
5 . 3 . I Numerical techniques
The reader is referred to appendix A for a detailed description of
the operation of the computer programs .
Figure 5 . 4 shows a log-l og plo t of the energy-loss spe c t r um from a
thin flake of boron nitride in the energy- loss range 150 to 450 eV.
It will be shown later that the thickness was about 80

R,

the flake

is certainly thin enough to ignore the effects of multiple scattering .
The boron nitride core-loss region (i . e . 150 to 450 eV) energy-loss
spectrum is processed as follows:
I)

correction for finite aperture size is made using the APCOR

program;
2)

the background before the boron-k core-loss is r emoved using

the NRAMP program;
3)

the edge spectrum is deconvoluted with an aperture-corrected

low-lo ss spectrum ;
4)

the modulations x(E) are extracted using the NRAMP program again ;

5)

the modulations x(E) are transformed to x(k) and fourier trans-

formed .

I

8
boron-K
core -loas

Figure 5.4: a log-log plot of the energy-lo••
spectrum of graphitic boron nitride.
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The modulus of the fourier transform, which is an approximation of
the radial distribution function (RDF) is evaluated and displayed
graphically.

Also, at this stage,

any windowing that has to be

introduced into the modulations is performed.

The operations of

this step are all carried out by the TRANS program .
Two variablesneed to be determined . during the analysis of the data:
I)

the position of the energy-loss (E) which is just sufficient
e

to promote· a core electron to an un-bound state.

The wave-vector of

the secondary electron is then given by
k

where:

=

2
;1-(e(E - Ee))!

5.3

Eis the energy-loss of the incident electron.

The theoretical value of E

e

depends on the average inner potential

experienced by the secondary electron and may be calculated from a
suitable model of the specimen.

Alternatively, E

e

may be considered

to be a variable which is adjusted to bring the peaks in the
imaginary part of the fourier transform of X(k) into line, given
accurate correction of the phase-shift and back-scattering terms.
This approach can only work if the approximations to the phase shift
and back-scattering ampliture are sufficiently good,

and if the

statistics of the data are rather better than currently achieved by
EELS.

For an example of the latter approach,

to a paper by Lee

&

the reader is referred

Beni ( 19 77) which describes the analysis of

X-ray absorption data from Germanium . .

Their results show that E

e

for germanium- K should be placed approximately 5 eV below the energy
corresponding to transitions to the vacuum level.
demonstrate that error in the position of E

e

effective k-l

term into the phase-shift

They also

will introduce an

and thus slightly displace

the peaks in the RDF from their correct position.

This point is

tested below -(in section 5.3.1.3).
2)

The medulations x(k) need to be windowed in such a way that

spurious side-lobes are not introduced into the RDF.

The lower

energy-window should be adjusted to exclude structure in the data due
to bandstructure ( i.e. - structure which is not properly explained
by the approximate EXELFS formulation).
secondary electrons,

For long- wavelength

the effects of a curved wave-front (i.e. a

spherical out-going wave) and an anisotropic inner potential and
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density of states are not importa nt .

Also , the assump tion that the

back-s catteri ng amplitu de A(k) may be approxi mated by Ruther ford
scatter ing ( i.e . A(k) cr l/k 2 ) fails to hold true at low wavevector, k, and any error in the phase- shift <ji(k) due _to uncerta inty
in the positio n of E

is worse at low values of k . As will be dis cussed later, band- structu re effects are conside red not to extend
beyond 30 eV above the core-lo ss edge . The use of a low-ene rgy
window of this value also simpli fies the discuss ion of multip le
e

inelas tic scatter ing (see section 5.3 .1. 1), and makes the RDF
relativ ely insens itive to errors in the value of E .
e

5. 3 . 1. 1 The .numer ical correc tion of thickne ss effects
The thicke r the specime n (in the range O - 1000 R), the greater will
be the electro n count- rate, but the collect ed spectru m will contain
a contrib ution from inciden t electro ns which have undergo ne multip
le
inelas tic scatter ing which also increas es with thickne ss .
Figure 5.4 shows the energy -loss spectru m (ELS) of a thin specime n
of graphi tic boron nitride . Collec tion time for this spectru m was
hour .

The energy -loss resolut ion was degrade d from 1. 5 eV to 4 eV
(FWHM) and the electro n probe moved to a thicke r portion of the

specime n .

The low-los s region of the ELS was recorde d (Oto 100 eV),
and then a core-lo ss spectru m was recorde d (150 to 450 eV) . These
last t wo spectra were correct ed for finite apertur e size (using the
APCOR p r ogram). The count- rate in both spectra was kept below 7 kHz,
thus limitin g dead-ti me correc tion to less than 3 % (see section
3. 3. 1).

As a check of the self-co nsisten cy of the low-los s spectru m , the
low-los s data were multip l y de convo luted (using the MULDEC . program
giving the rasults of fi gure 5 . 6 .
It can be seen that multip le
dec onvolu tion is not greatly i n error as the bulk of the second
plasmon peak has · been removed correc tly (althou gh a little structu

),

re

remains that is due to multip le-scat tering) . Were the ratio of zeroloss peak intens ity to plasmon peak i ntensi ty to be greatly in erro
r,
the correc tion for the second plasmon would be seen to be in error.
The expecte d sign of the error caused by count- rate dead-ti me would
be an overes timate of double -scatte ring produc ing a correct ed spectrum which went negativ e between 50 and 100 eV. The success of
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multiple deconvolution implies that the low loss data are not
greatly distorted by count-rate errors.
The spectrum of the core-loss region was corrected by background
removal ( using the
spectrum.

RAMP program )and deconvoluted with the low-loss

The results of the deconvolution are shown in figure 5. 7.

It can be seen,

by comparison with the spectrum

of a thin speci-

men ( figure 5. 4), that the deconvolution has over-estimated the
amount of double-scattering present quite seriously.

Two possible

causes of this error are:
I)

The double-scattering angular convolution correction.

With

the probe convergence geometry (a= 8 mR), conventional deconvolution is expected to underestimate the amount of double-scattering
present by a factor of 1.00

± 0.02

(see section 3.3.3.4).

The size

of the correction is too small to be noticable and is in the wrong
sense.
2)

The low-loss region does not adequately represent the speci-

men in the area from which the core-loss spectrum was recorded.
The thinnest foils can be seen to etch slowly under the electron beam,
and it may be that the energy-loss spectrum of the boron-K core-loss
which was recorded over many minutes corresponds to a thinner foil
than the region from which the low-loss spectrum was recorded. It
may simply be that, although recorded from the immediate

vicinity,

there was sufficient variation in specimen thickness to make the
thickness corresponding to the low-loss region different from that
corresponding to the edge region.
The dramatic failure of deconvolution in this particular case sounds
a warning note :

the RDF is sensitive to structure after the edge.

Numerical deconvolution introduces or modifies structure after the
edge .

Unless both low- loss and core~loss regions are captured

simultaneously

(and therefore both corresponding to the same foil

thickness), numerical deconvolution of an edge spectrum with a lowl oss spectrum in order to correct EXELFS structure cannot be performed
with any confidence , in the significance of the results .

It is

unfortunate that it is not poss i ble to record both low-loss and
edge spectra simultaneously on the data capture system used at the
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time of writing because of severe count-rate limitations
of the limited dynamic range of the computer system.

and because

It is expected

that the commissioning of a new LINK SYSTEMS 860 combined X-ray and
EELS data-collection system will provide a great improvement in the
maximum count-rate and dynamic

range of the energy-loss spectrum.

Because of the experience gained from the work of this section,
all energy-loss spectra presented hereina fter were collected from
regions of the specimen which were less than 100
specimen drift and etching , it was
specimen about 500

R across

R thick .

Due to

necessary to use areas of the

during the collection of the core-loss

data , and move the probe about the specimen whilst collecting energyloss data . This may easily be accomplished as the specimen cleaves
naturally,

and many large , thin platelets could be found.

The choice of a low-energy window at an energy 25 eV above the
edge also lesse~s the dependence of the RDF on thickness,

the major

effect of multiple-scatte ring being not the introduction of false
structure into x (E) , but the degradation of the amplitude of x (E)
by an estimated 10% at approximately 100 R foil thickness.
This occurs because double inelastic scattering introduces extra
essentially featureless intensity (of value~ thickness/\
p 1 asmon
x
edge signal) which contributes to the smooth edge signal , but
does not modify the absolute depth of the fine structure on the
edge.
Therefore the following simplified numerical processing scheme was
employed for these thin foils (see below).
5 . 3. 1.2_ A_s imelified numerical _Ero cessin g_scheme
The core-loss region energy-loss data are corrected for finite
aperture size (using the APCOR program).
I)

2)

The background is stripped and the modulations x(E) are
extracted (both using the RAMP program) .
3)

The modulations x(E) can then be transformed to x(k) , windowed

(as described below in detail) and fourier transformed .

The modulus

of the fourier transform is displayed graphically (using the TRANS
program) .
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5.3.l.3_Tes ts_of_the numerical procedures
The processing scheme, given above, was tested using synthesised
spectra. A program (called GEN) was written which:
generated a zero-loss peak of specified width;

I)

2)

generated a plasmon-los s peak of specified width and energy,
correspondi ng to a specified thickness of material;
3)

generated an idealised core-loss edge (given by a sharp edge
and a power-law decay) for a specified core-loss voltage, number of
electrons in the edge and correspondi ng to a specified thickness of
material;
4)

generated

x(E) given by the theory of section 5.2 for a
set of specified R. and N., the phase-shift being given either
J

J

by a set of parameters, or a tabulation of calculated model
phase-shift s and backscatter ing-amplitu des (see section 5.3.5).
5)
The structure after the edge was generated from the results of
steps 3) and 4), and the plasmon-pea k and zero-loss peaks were
added from the results of steps 2) and I).
6)

The resulting spectrum was multiply-sc attered us.ing the
theory of section 3.3.3.
7)

The resulting spectrlllil was scaled by a specified amount, and
random noise added (with Poisson statistics) to simulate electron
arrival statistics.
In step 4), the EXELFS were normalised to an arbitrary maximum
depth of 5%. This is in rough accord with experimenta l observation s.
The synthesised spectrum is processed numerically in exactly the same
was as energy-loss data in order to obtain the RDF . The peaks in
the RDF thus extracted may be compared with the parameter set R . and
J

N.,which should determine the RDF, and any differences may be attribuJ
.
ted to the effect of the numerical procedures employed.
The first test spectrum was generated with I "atom" at I .5 R
from the origin atom and 2 atoms at 4 . 0
The window function
used in the course of numerical processing was the product of three

R.

terms :
I)

a top-hat function of variable low-energy edge and with the
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edges smoothed (by a cosine /sine function ) so that they rise over
1;
a range of wave-ve ctor of 0 . 5

R-

2)
3)

a gaussian function centred at k = O, of width (FWHM) 16 R- 1;
a k-l funtion which attenua tes the effect of noise at large k .

The term A(k)/k in equation 5. 1 may be approxim ated by Rutherfo rd
scatteri ng, thus giving k- 3
Therefo re the modulat ions x(k) should
3
be scaled by k prior to fourier transfor mation. In practice , a
scale of k 2 is used which is effectiv ely the correct approxim ation
to the A(k)/k term multipl ied by a k-l function . The k-l function
therefor e appears as part of the windowi ng procedu nL
The result of this process ing, in which the k-l window term has been
omitted is given in figure 5.8a. The two peaks can be seen to
centred attheir correct position s. Additio nal structur e is present
which may be ascribed to the effect of the window function .
The result of process ing, includin g the k-l window term, is given
in figure 5.8b.

It can be seen that the peaks are still centred at
the correct radial distance s , although the detail in the noise
backgrou nd has altered.
The synthes ised spectrum was processe d using window terms 1) and 3)
only, thus omitting the gaussian cut-off : see figure 5.8c . The
multipl ication of the modulat ions by a gaussian is equivale nt to a
convolu tion of the fourier transfor m by a gaussian . The omission of
this term results in a slight increase in resoluti on (i.e. the peaks
are slightly narrowe r than fig 5.8b) at the expense of more-pro nounced
noise peaks .

It is now becomes clear that the peaks at 0 . 25 and 0 . 7
are due to window termina tion effects .

R

The synthes ised spectrum was processe d using window te.rms ·· 1)· and 3),
as before, but the window term 1) was modified so that the edges were
sharp (i.e . the function takes only the values of zero and unity) .
The resultin g RDF is shown in figure 5 . 8d . It can be seen that the
side-lob es have become more pronoun ced.
The synthes ised spect rum was processe d using window terms 1) and 2),
except that the window term 1) included a low-ener gy window 25 eV
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above the edge energy, giving the RDF of figure 5.8e.

The effect

of introducing a low-energy window may be determined by comparing
this figure with fig 5.8a. It can be seen tha: the centres of gravity
of the two main peaks are still at the correct position, but the
effect of noise have become more important because the very clean
data excluded by the introduction of a 25 eV low-energy window may
no longer contribute to the RDF . The noise on this RDF is not due
entirely to termination errors in the window function , but is also
due to statistical noise in the synthesised data, otherwise the
peak at 4

R

would not be distorted in shape.

In order to test the effect of an error in E

e

( the position of

k = 0 on the energy-loss spectrum), the modulations x(E) were shifted
along the energy axis. A shift of -5 eV (i . e. E chosen to be
e

5 eV below the correct edge voltage) produced the RDF shown in fig
5.8f. It can be seen that the peak near 1.5 R has been shifted to
the right (increasing R) by about 0. I

R,

whilst the peak near 4

has been shifted by a much greater amount 0.25 R.

R

The addition of

a low-energy window 25 eV above the edge does little to reduce the
shift (see fig 5.8g).
A shift of +5 eV produced the RDF shown in figure 5.8h.
near 1.5

R is

The peak

relatively undisturbed, although a shoulder has been

introduced on the low-R side of this peak.

The peak near 4

R

has

been shifted to the left by about 0 . 2 Rand, again, a window 25 eV
above the edge does little to reduce this shift (see figure 5.8i).
These tests show that

the following window function may be applied

to the modulations x(k) without fear that it will significantly
distort the interpretation of the RDF . The window function is the
product of three terms :
a smooth window function with a low-energy bound approximately
25 eV above the edge, the edges rise and fall smoothly over a
I)

range of wave-vector of 0.5
2)
3)
k -2

R-!;

a gaussian function centred at k = 0 of width (FWHM) about 16 j-1.
an effective k -I scaling produced by approximating A(k)/k by
rather thank -3 (as would be given by Rutherford scattering) .

The fourier transform of the window function is shown in figure 5 . 9 .
It can be seen that the resolution (half width at half maximum)
given by the use of this window
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is about 0.6

R.

This is not a very useful measure, however, as

there is considerably more intensity at large values of the radius
than would be obtained by approximating the peak shape by a gaussian.
The reader is once again referred to figure 5.8b which shows the
combined effects of the windowing and other numerical procedures on
the synthesised spectrum.
5 . 3.2 The numerical analysis of boron nitride EXELFS data
The numerical procedure, established in section 5 . 3 . 1. 3 to yield
an undistorted RDF with resolution about 0 . 6

R,

was applied to

energy-loss data from a thin (JOOR) boron nitride specimen .
In order to strengthen further confidence in the results of the
numerical processing scheme , the window parameters were adjusted
in a series of tests.
The RDF produced using the normal window function (as defined above)
but with a low- energy window at the edge position (chosen to be peak
"A" of figure 5 . 4) is shown in figure 5 . IOa.

There are three

features above the level of noise:

K·'

I)

a large peak at I . I

2)

a smaller, slightly broader peak at 3 .2

3)

a broad peak at about 4 . 8
peaks separated by about I

R which

R;

contains at least two

R.

A low-ene rgy window was introduced at 25 eV above the edge, giving
the RDF of figure 5 . !Ob.

The precise details of shape of the peaks

I) to 3) above have changed : this is to be expected be cause the
dubious data near the edge have been excluded.
are no t altered in horizontal position.
~avenumber

The narrower range of

for which data is avilable means that the resolutibn in

radius should be slightly worsened.
peak at 3.2

However , the peaks

R has

The measured width (FWHM) of the

increased slightly from I. I to 1.2

R,

thus pro-

viding a confirmation of this degradation .
The position of E , so far taken to be peak "A" of figure 5. 4 was
e
altered to correspond to the peak marked "B", in order to test the
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effect of an error in the chosen position of E . The resulting RDF
e
is shown in fig 5 . 10c. The low-energy windown was chosen to be O eV
above the edge i n this case . It can be seen that the three major
peaks are all shifted to the left by 0 . 15,0 . 3 and 0.4

R respectively .

The introduction of a 25 eV window can be seen to decrease the
shifts in the position of the two first peaks to 0. 1 and 0.2 i
respectively.
4

It is rather difficult to compare positions above

R because of the differences in shape of the peaks .

Visual comparison of figures 5.lOa , b , c , d would suggest that the RDF
of figure 5 . 10d is closer to the RDF's of fugures 5. lOa,b than is
figure 5. !Oc,

although this is a SCiJIDewhat subjective decision .

Therefore, the addition of a low-energy window 25 eV above E redue
ces the effect of an error in chosen edge position (E ) .
e

In order to test the effect of the k -1 scaling present in the window
used so far, the modulations were processed normally , except the
effective k-l scaling was not included.
shown in figure 5. lOe .

The resulting RDF is

It was to be expected that there would be

an increase in the general level of noise ,

and this is confirmed by

visual comparison of figures 5 . !Ob and 5 . !Oe.

There is no observed

shift in the positions of the major peaks, although the relative
intensities of the three major peaks have altered slightly .
The effect of the gaussian window function wa s investigated by
processing the data as the last test , but omi tting the gaussian
window funct ion .

The resulting RDF i s shown in fi gure 5 . !Of.

can be seen that the ultimate noise level
radius)

has increased,

It

(the noise level at high

and is probably responsible for the modifi-

cation in shape of the broad peak near 5

R.

The positions of the

other two peaks are unaltered .
The effect of window edge smoothness was inve st igated by processing
the data as in the previous t est except using a window function with
sharp edges. The resulting RDF is shown in figure 5.IOg. It can
be seen that the noise has increased.

The noise contains a periodic

component thus showing that termination errors are an important
contributory

source of noise in this RDF.
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These tests prove that the numerical procedures adopted above
minimise the effects of noise in the data and err or in the chosen
posit ion o f E

e

5 .3.3

on the resulting RDF .

Self-consistent boron nitride results

As a tes t of the self-consistenc y of the energy-loss results, two
spectra were recorded from different regions of the specimen on
different days. Experimental conditions were the same for both
spectra ,:

the geometry of the electron probe and spectrometer we.re

the same , and the specimen or ientation was similar ( to within a few
degrees) as demonstrated by the relative intensities of the first
two peaks on the boron-K core-loss edge . (Leapman & Silcox

1978) .

The spectra are presented in figure 5. Ila as a linear plot and in
figure 5 . llb as a log-log plot . The two spectra took about I hour
each to record .
The modulations x (E) were extracted (using the RAMP program), and
the results are presented in figure 5 . 12.
It can be seen that the
two curves are very similar, diffe r ing significantly only at about
220 eV . The modulations were transformed to x(k) and windowed using
the window of section 5 .3. 1. 3 with a low-energy window at about 220
eV . The resulting RDF ' s are shown in figure 5. 12b.
It is not surp r ising , given the similarity of the modulations
( f ig 5 . 12a), that the RDF's of both spectra are in good agreement.
The results can be summarised thus:
there are three major peaks whi~h are in good agreement
I)

the nearest-neighbo r peak at 0 . 9 to I. 0

2)

the peak at 3.2 to 3.3 R·

3)

the peak at 4 .8 to 5 .0

R;

'

R.

The width of the second peak is taken as a measure of the resolution
of the RDF and gives a value of I . I R (FWHM) on both curves.
The peak near 5 Ron the second curve is seen to consist of two
peaks about 0 . 8 R apart. No such splitting is observed in the
other RDF .

The :intensities of the peaks above 6 Rare seen to be in
poor agreement. The amplitude of the RDF at this point is not much

"
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greater than the intensity of the noise at large radial distance ,
so these peaks will be susceptible to modifica tion by random n ois e
in the data .
Beyond 10

R (not

shown on fi9.

tion between the two RDF ' s ,

5. 12b), there is no visible correla-

and all amplitude in the RDF beyond 10

i

i s taken to be due to random noise in the data.
It can be seen from these results that confidence may be placed in
the measured positions of the first two major peaks in the RDF .
The measured position of the third major peak cannot be specified
with a tolerance less than 0 . 4

R.

5 . 3 . 4 Comparison of the energy-loss results with the predictions
from the known crystal structure
In order to compare the RDF's obtained from energy-loss results with
the known crystal structure, energy- loss spectra were synthesised
(using the GEN program) for a given crystal structure and then
analysed in the same way as the energy-loss data from boron nitride .
Various phase-shift factors were used in the synthesis of the EXELFS
as described below .

The n1:.!.1 nearest-neig hbor separations , cal culated
from the crystal structure of figure 5 . 2 and used in the synthesis of

the EXELFS are given in table 5 . 1.
Tab l e 5 . I: b oron- b oron an d boron - n i t r ogen dis t ance s for graphi t ic
bo r on nit r ide .
boron-.b oron

.

coordinatio n N·J

2
N·J /R ·

2.504
3. 63 I
4 . 338
4. 4 I I
5 . 065
5 . 08

6
6 *
6
6 *
12 *
6

0 . 957
0 . 45 5
0 . 3 19
0.308
0 . 468
0 . 233

I. 446
2. 892
3.331
3.815
4 . 167
5.213
5.469
5 . 784

3
3
2
6
12
6
12
3

I . 4 35
0. 359
0 . 180
0 . 412
0 . 691
0 . 221
0.401
0 . 090

radius Rj

cR)

J

boron-ni t rogen

1,

in te r-p lanar coordinatio n

)~

*
*
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The first

synthesised spectra contained no phase-shift terms.
A(k) was approximate d by Rutherford scattering ( A(k) ~ k-2 ).
The resulting RDF can be seen in figure 5. 15a.

Comparison of the

energy-loss RDF (figure 5. 12b) and the synthesised RDF shows :
1)
the first major peak in the synthesised RDF is present in
the RDF of the experimenta l spectra, but shifted towards lower
radius by about 0.5 R. The magnitude of this shift is in agreement
with experimenta l results from carbon EXELFS (Batson 1979).
2)

The second major peak in the synthesised RDF at 2.5 R should
be observed on the experimenta l RDF at about 2 R. It can be seen
from figure 5 . 12b that there is no such peak (above the level of
noise and termination errors) present in the energy-loss results.
3)
The second major peak in the experimenta l RDF at 3.3 R should
correspond to a peak at 3.8

R in

the synthesised RDF.

The rising

edge of a strong peak is observed at this radius in the synthesised
RDF.
To summarise: by comparing the synthesised and experimenta l RDF's,
the first peak is in the expected position, but none of the other
peaks agree. Particularl y worrying is the complete absence of the
second major peak of the synthesised RDF in the experimenta l RDF .
An attempt to resolve these differences was made by including a

non-linear parameteris ed phase-shift ~(k) in the GEN program used
ih the synthesis of test spectra. The phase-shift is given by:
Hk)
where:

'

a + bk + ck2 + d/k3
a

5.4

= -2 (radians),

b

-1.25 (radians R) ,

C

= 0 . 036 (radians j2),

d

=

.30 .

.
0-3) .
( ra d ians
A

The

form of the phase-shift was obtained from Lee et al (1974)
and values for the parameters were obtained by extrapolatio n from

their values (which are tabulated for elements heavier than
carbon) . The RDF thus obtained is shown in figure 5 . 15b.
It can be seen that the major effect of the phase-shift is a
linear shift in the positions of the peaks measur ed from fi gures
5. 15b and

5. !Sa, due to the prominence of the linear term in ~(k).
There is some change in the shapes of the peaks, but the underlying
structure noted in the previous RDF is still present.
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Comparison of the experimenta l RDF and figure 5 . !Sb shows that the
nearest-neig hbor peak is now in the correct position. As before ,
the peak in the synthesised RDF near 2 R (correspond ing to the secondnearest neighbor separation) is conspicuous ly absent from the experimental RDF . The shape of the peaks near 4 R, although slightly
different from the previously synthesised RDF is sti ll in poor
agreement with the observed RDF.
To summarise:

the inclusion of a parameteris ed phase-shift has
not improved the corresponde nce between the experimenta l RDF and
synthesised RDF, apart from the linear shift .
The discrepancy between these two spectra cannot be explained by the
presence of noise or the effects of the numerical techniques used.
The crystal structure has been verified by electron diffraction . It
is concluded, ther~.fore, that there is some effect present in the
experimenta l data that is not adequately described by the expression
for x(k) (equation 5.1) together with the values for the phase-shift
and back-scatte ring amplitude so far employed .
There are two effects to explain:
I)

2)

R;

the absence of any peak in the experimenta l RDF near 2
the shift of the peak(s) near 4 R in the synthesised RDF to
3 . 3 R in the experimenta l RDF .

The nearest-neig hbor and second nearest-neig hbor vectors both
correspond to directions in the hexagonal planes , and it is not
possible that geometric effects (such as specimen orientation ) could
be responsible for the first effect . The absence of a peak has
been observed in the results from the ext~'n ded X-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) of copper (Lee & Pendry 1975, Ashley &
Doniach 1975), where the 4th nearest-neig hbor peak is completely
absent.
This may be explained by multiple elastic scattering of
the ejected secondary electron producing
at the origin atom from three processes :

back-scatte red amplitude
(see figure 5. 13)

I)

secondary electrons that are backscatter ed by the fourth-near est
neighbor atom only;

2)

secondary electrons that are forward-sca ttered by the nearest
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neighbo r, back- scattered by the 4th . nearest neighbor (of the on.gin
atom) and then forwar d scattered by the nearest- neighbo r atom;
3)

se condary electrons that are back-scatte red by the 4th . nearest
neighbor atom and forward-sca ttered once by the nearest neighbor atom .
Pr ocess e s 1) and 2) are illustrated in figure 5 . 13 .
These three processes all have the same· value of the distance
travelled by the secondary electron , but have differing values for
the secondary electron phase-shift . The phase-shift consists of
three terms :
1)

the phase shift experienced by the secondary electron as it
leaves and enters the origin atom, o;
2)

the phase-shift experienced if the secondary electron is
forward scattered by the nearest neighbor , ~ ;

3)

the phase-shift experienced by the secondary electron upon
being back-scatte red by the 4th . nearest neighbor atom, ~ The origin atom phase- shift is not the same as the backscatter ing
phase-shift because the origin atom can relax as the secondary
electron is emitted , thus changing the observed atomic potential
and thus the phase- shift .
These processes do not exhaust all the possibiliti es of scattering
of the secondary electron over the same total path length , but
they are suffi ci ent to show that there may be two or more scat~
terin g paths of the same p a th length and di ffering total phase
shift .

These back-scatte red amplitudes inte r fere at the ori gin atom
and may gi ve r ise to enhanced ampl itude at t he or igin a t om (con s t ruc-

'

t i ve i nter f e r e nce), or t he may int erfe r e des t ruc t ive l y, thus
depressing the amplitude of th e b a ck- sca ttered secondar y e lect r on
correspon ding to

a path-len gth

of twice t he origin- a t om to 4th .

ne a re st nei ghbo r sep ara tion.
The e ffec t that is obse r ve d i s the complete removal of the 4t h .
nearest neighbor peak i n cop per.
It is not possible to explain the absence of the 2nd. nearest
neighbor peak in boron nitride in the same way. Such an explanation
would require the presence of two scattering paths of nearly equal

11
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length and this would therefore have to in wl ve the nearest neighbor
atom. The multiple- scatterin g path length for the 2nd nearest via

R,

the nearest neighbor correspon ds to a separatio n of 2.89
whereas
the single-sc attering path-leng th correspon ds to the second nearest
neighbor to origin-ato m separatio n of 2 . 5
The multiple scatterin g

R.

path would involve "forward" scatterin g through an angle of 60°.
The form of the scatterin g amplitude as a function of deviation
0
angle 8 is strongly peaked at 8 = 0 , and weakly peaked at 8 = 180,
correspon ding to back-sca ttering .

The value for the scatterin g ampli -

tude at 8 = 60° is likely to be very small (Buxton 1980), so the
contribut ion from the multiple- scatterin g path given above is
likely to be very small.
I

The second-ne arest neighbor path (boron-bo ron) cannot be impeded
by the nearest neighbor (the nitrogen atom), which is too small
to interfere with the secondary electron at even modest kinetic
energies ( 25 eV) (Buxton 1980, Brown 1980) .
5.3.5 The synthesis ed RDF using calculate d phase-sh ifts and
scatterin g amplitude s
There are two possible explanati ons of the discrepan cy between the
experimen tal RDF and the RDF synthesis ed,so far, from the crystal
structure which have yet to be discussed :
1)

A(k) is not adequatel y represent ed by the Rutherfor d scatterin g
approxima tion and the paramete risation of the phase-sh ift is not
sufficien tly accurate.
2)

The assumptio ns underlyin g the simple EXELFS formulati on
(section 2.2.6) do not hold true.

In order to test the first of these, the author contacted Dr ,
S.J. Gurman (Uniyersi ty of Leicester Physics Departmen t, England)
who had written computer programs to calculate an approxima tion of
the back-sca ttering amplitude and phase-sh ift. He very kindly
provided the data shown in figure 5. 14 (Gurman 1980), viz:
the phase-sh ift (o) due to a relaxed, singly-io nised origin
atom for both boron and nitrogen;
I)

2)

the back-scat tering amplitude (A(k)) for atomic boron and
nitrogen;
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3)

the back-sca ttering phase-sh ift (t) for atomic boron and
nitrogen .
The total phase shift for boron-bor on EXELFS is then given by:
<jJBB = 20 B + tB
5.5
and the total phase shift for boron-nit rogen EXELFS is given by:
<jJBN = 2oB + ~N.

5.6

The following points should be noted:
1)
The form of A(k) approache s k-2 at high k, but at energies
less than 100 eV, deviates from Rutherfor d scatterin g. A(k) for
both boron and nitrogen shows a maximum near 45 eV. A(k) for
nitrogen shows a pronounce d dip at 10 eV.
2)

The total phase-sh ifts <PBB and <PBN are increasin g over the
range of k used. The phase shift <PBN shows a rapid change of n
at the position of the dip in A(k) for nitrogen . This is resonance
scatterin g at about 10 eV.
The effect of a low-energ y window at 25 eV secondary electron
energy should remove the effect of any structure in A(k) and <P(k)
3)

below the value of wave-vec tor correspon ding to 25 eV secondary
electron energy. Thus, from 25 eV upwards , the scatterin g amplitude
and phase shift behave similarly for both boron and nitrogen.
The curves for A(k) and <P(k) were tabulated and entered into the
Gen program. Values of A(k) and <jJ(k) were determine d from the
tabulated values by linear interpola tion.

Thus the results of these

calculatio ns could be used to synthesis energy-lo ss spectra and
thence obtain a synthesis ed RDF to compare with the experimen tal RDF.
The synthesis ed energy-lo ss spectrum, generated using the calculate d
values of A(k) and <P (k) was treated in exactly the same way as the
energy-lo ss data .

There should , therefore , be direct compariso n
between the experimen tal RDF and the synthesis ed RDF . These two RDF's
are presented together in figures S. 15c and d .
From a comparisi on of the newly-syn thesised RDF and the RDF
correspon ding to a synthesis ed spectrum containin g no phase-sh ift
terms (figures 5 . 15c and 5 . !Sa) , it can be seen that:
I)
the resolut ion of the new RDF has been degraded from 0.8
to 1. 1 R;
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2)

the new RDF peaks near 1.5,2.5,3 .5 and 4.8
structure seen in the old synthesis ed RDF , but :

R

all reflect

3)

the new RDF second nearest neighbor peak near 2 . 5 i is of
decreased amplitude and has merged with the nearest-n eighbor peak,
although it is still clearly discernib le, and;
4)
the new RDF peak near 4 . 8 R results from the merging of two
peaks near 4 and 5 R in the old synthesis ed RDF .:
__ :r__·
The

structure of the synthesis ed spectrum with no phase-sh ift can
be seen in the newly-syn thesised spectrum , although details of peak
amplitude s have changed.
A compariso n of the new RDF and the experimen tal RDF shows that:
I)
the nearest neighbor peak in the new RDF is at too high a
value of the radial distance, R, by about 0.5

R;

2)

there is no observed shoulder on the nearest neighbor peak
of the experimen tal RDF, even though the two RDF's have very
similar resolutio ns;
3)

the peak in the experimen tal RDF near 3 i does not correspon d
to any major structure in the synthesis ed RDF;
the peak in the experimen tal RDF near 5 R correspon ds
reasonabl y well with the position of the peak in the new RDF. This
agreement becomes rather poor if the new RDF is shifted horizonta lly
4)

to bring the nearest-n eighbor peaks into

alignmen t.

Thus the two points noted from the compariso n of section 5.3.4 still
hold true:
I)

the second-ne arest neighbor peak is absent from the experimen tal
spectrum, although observed clearly in the synthesis ed spectrum;
2)

there is no explanati on for the peak in the experimen tal spectrum
near 3

R.

The observed error in the position of the nearest neighbor peak in
the synthesis ed RDF casts doubt on the accuracy of the model calculations for A(k) and ~(k).

The model calculatio ns were performed using
an approxima te atomic potential (a Tietz potential - Gurman 1980).
More seriously , as boron nitride is a III-V compound, charge is
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transferred from nitrogen to boron , so the phase- shift,

o,

should

be calculate d for a ne u t ral boron atom , and the b a ck- s c atterin g ph aseshift,~' should be calculated for N+ and B- ions . The model
calculations were performed assuming no charge transfer (i . e .:
o c a lcula t e d f o r B+ and~ calculated for N and B atoms) .
A second explanation for the poor agreement between the experimental
RDF and t he synthesised RDF may lie in the a ssumpti ons made in
deriving the simple EXLEFS formula (equation 5 . 1) . The most impo r tant
assumption made is that the outgoing seconda r y electron may be represented as a plane wave at the back-scattering centre . The validity
of this assumption is subject to double at low secondary electron
energies ( less than 100 eV) (Lee & Pendry 1975, Buxton 1980) .
More-exact calculations of x (k) have been performed which do not
make this assumption (Gurman 1979) .
The EXELFS of boron nitride is a sensitive test of the simple
EXELFS theory , and it has been shown that the use of a simple
parameterised phase-shift and Rutherford scattering for A(k) is
inadequate if it is desired to synthesise the observed RDF from the
known crystal structure . Model calculations of x (k) should be made
not making a plane-wave approximation and using calculated values
of

<P

(k) an.d A(k ) •

5 . 4 NI TROGEN-K EXELFS
It is very difficult to obtain nit r ogen- K EXELFS of good statistical
qua l i ty because the coun t-ra te at the ni t r o gen- K core- loss i s app r ox.
one eighth of the count-rat e at the boron- K core- loss,

'

an d it is

di f fi cul t to obtain spect r a i nte grate d ove r a pe ri od i n e xcess of
one hour because _of sp ecimen dr i f t , etchin g, micro s cope a li gnment
and ope r ato r fat igue .
As one of t he power f u l features o f EXELFS i s t he abili t y to samp l e
neighbors around different chemical species , it is worthwhile
examining the nit r o gen- K EXELFS in orde r t o ob tain a f urt~r te s t
of the technique . A log-log plot of the energy- loss data from a
thin boron nitride flake is shown in figure 5 . 16 .

The spectrum was

~igur e 5 . 16 a :

a loq - l og pl o t o f the elect r o n e n e r gy -l os<
spectrum o f graphiti c boron nitride show in q the nitroqP
K edge .
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processed as before, except that a low-energy window 40 eV above the
nitrogen-K edge was used ( this corresponds to a zero in the modulations x( E) and ensures minimum noise content due to the low-energy
window edge). The modulations x(E), before being windowed in any
way , are shown in fig 5 . 16b.

Because of the very large noise content

in x(E), the curve drawn in fig 5 . 16b r epresents the modulations after
having been smoothed by eye ; the bars represent the average (RMS)
noise content on the original (unsmoothed ) modulations .
The unsmoothed modulations were converted to x(k), windowed and then
converted to the RDF (using the TRANS program). The RDF is shown
in figure 5.17. The following points should be noted :
the first four major peaks correspond remarkable well with
the RDF synthesised using no phase shift.
I)

2)

The very high noise content (at R > JO R), which is comparable
in amplitude to all the major peaks except the nearest-neig hbor peak ,
implies that the structure observed between 2 and 6 R has little
significanc e. The nearest-neig hbor peak at 1.5 R is significant ly
above the noise, but its position may be effected by the presence of
noise .
The presence of the peaks between 2 and 6 R above the
level of the noise shows that there is a contributio n to x( E) from
further

than nearest-neig hbor atoms, but little credence can be
placed in the observed positions of these peaks.
The only peak of any real significanc e is the nearest- neighbor peak
at 1.5
The physical nearest neighbor separation is 1.45
It
is concluded, therefore that either:

R.

R.

the noise content has shifted the apparent position of the peak
by about o.5 R compared with the RDF from the boron-K core-loss, or
I)

'

2)

the total phase-shift cjJNB (k) differs from the boron-nitro gen
phase-shift cjJBN(k).
It is unlikely that the peak could be shifted by as much as 0.5
The addition of a noise peak, of average noise amplitude, close

R.

enough to the true peak position that it does not show up as a
shoulder, is unlikely to shift the observed position of the first
major peak by more than 0.2

R (

it is not possible to be certain

II

!

Figure 5 .17:

the RDF obtaine d from the electro n energy -loss
d ata o f f i gure 5 . 16 .
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because of the random nature of the noise content).
It may concluded, therefore, that the total nitrogen-boron phaseshift ~NB(k) introduces a rather smaller shift in the observed
position of the nearest neighbor peak in the RDF than for a boron
origin atom and a nitrogen backscatterer.

This means that ~NB is a

comparatively weak function of k.
The two phase-shifts t iNB and

~BN are not expected to be the same
because the conditions experienced by the secondary electron are
not the same in both cases.

In the first case,

the electron is

emitted by a N++ ion and back-scattered from a B- ion.
second case,
+
ion is N.

the origin atom is a B atom,

In the

and the back-scattering

5.5 BANDSTRUCTURE AND SPECIMEN ORIENTATION EFFECTS
The effect of tilting the specimen is to alter the relative direction
of the secondary electron's motion with respect to the crystallographic axes of the specimen.

This direction is also given by the

incident electron probe geometry
geometry .

and the collector aperture

When the energy lost by the incident electron is just

above the binding energy of the electron,

the incident electron

is forward scattered through small angles O(SE) where:
L'iE

2E
where:

(see figure 5. 18).
0

6E is the energy lost by the incident electron and
E

0

is the primary energy of the incident electron.

The scattering angle is not fixed at the "hard sphere" scattering
angle:

eC

I

6E/E

0

which is found in classical kinematic~ because of the orbital
momentum of the core electron. This cannot be known precisely, so
at a given energy-loss, there is a distribution of scattered intensity
with angle, peaked near 8 = 0.
As the energy-loss increases, the relative importance of the orbital
momentum of the core electron decreases and the scattered intensity
peaks at the hard-sphere angle 8 , the effect of orbital momentum
C

being to broaden the scattered intensity into a peak centered at the

Figure 5 . 18 :

For small angles:
For

L'iE "'Eb 1.n
. d 1.ng
'
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energy )
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II
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hard-sphere scattering angle, but of finite width.

These points are

discussed in detail by Inokuti (1971).
Bandstructure effect are observed at secondary electron kinetic
energies l ess than 30 eV;
s c atte r ed .

and thus the primary electron is forward

A deviation in the primary electron angle of

8E

corresponds to a direction of momentum transfer in the specimen lying
at 45

°

to the optic axis of the microscope.

By adjusting the collector aperture to admit electrons which have
been scatteredthrough an angle close to 8E' an energy-loss spectrum
can be formed corresponding to a known direction of momentum transfer,
for energy-losses near the edge.

It would then be possible to tilt

the specimen and observe the band-structure effects as a function
of momentum transfer direction within the specimen.
Such a series of experiments has been performed by Leapman & Silcox
(1978) on boron nitride.

Their results demonstrate that the peaks

marked "A" and "B" in figure 5. 4 may be interpreted as the elevation
of the core electron to then* and 0* anti-bonding orbitals.

These

arise from the graphitic structure of boron nitride, then* antibonding orbital being an appropriate sum of empty atomic 2p 2 orbitals,
parallel to the c-axis; and the

0* state being a hybridization of

2spxpy atomic orbitals, directed along the nearest-neighbor
in the layer plane.

bond

An intuitive understanding expects then*

orbital to be of lower energy than the 0* orbital , there being a
lower electronic density detween the layers than in the layer planes .
In order to observe the effect of specimen orientation on the energyloss spectrum of boron nitride , the following

experiment was

performed :
I)

an energy- l o ss spectrum was obtai ned using
elect r on- probe semi- angle of convergence

8 . 5 mR ,

spect r omete r acceptance semi- angl e= 1 mR ,
s peci men o ri entat i on : c-axis p aral lel to the opti c axis .
The r esulting energy- loss spe c t r um is shown in figure 5 . 19a.
2)

an energy- lo ss spectrum was obtained using
electron-probe semi-angle o f convergence= 2 mR,

Figure 5.19a:

a log-log plot of the electron energ~ ··

loss spectrum of graphitic boron nitride .

The "c"
axis of the specimen was parallel to the incident
e lectron beam.
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acceptance angle= 1 rnR ,
speci men orie ntat i on : c- axis about 45 ° t o the optic axi s ;
yi eldi ng the energy- loss spectrum of figure 5 . 19b .
The f i rst e xperiment accepts electrons scatte r ed th r ough an gles
0 to 8 . 5 rnR.

As eE

is much less than 8 .5 mR , ( eE ~1 mR )

most of the electrons correspond to momentum transfers nearly perpendicul a r to the optic a xis , i . e . the spe cimen c-axis . In the
second case ,

a smal ler

probe convergence was used , ·r e fill tin g 1.n an

"average" direct i on of momentum transfer appro x imately 45° to
the optic axis . As the specimen is now tilted by about 45 0 , some
electrons will be detected which correspond to a direction of
momentum t r ansfer close to the c-axis , hence the increased relative
intensity of then* peak .
The structure at the nitrogen-K core-loss is seen to reflect the
structure at the boron-K core-loss . The effect of band-structure
is to modify the density of states as a function of secondary
electr on energy .

The energy-loss signal is proportional to the

produc t o f the den sity of states and a matri x element between the
initial bound (core) sta te and the final ( unbound) state .

It 1.s

not surprising , therefore, that the shape of the core-loss near the
nit r ogen-K edge i s similar to the shape nea r the bo r on-K edge ,
a l though seen a t decr e ased energy re solution due to i nst r umen t al
effec ts .
The angular di st r ibuti on of secondary e le c t r ons withi n the specime n
will vary in a complex way with probe geometry and secondary e l ectron
energy .

It is not clear what effe ct this will have on EXELFS .

One

way to mi nimi se this e f fec t i s t o us e a large probe convergence
angle which will then produce an angular distribution of electrons
in the foil tha t i s no t sharply peaked, but samp l es all directions
approximately is o trop ically.
The energy-loss results of the two experiments above were processed
nume r ically in order to obtain the RDF ' s shown in figure 5 . 20 . A
low- ene r gy window at 25 eV above the edge was used to exclude any

Figu re 5 . 20a: the RDF
corr espo nd ing to the ener gy-l oss
spec trum o f figu re 5.19 a .

!

Fiqu re 5.20 b: the RDF
corr espo ndin g to the ener gy-l oss
spec trum of figu re 5 . 19b .
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The two energy -loss spectra look very simila r beyond
the low-ene rgy window , and is is not surpris ing, therefo re, that

the two RDF ' s look simila r .

The followi ng points may be derived

from figure 5.20:
the positio n and width of the neares t neighb or peak at I i
is identic al in both RDF's;
I)

2)

the second peaks are centred at very nearly the same value of
radius. The width of the second peak in the second experim ent is
rather greater than in the first experim ent and greater than the
numeri cal resolut ion as measure d from the width of the neares tneighb or peak. This indicat es either that the peak has been modifie
d
by the presenc e of noise (which is unlikel y in such a strong peak),
or more than one closely - separa ted peak is presen t in the RDF.
3)
The third peak in figure 5.20b has shifted towards greater
radius by 0 . 6 i and is much smalle r than the third peak of
figure 5.20a .

The noise conten t of the second spectru m is greater
than that of the first, and the third peak of the second RDF is
compar able to the level of the noise conten t in that RDF. It is
entirel y possib le, therefo re, that the observe d shift in the
positio n of this peak is an artefac t due to the presenc e of noise.
One possib le explan ation for the increas ed intens ity observe d near
3.3 R in the second RDF (figure 5 .20b) may be that the seconda ry
electro n angula r distrib ution has an apprec iable value in the direction of the c-axis (as demons trated in the case of band-s tructur e
effect s), and the peaks in the RDF due to inter-p lanar distanc es
at half the c-axis repeat and above should appear on the RDF .
It may be conclud ed that pronoun ced orienta tion depende nce of the
band-s tructur e just above the edge does not serious ly affect the
EXELFS structu re .

Chapter 6 - The energy-loss spectroscopy of
niobium and vanadium hydride
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Chapte r 6 - The energy -loss spectro scopy of
Niobium and Vanadiu m hydride .
6. I INTRODUCTION
EELS is a techniqu e that is best suited to the detectio n of light
elements (Egerton 1978). The lightest element and one of conside rable importan ce ·in both theory and practise is hydrogen . The practical interes t includes the study of the effect of hydrogen as a
cause of embrittl ement in many metals and alloys. One importan t
use of transitio n-metal hydrides is as a hydrogen storage element
in hydroge n-fluelle d engines. The hydrogen content of amorphou s
silicon films is known to affect their electric al propert ies very
strongly . The hydrogen content of the recently -develop ed hard
carbon films is thoughtt o have an importa nt effect on their electrical and physica l propert ies (Turner 1980).
The hydrogen Is atomic orbital has a binding energy of 13 . 6 eV.
There is conside rable debate as to the way that the hydrogen enters
a metallic lattice. The hydrogen electron may either be kept by
the hydrogen nucleus ( a proton) or given up to the conducti on
band of the host lattice. In the former case, the hydrogen ls
energy- loss edge would be affected by the presence of the
conducti on electron s which have time to relax about the field caused
by the hydrogen ls electron . This is equivale nt to a dielectr ic
constan t. The hydroge nic K-loss would be shifted to lower energie s,
but would still appear as an edge (i.e. a sharp onset and a powerlaw decay).
If the Hydrogen looses its electron to the conducti on band of the
host metal, it is expected that the fermi level of the metal would
rise, and this may result in a change i n the physica l structur e of
the metal in order to minimise the total electron ic energy. As is
shown later, the addition of hydrogen does provoke a phase change
for both niobium and vanadium from b . c . c . to f . c . t . (face-ce ntred
tetragon al) accompa nied by a change in unit cell volume and
much increase d brittlen ess.
Niobium was chosen as a suitable matrix metal because :
1)
Niobium is known to take up a large amount of hydrogen ;
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2)

There is a considerable body of work on the niobium-hydrogen

system that has been published, phase diagrams are available
(Schober 1973, 1975a);
3)

Conventional T.E.M. has shown that it is possible to observe

superlattice reflections in the electron diffraction pattern, thus
indicating that the hydrogen is retained by very thin foils. The
microstructural morphology of the phase transitions has been wellcharacterised (Schober 1975a,b).
4)

A tested technique existed for the addition of hydrogen to

metallic niobium electrolytically.

The details of this technique

were very kindly disclosed by Dr. Harris - University of Birmingham
Department of Metallurgy. (See fig. 6. I).
Vanadium was also chosen because:
I)

vanadium is also well characterised (Wanagel et al 1972);

2)

specimens could be prepared using the same experimental

techniques as in the case of niobium.
6.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION
I)

3 mm discs of niobium and vanadium were spark-eroded from

high-purity single-crystal rod and poly-crystalline sheet
respectively .
2)

The discs were electrolytically jet-etched to produce a

small hole in the centre (using the conditions specified in fig 6 . I).
During this operation, the specimen
3)

absorbs hydrogen (Schober 1975b).

In order to produce hydrogen- free specimens, the thinned

discs were heated to 800

°c

( less than 10-S torr) .

This process removes the dissolved hydro-

for at least I hour in a vacuum

gen (Schobe r 1973) .
4)

The specimens were hydrogen-charged by making the discs the

cath ode of an e l ectrolyti c ce l l , using the same etchant as above .
A supply current of I - 3 amps passing for between I and 3 minutes
was used to charge the foils.
Steps I) to 4 ) in the above process are summarised in fig 6 . I .
The

sp ec imens produced by this technique had a bright metal l ic

fini sh afte r step

2) whi ch changed t o a dull me t a l l i c f i n i sh afte r

step 4) . The discs were visibly warped and many sh-o:w:e:d cracks .

It

was possible to powder a charged disc between thumb and fore-finger,
s o. the sp e cimen s had to be treate d very gently.

The sp e ci men i s

embrittled because of the change in physical structure of t he metal,

F

spark-cu t dis c app rox 500 }Jm thi ck
vanadium
pol y-cryst al
sheet 250 µm
t h ick

n i ob i um singl e crystal [ )

\/
0

spark-cut 3 mm discs
jet-et ch until holed

/

(takes about 300 sees)

supply : 100 mA

- - - - - ,- ----•-,o +ve
etchant : . (parts by volume)

graphi te
ele c trode
and jet

specimen
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bake a t 800°c fo r
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hydrogen char ge

"".0

methanol
sulphuric acid
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5
2

et chant is used at

-so 0 c

- - -- -~

to the microscope

/
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specimen
disc

platinum
ca t hode

to the microscope
Figure 6 . I: vanadium and niobium specimen preparation.
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which involves an i ncrease in unit cell volume (o f approx 12%)
which int r oduces s train be tween hy dr ide cryst all i te s o f di ffe r i n g
o rien t ation as the lattice expansion is anisotrop i c .
The strain involved may cause the specimen to warp or c r ack .
6 . 3 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES
The hydri de specimen could not be !, baked in vacuo before exami nation in the S . T . E. M. because this wo uld probably drive out
most of the dissolved hydrogen . It would certainly invalidate
comparison with conventiona l T. E . M. studies made on a freshly-pre pared specimen .

Because the specimens were unbaked , care had to be
taken to ensure that the specimen did not contaminate during data

collection .
The hydrogen-fr ee foils could be baked in the microscope airlock
prior to their use, and contaminatio n was much less of a problem.
The LINK SYSTEMS computer collection facility, as described in
chapter 3 , was used to obtain the spectra . Details of the datacollection hardware and subsequent nume r ical processin g techniques
are given in se ction 3 . 2 . 3 . I and details of how to use the numeri c al
proce <lures

are given in appendix A.

Unless specified otherwise , spectra were recorded usin g the followin g
expe r imental condi tions :
I)

i n ci dent e l ec tron energy,

E

0

=

80 k e V;

2)

probe semi-angle of c onvergen ce ,

3)

colle c to r ape r ture s e mi -angl e , s ub t e nde d a t the specime n ,
S < 0 . 5 mR ;

4)

spe c t r omete r e ne rgy r esolution , ~ ~ 1. 5 - 2 .5 e V.

a = 8 . 5 mR ;

R)

Ele ctron e ne rgy-los s s pec t ra were re corde d f rom thin( < 500
r e gion s of each of the four sp ecimen s : van a dium, n iobi um and t heir
S - hydrides .
The presence of hy drogen was se en to effect t he low- l oss region of
the ener gy- loss spe c t r a of the metals , so instrumenta l conditions
we r e gene ral ly optimised for go od energy-reso l ut ion , requi ring the
us e of smal l collector apertures and there f ore giving a low electron
count-rate .
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6.4

NIOBIUM AND VANADIUM HYDRIDE DIFFUSION TIMES

The hydrogen-charge d foils have a limited life-time before the hydrogen
diffuses out in vacua. The hydrogen should diffuse a
distance

s
t

in time

=

t

given by the diffusion law

2

s / D

6. I

where D is the diffusion coefficient.
Values of Din the literature vary depending on the hydrogen concentration , but , for a typical hydrogen concentration of 70 atomic%
(in the case of niobium) , Dis given as I0- 9 (m 2 /s) at 300 K
(Bauer at al 1976).
-Takings to be half a typical foil thickness, s = 200
then
application of equation 6. I yields a diffusion time of

R,

t = 0.4 µs.

A similar calculation for the thickest portion of the specimen
yields
t = 22 seconds .
With such small diffusion times, in comparison with the time taken
to perform an experiment, the hydrogen should largely have disappeared by i the time a spectrum was recorded, and it should not
have been possible to observe the e ffects of hydrogen on the
energy-loss spectra at all.
Shen~ al, (1978) have shown that a surface barrier must exist in
a similar system (Pd hydride) . A latency time of several hours has
been observed by some workers (Schober ~t al 1973).
Thus , the presence of a surface barrier means that the hydrogen
can escape only very slowly .

It was confirmed that superlattice

reflections were visible from the hydrides after several hours in
vacua.
6.5 CONVENTIONAL T.E .M. STUDIES OF THE HYDRIDE STRUCTURE
Conventional T.E . M. investigations of these specimens were
performed in order to confirm the presence of the B-hydride phase
in the hydrogen-charge d specimens .
Figure 6. 2a shows a bright-field micrograph of niobium hydride. It
can be seen that laminar crystallites are formed from the singlecrystal metal matrix.

These crystallites are twins related by the

f.c.t. (face-centred tetragonal)
A · selected-area diffraction

hydride structure (see below).

pattern ( fig 6. 2b) shows the

presence of doublet rings, in agreement with a tetragonal struc-

~' ·
'

2

r

Figure 6 . 2a: bright-field
micrograph of niobium
hydride showing laminar
structure.

F i g ure 6.2b: selected-are a
diffractio n p a ttern from
the region above.

The

b.c.c.

metal ring patt ern
has been modified b y the
'
addition of h ydrogen. The
rings are split, showin g
tha t the tetragonal
B-phase is present.

Figure 6 .2c: se l ected - area
diffraction pattern from a
similar portion of the
specimen after having been
baked to remove any
hydrogen present.

Figure 6.2d: selected-ar ea
diffraction patterm of S-vanadium
hydride. The faint ring passing
through the (101) reflections is
due to a carbon film aperture used.
The spots at ±\(101)
are superlattice reflections due to the
presence of hydrogen.
The correspondi ng spots marked
" A" and " B" are much weaker superlattice reflections that probably
arise from the presence of microtwins between areas of ordered
hydride.
The diffraction pattern is indexed
using the body-center ed tetragonal
unit cell of Wanagel et al

(1972).

Figure 6.2e: dark-field micrograph
correspondi ng to the above diffraction pattern taken using the ~(101)
superlattic e reflection. The
specimen contains both a (solid
solution) and S (ordered hydride)
phases. The S-hydride has etched
preferentia lly.
Magnificati on: approx. 15000.
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Figure 6.2f: selected-are a diffraction
pattern from a -vanadium hydride. The
matrix reflections are labelled according to the hydride b.c.t structure.
The superlattice reflections labelled a
are correct for this orientation. The
superlattice reflections Bandy may
be explained by the presence of microtwins.

Figure 6.2g: a selected-are a diffraction
pattern of vanadium which has been baked
to remove any hydrogen present.
The absence of any splitting of the
rings indicates the absence of the
8-hydride phase .
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.ture.

This is sufficient evidence to indicate the presence of a
hydride phase , and measurement of the ring diameters confirms the
presence of the S-hydride phase.
The specimens were then baked to remove the dissolved hydrogen .
Selected area diffraction of the baked specimen (fig 6.2c) reveals
that there is no splitting of the rings, the structure has reverted
to the b.c.c. niobium structure.

Work by Schober (1975a,b) shows

that S-phase niobium-hydride has a face-centred tetragonal structure which is reproduced in fig 6.3.
A similar sequence of experiments was performed on vanadium
hydride.

Figure 6.2d shows a selected area diffraction pattern

from a vanadium hydride specimen.

The spots are indexed according

to the body-centred tetragonal structure of Wanagel et al(l972)
which is shown in fig 6.3c. The thin ring passing just inside the
(JOT) reflections arises from the use of a carbon film aperture,

and provides a convenient calibration.

The spots at ± !(i.1 0 I) are

attibuted to hydrogen superlattice reflections.
"A"

and

The spots marked

"B"

cannot be identified with the structure of fig 6.3c,
in the same orientation , but may be explained by the presence of a
twin in the field defined by the selected area aperture. When viewed
at high magnification, it is possible to observe fine laminar
boundaries inside crystallites,

and these may be micro-twins on a

scale of JOOR.
A dark-field micr Q graph taken using the !(10 I) superlattice reflection shows the hydride to have been present in the form of laminae
which have been preferentially etched .
Repeated selected-area

diffraction patterns (for example , see fig

6.2f) show the presence of superlattice reflections and microtwins.
The vanadium hydride specimen was removed and baked to remove the
dissolved bydrogen. Selected-area diffraction patterns taken from
the baked specimen show a ring-pattern that may be indexed according
to to b.c.c. vanadium structure (see fig 6.2g). No splitting of the
rings was observed, and no superlattice reflections were observed
from single-crystal portions of the specimen.
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Thus it was possible to demonst rate that the specimen prepara tion
techniqu e·s, given in detail above, were able to produce hydroge nfree specimen s and S-hydrid e specimen s of both niobium and
vanadium .
6 . 6 ENERGY-LOSS

RESULTS

Many energy- loss spectra of niobium and the hydride were collecte d.
The two spectra shown in fig 6 . 4a are typical of these spectra, and
show the followin g features :
1)
2)
3)

a broad peak at about 40 e V;
a sharper peak at about 22 eV due to a bulk plasmon ;
a shoulde r on the 22 eV peak of variable position ( the

energy- loss varied between differen t position s on the same
specimen ) ;
4)

a peak at about 6 eV observed only in the case of hydride
specimen s.
A detailed discussi on of the peaks I), 2) and 4) is given later.
It was thought that the variable peak may be due to the presence of
an oxide layer of variable composi tion and thicknes s. In order to
test this, energy- loss spectra were recorded from Nb o (prepare d
2 5
from a suspensi on of powdered Nb o in alcohol evapora ted on a
2 5
holey-ca rbon film), and a .spectrum is presente d in fig 6.4a.
It can be seen that there is a promine nt double-p lasmon, and that
the lower peak of this correspo nds to the position of the shoulde r
seen on the leading edge of the plasmon peak of the niobium spectra.
The variable peak is thus attribut ed to the presence of a surface
oxide film .
The peak near 6 eV in the hydride is similar in appearan ce to the
peak observed in the energy- loss spectra of some carbon films .
(Taft et al 1965) .

It was noticed that the energy- loss spectrum
of a thick contami nation spot produced by leaving a focussed probe
stationa ry on the surface f o r some minutes and the energy-l oss
spectrum of the Hydride are similar (see fig 6 . 4b) . The bulk
p l asmon of the cont aminati on was at a sl i gh t ly greater energy
( about 25 eV) t han the hydr ide pl a smon ( ab out 23 e V). The
hydri de pe ak near 6 eV is duplicat ed in the contami nated spectrum ,
although it has s hifted slightly towards lower energy.

I I'

, I

Figure 6.4a :
the effects o f a n o xide l aye r o n the e ner qy - loss
s oectr a o f niobium a n~ ni o bium-h ydr i de.
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F igure 6.4b:

the effect of carbon contamin ation on the
energy- l o ss spectrum of vanadium h yd ride .

1

the energ y- loss spectrum of vandium h y dride
collecte d using a f oc ussed probe.
A v isibl e
carbon contamin ation spot was o bserved a t the
place on the specimen used to co ll ect the
energy-l oss data.
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As mentio ned earlie r, care was taken in subseq uent spectr a
to
ensure that the specim en was not visibl y contam inated by carbon

.
In practi ce, a contam ination layer of approx . 5 % of the thickn
ess
of the specim en would be observ ed as an increa se in the annula
r
detect or signal during energy -loss data collec tion , and would
be observ ed as a spot in the dark-f ield image of the specim
en.
Energy - l oss spectr a record ed from vanadi um and vanadi um hydrid
e are
shown in figure s 6.5 and 6.6 respec tively , and spectr a of
Nb
and Nb-hy dride are shown in figure 6 . II. A detail ed discus
sion of
the result s is given below.
6. 7 INTERPRETATION OF THE ENERGY-LOSS SPECTRA : THE TWOBAND
MODEL
The presen ce of hydrog en in the specim en correl ates with
the
presen ce of an extra peak in the spectr um at approx 5-6 eV
. The
hydrid e spectr a appear to be simila r to the result s for graph
ite
showin g a peak near 7 eV (Taft & Philip p 1965, Boyce and Emblin
g
1980) .

The theory develo ped by Liang & Cundy (1969 , see also
Bell & Liang 1976) to explai n these peaks is based on a two-ba
nd
model : i.e ., this model assume s that the effect of hydrog en
on the
matrix metal is to introd uce an energy -gap into the valenc
e band .
This energy -gap arises from the change in physic al struct ure
of
the metal which itself is caused by the minim isation of the
valenc e- band electr onic energy . The additi on of hydrog en
is not
viewed as adding an impur ity band of loca lised state s .
Follow ing the method of Liang & Cundy , the dielec tric functi
on
may be writte n as
E(w)

1 -

6.2

Where :

N is the numbe r of atoms per unit volume ;
fSl,SI, , (w,k) is the oscill ator streng th for transi tions from
state (Sl,k) to state( £' ,k) where SI, and £'deno te filled and
empty status respec tively , involv ing an energy change

hw

1

Sl,SI,

= h(w'
-w 0 ) .
SI,
X,

is the relaxa tion time averag ed over all electr on-sc atteri
ng
proces ses, assume d to be long (i.e. WT>> 1). All transi
tions are vertic al (i.e. 6k = O) .
T
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The oscilla tor strengt h satisfi es the £-sum rule

6.3
where : n£ is the number of electro ns contrib uting to band£ and
the sum over p is taken over all bands.
Liang & Cundy make a single -oscill ator approx imation by introducing an average inter-b and gap w£'£" Thus equatio n 6.2 is
reduced to
dw)

where:

= I -

6.4

w =
p£

In a narrow band-ga p materi al, where all filled bands other than
the top valence band are well removed from the conduc tion band,
such that

wcv < wp << we£ ,

the energy for plasma resonan ces
is nearly that of a free-el ectron gas.
In a materi al where there are two valence bands (v and v ) near
1
2
the conduc tion band, plasma resonan ces can be found arising from:
I)
valence electro ns from both bands, giving a plasma frequen cy

= Ne~·(n
+ n )
P2
Eom VJ
v2
provide d that w
> w
P2
CV]
w2

2)

- 6.6
and w >
P2

valence electro ns from the highes t valence band only (v ) .
2

The second plasmon can exist only if there is a clear separa tion
between the two valence bands , such that , in the frequen cy region
wCV] < w < wcv'
2

Im(E:) is small and Re(E:) may be approxi mated as
( I +

where:

oE:

VI

)

6.7
6.8
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represe nts the contrib ution to the dielec tric functio n from the
transit ions , from the lower valence band to the ccnduc tion band;
i . e . the lower valence band can relax and partia lly screen the
low-fre quency plasmo n.
The second term in equatio n 6. 7 represe nts an enhance ment of the
number of electro ns in the upper valence band due to transit ions
from the lower valence band. The second term is usually small
and may sometim es be determ ined as zero from consid eration s of
orbita l symmet ry.
The value of the lower plasmon frequen cy w
2
( wp~} )2
P2
is
wp I
I + cSE:

,.

given by E: (w ) = 0
1 PI
6.9

VJ

* )2
( WpV]

where:

--

+

6. 10

Thus, the observe d frequen cy of the low-ene rgy resonan ce may be
strongl y modifie d by the presenc e of the deeper valence band,
especi ally if they are separat ed by only a small energy .
The dielec tric functio n may thus by express ed as a functio n of six
parame ters:
2

Wpvz

I -

E:(w) -

6 . 11
+ iw/T

where :

2
w

PV]

2
w
pv2

v2

Ne 2
E:om(nvJ)

6. 12

Ne 2

=( nv2) ·
E:om

6 . 13

In the case of ni?bium and vanadiu m hydrid es, it is not known
beforeh and how many electro ns are contain ed in each valence band.
In order to obtain values of the six parame ters in equatio n 6. II,
the parame ters are varied , and the energy -loss spectru m synthe sised
from equatio n 6 . II is compare d with energy -loss data . The parame
ters
are varied in order to obtain the best fit to the energy -loss data
.
6. 7. I The synthe sis of a spectru m using the two-ban d model
The program GEN (see append ix A for operati onal details ) was used
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to perfor m the follow ing opera tions:
1)
the diele ctric funct ion, E(w), given by equat ion 6.
11 , was
calcu lated using value s for the six param eters enter
ed at the
termi nal;
2)
3)

the energ y-los s funct ion Im(-1 /E) was obtain ed from
E(w);
the energ y-los s funct ion was scale d for a given specim
en

I

thick ness;
4)

the singl e-sca tterin g spectr um, thus obtai ned, was
multi plyscatte red to synth esise a spectr um from a specim en
of finite thick ness;
5)
the spectr um was convo lved with a gauss ian zero- loss
peak to
simul ate the effec t of a finite exper iment al energ y
resol ution .
The spectr um thus synth esised was plotte d toget her
with an
exper iment al spectr um (using the COMPARE progr am),
scale d both
horiz ontal ly and verti cally so that the energ y-sca les
and plasm on
peak heigh ts corres ponde d .
The six param eters were varie d by hand, so that the
best match
occur red betwe en synth esised and exper iment al spect
ra. Error s in
the estim ated value s of the param eters were determ ined
by adjus ting
each param eter in turn until the corres ponde nce betwe
en the synthesis ed and exper iment al spect ra was notic eably impai
red.
6.7.2 The physi cal inter preta tion of the resul ts of
the two-b and fit
In all this mathe matic al discu ssion , it is easy to
loose sight of
the physi cal inter preta tion of the two-b and model .
Provi ded that the gap betwe en the two valen ce bands
is wide enoug h
for the upper most band to have a separ ate plasm on,
but not so deep
that it canno t .contr ibute to a joint plasm on, two plasm
ons will be
obser ved . The first of these will be screen ed by the
relax ation
of the lower valen ce band electr ons which behav e as
a polar isabl e
core. The highe r-ene rgy plasm on reult s from the excit
ation of
electr ons from both valen ce bands to the condu ction
band and is
screen ed by the core polar isabi lity due to deepe r bands
. In the
two-b and model , the deep- lying bands are assum ed to
have little
effec t. A core polar isabi lity term could be includ
ed in equat ion 6. 11

I
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and describ ed by three parame ters, thus improv ing the fit
between the experim ental and synthe sised spectra . There is,
howeve r, a law of diminis hing returns , and one could introdu ce as
many bands as were necces sary to obtain an arbitra rily-go od fit
to the data , but this would require much program ming effort and
comput er time and would direct the attenti on away from the
physic al interpr etation of the model towards the numer ical
techniq ues employ ed .
6.8 DISCUSSION OF THE ENERGY-LOSS RESULTS FOR VANADIUM
See figure 6.5 for the energy -loss spectru m of vanadiu m which
have been process ed to remove multip le scatter ing. The followi ng
feature s are observe d:
I)

a zero-lo ss peak of width 1.5 eV (FWHM);
2)
a plasma excita tion peak at 24.5 eV. The free -e lectron
plasma frequen cy given by section 2.1.2. I is
2
ne 2
w

p

E

0

6. 14

mrl

where: n is the effecti ve number of valence electro ns per
atom, contrib uting to the plasma oscilla tion , and
r2 is the atomic volume .

For vanadiu m:

Q

= 1. 39 . I0- 29 m3 (from X-ray data),

the measur ed plasmon energy is 24.5 eV,
of n is
n = 6 electro ns / atom.

thus the calcula ted value

The electro nic config uration of atomic vanadiu m is
2 2 6
.
Is 2s 2p 3s 2 3p 6 3d 34s 2 ( assum1n
g overlap between the 3d and 4s
electro ns) , sugges ting that the number of electro ns free to contribute to the plasma oscilla tion is 5 per atom.
This figure would be modifie d by the presenc e of couplin g between
the 3p and the 3d and 4s electro ns, tending to raise n, and the
polari sabilit y of the ls-3p core states, tending to lower n.
The measure d value of n will differ from the atomic values in the
metal because of bandst ructure effects which modify the effecti ve
mass of the valence electro ns (Reathe r 1965).
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3)

A broad peak is observed near 52 eV composed of a doubly-

scattered

plasmon (i.e.

an incident electron excites two plasmons

and loses an average of twice the average plasmon energy - in this
case, twice 24 . 5 eV) and the vanadium M _ single-electron
2 3
excitation corresponding to excitation of the atomic 3d electrons
to the fermi level.

The effect of multiple scattering may be

removed by multiple deconvolution (using the MULDEC program).
deconvolved spectrum is shown in fig 6 . 5 .

The

Much of the scattered

intensity between 35 and 60 eV has been removed,

the remainder

shows that the M _
core loss starts near 39 eV and rises slowly
2 3
to a peak near 55 eV.
The atomic binding energy of vanadium M _ given by Bearden & Burr
2 3
(1967) is 38 eV. It is difficult to obtain an exact edge position
measurement from energy-loss data because the M _ core-loss,
2 3
being a transition from an Q, = 1 angular momentum state, demonstrates the delay caused by the centrifugal potential (Inokuti 1971).
At these low energies, the shape and position of the edge may be
modified by a chemical shift

(i.e. the chemical environment effects

the fermi-level and average inner potential (Salem et al 1978)).
See figure 6.6 for the energy-loss spectrum of vanadium hydride,
which shows the

following features:

1)

a zero-loss peak;

2)

an extra peak at approximately 7 eV;

3)

a volume plasma excitation at 23.8 (±0.2) eV;

4)

a broad peak near 50 eV.

The discussion of this peak is not

modified by the presence of hydrogen.

The only effect that may be

observed 1.s a shift in the edge position due to a shift in the
fermi-level due to the addition of extra electrons from the hydrogen .
Because the edge is slowly-rising , it 1.s not easy to measure the
position of the edge accurately.

The edges on both spectra appear

to occur at 40 (±1) eV.

The volume plasma excitation energy is shifted downward 1.n energy
by ceQ. 7 eV.

The b. c . c.

formation to the b .c. t.

lattice of vanadium undergoes a trans( or monoclinic - Wanagel (1972)) struc-

ture upon addition of hydrogen and experiences a 12% i ncrease in
unit cell volume .

Equation 6 . 14 may be evaluated , taking into
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A broad peak i s observed near 52 eV composed of a doublyscattered p lasmon (i.e. an i ncident electron excites two plasmons
and loses an average of twice the average plasmon energy - in this
case, twice 24.5 eV) and the vanadium M _ single-elec tron
2 3
excitation correspondi ng to excitation of the atomic 3d electrons
to the fermi level . The effect of multiple scattering may be
removed by multiple deconvoluti on (using the MULDEC program) . The
deconvolved spectrum is shown in fig 6 . 5 . Much of the scattered
intensity between 35 and 60 eV has been removed ,

the remainder

shows that the M _
2 3 core loss starts near 39 eV and rises slowly
to a peak near 55 eV.
The atomic binding energy of vanadium M _ given by Bearden & Burr
2 3
(1967) is 38 eV . It is difficult to obtain an exact edge position
measurement from energy-loss data because the M _ core-loss ,
2 3
being a transition from an £ = I angular momentum state , demonstrates the delay caused by the centrifugal potential (Inokuti 1971).
At these low energies , the shape and position of the edge may be
modified by a chemical shift (i.e. the chemical environment effects
the fermi-level and average inner potential (Salem et al 1978)) .
See figure 6.6 for the energy-loss spectrum of vanadium hydri de,
which shows the following features :
1)
a zero- loss peak ;
2)

an extra peak at approximate ly 7 eV ;

3)

a volume plasma excitation at 23.8 (±0 . 2) eV ;
4)
a broad peak near 50 eV . The discussion of this pe ak is not
modified by the presence of hydrogen . The only effect that may be
observed is a shift in the edge position due to a shift in the
fermi - level due to the addition of extra e l ectrons from the hydrogen .
Because the edge is slowly-risi ng, it is not easy to measure the
position of the edge accurately .

The edges on both spectra appear

to occur at 40 ( ±1) eV .
The volume plasma excitation energy is shifted downward in energy
by ~o. 7 eV. The b .c.c. lattice of . vanadium undergoes a transformation to the b.c.t. ( or monoclinic - Wanagel (1972)) structure upon addition of hydrogen and experiences a 12% increase in
unit cell volume . Equation 6 . 14 may be evaluated, taking into
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account this volume increase to give a value of n = 6.4
electrons / vanadium atom.

The S-hydride composition at room

temperature lies in the range VH _
to VH _ (Wanagel 1972).
0 45
0 7
Thus, it is expected that the number of electrons, per vanadium
atom, able to take part in a volume plasma oscillation will show
an increase of O. 45 to O. 7 electrons

/ vanadium atom.

The measured value of the increase ins is 0 . 4 electrons /
vanadium atom , which is in reasonable agreement with the expected
value , bearing in mind the simplicity of the free-electro n plasma
model used.
The extra peak, seen in the hydride spectrum near 7 eV, appears
only in the vanadium-hy dride spectra, and its appearance must
therefore by caused by the presence of hydrogen in the host lattice .
The spectrum of the hydride has been processed numerically (using
the DENSITY program) to obtain the dielectric function E(w) from
the energy-loss function Im(-1/E) using the technique of KramersKronig analysis (see sections 2 . 1. 3. 5 and 3. 3.4) .
shown in figure 6 . 7 .
The conditions for volume plasma oscillation
are (Reather 1965 , Liang
1)

Re( dw))

2)

Im(E)

&

Bell 19 76) :

'

The results are

at frequency w

'

0 and of positive slope;
has negative slope.

It can be seen from fig 6 . 7 that there are two values of energy-loss
in the spectrum at which these two conditions are satisfied . The
energy-loss es at the two plasmon energies are 6 eV and 20 eV .
Thus , the two - peaks in the energy-loss spectrum near these two
values can be attributed to plasma oscillation s and not to
individual particle oscillation s.
Using the two-band model (see above), it should be possible to
adjust the parameters w
, w
, T , w
, w
, T
to obtain
pvJ
cv1
VJ
pv2
cv2
v2
corresponde nce between the experimenta l spectrum and the two-band
model spectrum , provided that the effect of hydrogen on the metal
is adequately described by the two-band model .
The parameter- fitting procedur e outlined in section 6.7 . I was
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The paramete r-fitting procedure outlined in section 6.7. 1 was
applied to the vanadium- hydride spectrum. The synthesis ed spectrum
assumes a foil thickness of approx 500 R ( as determine d from the
hydride spectrum) . The compariso n of synthesis ed and experimen tal
spectra is shown in fig 6.8.

The accuracy of the parameter s deter-

mined as giving the best fit was

found by varying each parameter

in turn until there was a noticeabl e worsening of the agreement between the two spectra. The final values of the parameter s are:

w = 19.3 (±0.5) eV
P2
w
= 11 (±0.5) eV
cv2
I/
= 12 (±0.5) eV
TV2

w

PI
w

= 12 (±0.5) eV

CV]

I/ TV]

0 (+1.0) eV
2.5 (±0.5) eV

It can be seen that the agreement is particula rly good at the two
plasmon peaks. The experimen tal spectrum shows extra intensity
neat 15 eV and 35 eV . The former may be explained by the presence
of a surface oxide, which has a volume plasmon near 15 eV, or the
presence of a surface plasmon. The latter may be due to the presence of an oxide which would have a delayed oxygen L core-loss
1
after 24 eV (Bearden and Burr 1967), or the thickness of the synthesised spectrum may underestim ate that of the experimen tal spectrum.

The vanadium M _ core-loss , from 40 eV upwards is not
2 3
present in the synthesis ed data and explains the marked discrepancy from 40 eV upwards.
The applicati on of equations 6 . 12,13 reveals that the upper band
plasmon frequency (12 eV) correspon ds to 1. 6 electrons per atom .
The lower band plasmon frequency (19.3 eV) correspon ds to 4 . 2
electrons per atom.

Thus, a simple two-band model for S vanadiumhydride may be construct ed, and is shown in figure 6.9 .
The following points should be noted :
I)

Thi s mode l gives

WL

CJ

= 0 eV . Val ues of w

Cp]

up to 1. 0 eV

caused li t tl e di fference i n t he shape of the synthesis ed spectrum,
so there might be a slight gap at the fermi level. The hydride is,

.I

12 7

however, metallic in appearanc e, so this gap would have to be< I eV.
The hydride is a good electrica l conductor at room temperatu re ,
which indicates the absense of a significa nt gap ( > few meV)

i

at the fermi surface.
2)

The relaxatio n times are different for the two bands .
3)
the total number of electrons per vanadium atom is 1.6 + 4.2
which gives 5 .8. The value expected from the hydride compositi on
should lie in the range 5 . 45 to 5 . 7, employing the arguments set
out above. Thus the figure of 5 . 8 electrons per vanadium atom is
in closer agreement to the expected value than the value given
by the simple plasmon model. The improveme nt is, however, slight.
4)

The two-band

model assumes that bands of finite width can
be represent ed by an average position. Bell & Liang (1976) show
that the position of a band may be determine d from a weighted
average of the positions of sub-bands within that band, and that
the average band-gap can still be represent ed by a single frequency
wT which is given by:

+

+ •.. )

6 . 15

where :

w . are the individua l band gaps,
1i
ni are the numbers of electrons in the sub-bands ,. and
is the tobal number of electrons in the band.

Thus, although the low-energ y band need not be very narrow,
it may be regarded, for the purposes of obtaining the fit between
the experimen tal and synthesis ed spectra , as narrow and thus described by its average position given by equation 6 . 15.
There is a lack of detailed theoretic al calculati on on vanadium
hydride against which to test the experime ntally-det ermined
two-band model .

The only calculatio ns that the author is aware
of are reproduce d in fig 6. 10. These are calculatio ns of the
density of states for b.c.c. vanadium and b.c.c . VHI . O (in which
structure each vanadium atom is accompani ed by a hydrogen atom at
(O,O,a/2) ) .

a simple band-model for

Figure 6.9:

8-vanadium hydride.
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It can be seen from fig 6. 10 that one of the effects of hydroge n
on the density of states is to separa te the two main peaks (near
7 and 9 eV) below the fermi- level, which are broadly merged in
the case of vanadiu m so that they are about 6 eV apart. The lowenergy band is now about 8eV below the fermi level . The number
of states in the upper and lower bands, measur ed manual ly from
fig 6. IOb are 3. 7 and 2.05 electro ns per vanadiu m atom respec tively,
giving a , total of 5.75 states per vanadiu m atom.
Thus there is broad agreem ent between the band model given by
a fit of the two-ban d model to the energy -loss data of vanadiu m
hydride and the theore tical calcula tion for VH _ . The two agree
1 0
that there is a large band-ga p introdu ced by the presenc e of
hydrog en, but disagre e in the precise value of the band gap
(by about 3 eV) and, more seriou sly, in the number of states in
each band . They agree on the total number of electro ns in both
bands.
In order to proceed furthur , detaile d calcula tions of the bandstructu re of 8 vanadiu m-hydr ide in the known compos ition range
should be perform ed using the known 8 vanadiu m-hydr ide crysta l
structu re.

6.9 THE ENERGY-LOSS RESULTS FOR NIOBIUM AND NIOBIUM HYDRIDE
The energy -loss spectra of niobium and vanadiu m and their two
8-hydri des show remark able simila rity in the low-los s region of the
energy -loss spectru m. Much of the discuss ion of section 6.8
for vanadiu m and vanadiu m hydride applies also to niobium and
niobium hydrid e, so this section concen trates on the numeri cal
analys is of the niobium and niobium hydride spectra withou t
repeati ng the discuss ion of section 6.8 .
The energy -loss spectru m of niobium , shown in fig 6.lla, shows the
followi ng feature s:
I)

a zero-lo ss peak of width 2.5eV (FWHM);
2)
a plasma excitat ion peak at 23.2 (±0.2) eV. The free-el ectron
model for the plasma frequen cy gives a value for n, the number of
electro ns per niobium atom contrib uting to the plasmon of
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n = 7. 06.

The electroni c configura tion of niobium is:
2 2 6 2 6
1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d104s 2 4p 6 4iss 1
which gives a value for the expected number of electrons free to
contribut e to the plasmon, n = 5.
3)

A broad peak near 47 eV comprised of a double plasmon
excitatio n and ~he niobium N _ single electron excitatio n . The
2 3
results of the multiple deconvolu tion procedure applied to this
spectrum (using the MULDEC program) are shown in fig 6. lla . Some
of the intensity in this region is due to double plasmon excitation, but most is due to the niobium core-loss . The edge can be
seen to start near 34 eV, which is the atomic N _ binding energy.
2 3
The energy-lo ss spectrum of S niobium hydride is shown in fig
6. llb. The following features can be seen:
1)

a zero-loss peak;

2)

an extra peak near 4 .2 eV;

3)

a plasma excitatio n peaked at 22.3 eV;
4)
a broad peak near 47 eV starting near 34 eV. The discussio n
of this peak is not modified by the presence of hydrogen.
The volume plasma excitatio n is shifted downwards by about 0.9 eV.
The b.c.c. niobium lattice changes to the b.c.t. S niobium hydride
in the compositi on range NbHO . to NbHl . OS at room temperatu re
7
(Schober at al 1973, Schober 1975b) upon the addition of hydrogen
and undergoes a unit cell volume expansion of ~12%.
The number of electrons contribut ing to the volume plasmon at
22 . 3 eV , given by equation 6 . 14 is now
n = 7. 3

electrons / niobium atom .

This shows an inc r ease of 0 . 24 electrons pe r niobium atom upon
the addition of hydrogen , whereas the compositi on range of the
S - hydride would indicate an increase of between 0. 7 and I.OS
ele c trons pe r niobium atom. The agreement between simple plasmon
theory and practise is not as good , in this case , as in the case of
van a dium an d van adi um hy dride.
The extra peak at 4 . 2 eV is correlate d with the presence of
hydrogen in the foil .

Figure 6. 12: the real and imag in a r v carts of the
dielectr ic function calculat ed from the enerqy-l oss
spectrum of K- niobium hydride.
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The diele ct r i c funct ion i::(w) was calcu lated f r
om these energ y-los s
resu l ts ( us i ng the DENSITY p r ogram) an d t he resu
lt s are given in
f i g 6. 12 . The cond ition s for plasm a reson ance
(i . e . i:: ( w) = O, (incr . )
1
and i:: (w) is decre asin~ are both satis fied near
4 and 21 eV , thus
2
the two pe ak s i nt t he energ y-los s spe c trum ne ar
these t wo ene rgylosse s may be attri bute d to plasm on e xcita tions
.
The t wo-ba nd mode l was used to synth e sise ene rgyl os s spect ra
corre spon ding to a speci men thick ness of 500 R
, and the two- band
mode l param eters were adju ste d to obtai n the best
fit betwe en
exper imen t and the synth esise d spect rum , as desc
r ibed in secti on 6 . 7.
The two spec tra are prese nted toget her for ease
of comp arison in
fig 6 . 13 . The discu ssion of the diffe rence s betwe
en the two spec tra
is the same as for the case of vanad ium (see secti
on 6 . 7) . The
mode l spect rum agree s with the exper imen tal spect
rum very well at
the two plasm on peaks .
The value s of the two-b and mode l param eters given
by the best fit
are :

w

P2

=

17 . 2 ( ±0 . 5 ) eV
13 .6 (±0 . 5) eV
6 .3 (±0 . 5) eV
6. 8 ( ±0 . 5 ) eV
0 . 0 ( +1. 0) e V
I. 6 ( ±0 . 25)eV

The upper most b and ( v1 ) c orres ponds to 0 . 7 el ect
r ons per n iobiu m
at om, and the lower band corre spond s to 4.3 elect
rons / Nb-at om,
deter mine d using ~qua tions 6. 12 and 6 . 13. The
total is 5.0
e l e c t r ons pe r n i obium atom. Thus, as in the case
of vanad ium,
a simpl e dens ity of state s diagr am may be drawn
(fig 6. 14).
There is no calcu latio n of Niobi um hy dri de dens
ity o f s ta t e s known
to the autho r . The simi larit y betwe en the phys
ical and chem ical
prop ertie s of niobi um and vanad ium and their hydri
des would sugg est
that a dens ity of state s calcu latio n for niobi um
hydri de would
show the same intr oduc tion of a band- gap as in
the case of VH _
1 0

I

I

Figure 6 .14: a simple band-mode l for
S-niobium hydride.
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given above .
It has been shown that energy -loss spectra of the S-hydr ides of
niobium and vanadiu m can be describ ed adequa tely by the i two-ban d
model , which is physic ally reason able, subjec t to the approxi mations made in assumin g just two valence bands and no core polaris ability .
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APPENDIX A - Energy-L oss Programs at Cambridg e
This appendix describe s the commands availabl e at Cambridg e
which impleme nt the the ory of Chapters 2 and 3.
A; . I

FILES

Energy-L oss spectra are entered into the package of programs
for analysin g Energy-L oss data (hereaft er called the " system") as
a table of numbers giving the contents of the individu al channels
comprisi ng the spectrum .

This data is first processe d using the
NDATA command to a format that is acceptab le to the other fortranwritten program s.

Various checks are made and correcti ons to the
zero-los s peak for count-ra te error and to the whole spectrum for
aperture collecti on efficien cy are performe d if desired. The data
is now called a spectrum and is referred to by a spectrum name .

Spectra are stored on disc-fil e in a partitio ned dataset , which is
called a spectrum -file and is called by a spectrum -file-nam e. , A
spectrum with name, for example , CARBON and spectrum -file-nam e . SPEC
is stored in the disc files .SPEC:CARBON and .SPEC:PCARBON. The
former contains the channel contents and the latter contains
paramet ers which descibe the energy scale , the number of channels
and also keep a record of operatio ns performe d on the origina l data .
The details may seems somewha t tedious, but the user does not have
to be aware of this file - structur e unless he wants to edit the
data manually (for example to change the energy scale) . The use of
the above techniqu e is that a spectrum is referred to by a single name
( e.g. "CARBON") and is containe d in a spectum- file which may,
for example , contain a day ' s results . The spectrum -file-nam e need
only by quoted once in any one console session .
The f ileowner MP99 contains the energy- loss programs .
MP99.A contains short command sequenc ies,
MP99 . B contains the main command sequenc ies,
MP99.C contains the fortran program source ,
MP99 .L contains compiled command macro librarie s,
MP99 . LIB contains the compiled fortran programs .

A2

The system fileown er INFO contain s specifi cation s of Cambrid ge
comman ds. The reader is referre d to the User's Referen ce Manual
(publis hed by the Comput ing Service ) for a comple te descrip tion of
the local operati ng environ ment.
A; . 2

COMMANDS AND LIBRARIES

The energy -lo ss package is made availab le to a console session by
typing: C MP99 .A: INIT
which then initial ises the system , making availab le the command libraries.
The action of a command such as "PLOT CARBON" is to scan the command
librari es declare d above for a definit ion of the expans ion of the
command called "PLOT". The macro expans ion will defaul t values for
parame ters that have not been given in the command line, produc ing
someth ing like:
C MP99.B:RUNLIB PROG=PLOTN COMM=PLOT OPT=OI MEM=CARBON .
Exactly the same results may be obtaine d by typing this command line
directl y , but the use of a macro library allows mnemon ic commands
to
be defined and saves typing!
The command sequen cies are written in a languag e called PHOENIX.
Their respon sibility is to prepare data and the envir.on ment that is
necessa ry for the fortran program s. They also provide a measure of
error detecti on (for example in the use of non-ex isting data) and
correc tion. They are the interfa ce between the user and the fortran
program s.
A .3

OFFLINE AND ONLINE EXECUTION

The system is desi°gne d to be used online , althoug h the capabi lity
exists to run many of the program s offlinP (by includi ng "RUN=
OFFLINE" in the command line - see section Al. 6. 2).
The program s run online produce results directl y on the termina l .
Those that run offline enter a queue and thei r executi on may be
delayed during busy times of the day. The executi on time of offline
jobs depends on the number of jobs in the queue and on the user's
projec t status (see User's Referen ce Manual under "sched uling") .

A3
A .4

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT

All of the fortran programs produce graphica l output.

This may be

"drawn" on a graphics terminal or / and sent to the plotter at the
West Cambridge outstation. The graphical output of a program is
stored on a disc file and may be viewed on a graphics terminal
under the control of the corrrrnand sequence when online. An offline job
produces the same disc file for graphical output, but may be forced
to produce direct plotter output by using the "DIRECT" corrrrnand;
for example:
DIRECT
PLOT CARBON RUN=OFFLINE
PLOT IRON
PLOT CHROME RUN =OFFLINE
UNDIRECT
PLOT STEEL RUN=OFFLINE

will submit jobs to plot spectra CARBON,CHROME - and STEEL offline.
The output for CARBON and CHROME will be sent directly to the plotter.
The spectrum IRON is plotted interactively and may be viewed on the
terminal or sent to the plotter. The graphical output of the spectrum
STEEL may be viewed on the terminal after the job has run by
typing "VP STEEL" and/or sent to the plotter by typing "P STEEL".
These corrrrnands are explained in section Al.7.3.
A .5

THE RUNLIB COMMAND SEQUENCE

RUNLIB is the corrrrnand sequence that is invoked by most of the fortran
program commands.
A .5.1

Input files

a)

The input spec~rum is found either in disc files sf : name and
sf:Pname , where "sf" is the spectrum-file-na me and "name " is the
spectrum-name or, if a source spectrum name is not quoted, in the
disc files &DATA and &PARS.
b)

An executable load-module may be provided in the disc files
&module-name:MAIN or .LOAD.module-name:MAIN depending on the state
of the KEEP switch (see the KEEP corrrrnand). If the load-module is not

provided ,

it will be generated by the corrrrnand sequence and kept for

subsequent a.alls to the same fortran program .
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c)

Some program s which require s a large number of parame ters
to be entered reques t that an "input file" be typed at the termin
al.
The command sequenc e shows how the numbers should be typed and
reminds the user of the file termin ation marker (a / * beginn ing in
column one) .
Jobs that require "input" files cannot be run offline .
d) Th e c ommand sequenc e tests various parame ters, and may require
others to be set up in respons e to a prompt . A table of possib le
prompts and valid respons es is given in Fig. Al.I.
A .5.2 Output files
a)

Graphi cal output is sent to the disc file .PLOT.n ame (where "name"
is the name of the source spectru m) or .PLOT.TEMP in the case of
tempor ary source spectra . This file is usually deleted at the end
of
. the command sequenc e unless specif ically request ed to be kept in
respons e to a prompt (see Fig Al.I).
b)

Some results are sent direct to the termin al (or line-p rinter if
running offline ). These are always duplica ted on the graphi cal output.
c) The command sequenc e always leaves an executa ble load-mo dule
for

the curren t module- name so that the next time a command with the
same
module- name is quoted , the command sequenc e will not have to linkedit an executa ble load-m odule, saving some time at the termin al.
d)

If the program creates a spectru m as output (e.g. RAMP but not
PLOT) and if the command line entered contain ed a destina tion name
(e.g. RAMP SI TO S2), the spectru m of that name is created in the
spectru m-file and the index (in spectru m-file-n ame:IN DEX) is updated
.
If spectru m output is produc ed, but no destina tion spectru m is named
,
spectru m output goes to the tempor ary spectru m datase t (disc files
&DATA and &PARS)

and a messag e indicat ing this is display ed on the
console . The index is not updated , but a record of the last spectru
m
name that produce d the data in the tempora ry spectru m file is kept
,
and , if the tempor ary spectru m is then used as a source spectru m,
the
last source spectru m name which was used to create the tempor ary
spectru m file is quoted (in parenth esis) on graphi cal output . This
enables the user to r emain aware of the origina l source spe c trum ,
even after severa l process es have modifie d it via the tempor ary spectrum file.

CONDITION
1)

2)

3)
4)

the pr ogram requir es INPUT
data and an INPUT file
alre ady exi sts
no spe c trum- file is set
and sour ce spectru m i s not
the t empor ary SI>_ectrurri
sour ce s pe c trum is the
tempor ar y s pectru m
the progra m is runnin g
online

PROMPT
OLD INPUT DATA?

SPECTRUM FILENAME?
PLOT NAME?

:vIEW ?

VALID RESPONSES
Y(ES)
anythi ng else

a valid spectru m
filenam e
any name
(e.g. CARBON)
Y(ES)
B

p

5)
6)
7)

answe r t o 4) was P or 2
same as 5)
answe r t o 4) was not
P or 2 and job not
offlin e

TITLE ?
KEEP?
KEEP PLOT DATASET?

2
a title line for
the plotte r job
( < 17 chars)
Y(ES)
any other

Y(ES)
any other

ACTION
No new input file
is entere d.
The progra m reques ts
an INPUT file to be
entere d.
sets up spectr umfile-na me for rest
of the sessio n
plot datase t is set
to .PLOT.name
draws graph ical output on termin al;
as above, but only
red & green pens;
submit s job to send
to the plotte r ;
both P and B.
appear s on plotte r
output
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Al.6

FORTRAN PROGRAM COMMAND SUMMARY

Al.6 . 1

Command syntax

Upper-c ase letters are typed as shown.
Lower-c ase words should be replaced with an appropr iate value:
name: a word starting with a letJ.ters containi ng only
alphanum erics;
integer: an integer (e.g. 1435);
nn: a two-dig it integer (e.g. 21, 20, 03, 99 );
re a 1 : a re a 1 number ( e . g. I 2 , I 2 . I , . 0 I ) ;
dsname: a valid dataset name (e.g . . INPU~ .MY.SPEC).
3) A vertica l list of words enclosed in braces {)mean s that one
of the words shown must be chosen: e . g. {MODi
·
EDGE
ALL
.
4) An item enclosed in square brackets [J is ptional:
e.g. [RUN=OFFLINE J .
5) A module-n ame (if given) is the member-n ame of the fortran
main program in both MP99.LIB and MP99.C.
If the module-n ame is
not given, it is the same as the command name.
6) a single-d igit post-fix is used to distingu ish between
multiple occurren ces of the same type: e.g. in RAMP name! TO=name2 ,
name! and name2 are both names (as defined in 2) above) which may be
the same or differen t.
I)

2)

Al.6.2

Default values

I)
Parts of the command that are optiona l and are not typed as
part of a particu lar command line are given their default values .
2) The default for a missing spectrum name is the temporar y
sp~c trum dataset .
3) If a module-n ame is not given, it is the same as the commandname.
4) All the followin g fortran program commands (except those which
require an INPUT file) may be forced to execute offline by appendin g
the phrase "RUN=OFFLINE" to the command line.
The default action is
to execute online .

Al . 6 .3

a

APCOR

Fortran program command list
[FROM= Jname I J

[[TO= Jname2J

[ANGLEJ =r eal I
lALPHA

Input :.
I)

2)

!'name!" - an energy- loss spectrum to be aperture correcte d
"real!" - the probe semi-ang le of converge nce (or the collecto r
semi-ang le if

1arger) .

Output:
I)

2)

plot dataset - a log-line ar plot of the input and output spectra.
"name2" - the input energy- loss spectrum divided by the aperture
efficien cy function .
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•

COMPARE

[[FROM=] name 1]

Input :
two energy-lo ss spectra "name]" · and "name2" which need not have the
same energy scale or vertical scale.
Output:
Plot dataset - a linear plot of both "name]" and "name2" on their
correct energy scales and scaled verticall y so that the peak heights
match.
Module-na me: PCOMP

• {DECONV]

[[FROM=] name 1]

LDEC

[TO= ]name3] [RES=r eal 1]

Input:
1) "name]" - an energy-lo ss spectrum of an edge with the backgroun d
removed (using RAMP EDGE);
2) "name2" - an energy-lo ss spectrum of the low-loss region which
need not have the same energy scale but should have a correct
zero-loss peak and be corrected for aperture collectio n efficienc y
(using the APCOR) program;
3) "reall" - the width (FWHM) of the reconvolu ting gaussian (defaults
to 2.0 volts).
Action:
DECONV deconvolu tes an edge-loss spectrum with a low-loss spectrum
and then reconvolu tes the resulting deconvolu te with a gaussian to
decrease the visible noise.
Output:
1) "m.ame3" - the output spectrum ;
2) plot dataset - a linear plot of the low-loss region on page 1
and linear plots of the edge spectrum "name]" and the output
spectrum "name3" on page 2 .
Module-na me : NDEC
•

DENSITY

[[FROM=] name 1]

Input:
"name]" - an energy- loss spectrum with an accurate zero- lo ss peak which

A7
has

been

effects

correct ed for apertur e size and multip le scatter ing
(using APCOR and MULDEC).

Action :
DENS I TY

evalua tes Im(-1/s ), the energy -loss functio n, from the
input spectru m " name!" . The absolu te value is obtai ned by adjusti
ng
the scale such that Re(l/ s) is zero at zero frequen cy. The two
density functio ns neff and n
(see section 3. 3. 4. 1 ) are evalua ted.
The dielec tric functio n s(w) = s + is is obtaine d by a Kramer s1
2
Kronig transfo rmatio n. (see section 3. 3.4
).
Output :
plot datase t - a plot of the energy -loss functio n on page 1,
a plot of the density functio ns on page 2 and a plot of
the dielec tric functio n on page 3 (or pages 3 and 4).
• /GENERATE\
\GEN
J

[[TO=] name 1]

Action:
GENERATE deos not use the cormnand sequenc e RUNLIB, but has its own
command sequenc e in MP99.B:GEN. GENERATE is used to genera te energyloss spectra using one of three models :
1) a twoband model (see section 6 . 71 );
2) an n-band model (given by equatio n 2. 59) ;
3) a hydrog enic edge with option al exelfs .
The generat ed singE- scatter ing spe c trum is then multip ly-scat tered,
convolv ed with a gaussia n zero-lo ss peak and noise is added if desired
.
The cormnand sequenc e GEN prompt s for many value s to be set up
(such as zero-lo ss width, energy scale, plasmon positio n etc ... ),
the require d respons e should be obvious from the prompt .
If an edge spectr~ m is being genera ted, the command sequenc e will
ask for an i nput file which des cribe s the exelfs to be added to the
edge .

A parame terised phase shift may be used by respond ing approp riately to the prompts .
Output:
1) "name!" - an energy- loss spectru m generat ed by the approp
riate

model which contain s a zero-lo ss peak .

AB
2) Plot dataset - a log-linear plot of the single-scat tering spectrum on page 1, a linear plot of the dielectric function if the
n-band model was used (on page 2) and a log-linear plot of the
output spectrum on the next page.
Module-name : GEN

1

• {INTEGRATE
INT
j

[[FROM=] name 1 ]

[PLASMON=real 1 , real2]

Input:
1) "namel" - an energy-loss spectrum containing at least one edge;
2) "reall" - the plasmon voltage
3) "real2"

the plasmon peak width (FWHM).

4) INTEGRATE asks for an input dataset to be entered, one line per
edge , with the format:
lower-windo w-energy ,upper-wind ow-energy,s afe-area-wid th,edge-ene rgy
where:
lower-windo w-energy (defaults to lowest energy in the spectrum)
and upper-windo w-energy (defaults to highest energy in the
spectrum) define a window about an edge;
and the safe-a~ea~w idth defines an area centered on the edge
position that is not used in background fitting (the default
value is 20 volts and should be increased for slowly-risin g
edges) and edge-energy defines the position of the edge.
If the edge energy is zero,

then the program searches for an

edge in the window defined above and then uses this value to
position the safe-area.
Action:
For each edge, the window definition is read .

If the edge voltage
quoted is zero, automatic edge location is performed. The background
is approximate d by a power-law which is least-squar es fitted in the
window in front of the edge. The fitted background is then subtracted from the whole spectrum .

A power-law is fitted to the remainder

in the window after the edge and the power-law coefficient r (in
-r
A. E
) is saved for use later . When all the edges have been thus
treated , the integral of the contributio n due to each edge alone is
evaluated over four window widths , and an estimate of the collection
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efficiency of each window is made using the value of r for each edge
determined above. The i n tegrated signal inside each window and the
window efficiency are displayed.
For the first edge only, if

"real!" 1.s non-zero, the background is

evaluated using a Drude model for a free-electro n-gas with plasmon
energy "real!" (eV) and width (FWHM) "real2" (eV) and a least-squar es
fit in the window in front of the first edge.
Output :
plot dataset - each

separate edge contributio n is plotted on the

same log-log plot.

The positions of the extrema of each energy

window used are marked with an arrow.

The values of the window

bounds , the integr a l inside the window and an estimate of the
window efficiency are displayed for each edge as a .table on
page 2.
Module-name : NINT

• {MULDEC1
DEC4 }

([FROM=] name I ]

[[TO=] name2]

[SAFE=real I]

(OPT=nn]

Input:
I) " name!" - an energy-loss spectrum including a zero-loss peak,

which has been corrected for count-rate errors (if necessary)
using ZERO and corrected for a finite aperture size using
APCOR.
2) "real!" - the energy (above zero volts on the energy-scal e)
below which all signal is assumed to be due to the zero-loss
peak .

The default is 1 . 0 volts.

if the zero-loss peak 1.s noisy

This should be increased
and is not correctly removed.

3) "nn" - the numb er of orders of multiple-sc attering removed.
The residual multiple-sc attering is of order (nn + I). The
default value is 5.
Action:
MULDEC performs a multiple deconvoluti on of the low-loss region
"name!". The technique of section 3 .
is applied .
Output:
I) " name2 " -

the multiply-dec onvolved input spectrum (i.e . an

AIO

approximati on of the single-scat tering spectrum.
2) plot dataset - the zero-loss peaks, original spectrum and
deconvolved spectrum are plotted on a linear plot.
Module-name : DEC4

a

[[TO=] name 1]

NDATA

[FROM=dsname]

Input:
1) "dsname" - !3- sequential dataset containing raw energy-loss data

with the format:
title

(

escan,offse t

(two real values in free-format )

134578 128957 298990

<

20 characters)

189850

(a table of integers giving
successive channel
contents in free-format )

... 18956 08746 00236 00000 00000
where:
title is a title that appears on plotter output and remains
associated with the spectrum "namel"; escan is the energy
scan in volts/chann el for escan < 20.

If escan > 20, escan

is the value of the scan width (in volts) given on the RBS
analyser control front panel. A correct value of the scan
width is determined from a table.

Offset is the offset in volts

of the zero-loss peak position from the middle of the energy
scan towards the left (i.e. lower energy-loss es).
2)

The conirnand sequence prompts to see whether the offset value is
measured from the analyser panel (in which case a correction is
applied) or from the drift-tube voltage.

This is only done once

at the start of a session, and remains in force for the rest of
the console . session .
3)

The , command sequence prompts for values of the zero peak height to
plasmon paak height ratio and probe semi-angle of convergence .
If non-zero values are given in response to the prompt, the NDATA
program will apply the relevant correction.

All

Action :
The program reads the title , escan and offset .

If escan is greater

th an 20 v olts , the correct table value of the energy scan width is
found from a table . The channel count number is used to find the
nearest table value of channel counts which is correct for the HBS
timeb ase c ontr ol . This number is only us e d to provide a v a lue for
the ene~gy scan in volts per channel if a table value of the energy
scan has been used .
If the zero-loss peak should be on the spectrum,

it is searched for

and used to define the zero of the energy scale . The low-loss peak
may then be corrected for count-rate errors by supplying the value
of the ratio of zero-loss to plasmon-los s peak heights,mea sured from
an analogue scan , in response to a prompt. The spectrum may be corrected for finite aperture size by supplying an aperture semar angle
in response to a prompt .
The program searches the data for corruptions introduced in the transfer of data from the LINK computer to the IBM 370 computer (a corruption can be detected by comparings its value with that predicted
by its neighbors) and attempts to repair these by linear interpolation and a warning message is issued .

Adjacent corruptions are not

repaired and another warni ng message is issued .
Output :
I) " name] " - an energy-loss spectrum;

2) plot dataset - a linear p l ot of the unprocessed data and the output
data .

a

PATCH

[[ FROM=] name] ]

[[ TO=] name 2]

I nput :
I) " name]" - an energy-loss spec t rum con tai nin g a major edge (wh ich

it is i nte nded t o an a lys e later for exelfs ) wh i ch h a s a minor
edge f ol lowin g the major e dge (which would make the ext rac t ion
of exel fs data i mp os s ible);
2) an INPUT d a t a s e t de s cr i b i n g on e or more minor ed ge s wi th t he s ame
format as used in NDATA (q.v.) with the exception that the
edge voltage must be given explicitly (i.e. no automatic minor
edge location) .
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Action:
For each minor edge in the INPUT dataset , PATCH fits a power law
inside the windows before and after the m~nor edge position .

The

data to the r ight of the minor edge position are all divided by a
constant that brings the two fitted power-laws into line at the minor
edge position.
law.

The region in the "safe-area" is replaced by a power-

The effect is thus to remove an edge from the input spectrum .

An error message is issued if the minor edge is too large

(i . e .

the constant divisor is greater than 1.5).
Output :
I) "name2" - the patched energy-loss spectrum;

2) plot dataset - log-log plots of the spectrum both before and after
being patched .

•••
•

PLOT
PLOTL
PLOTLL
PLOTL

[[FROM=] name!]

Input:
"name I" - an energy-loss spectrum .
Output :

(to plot dataset)

fo r PLOT : a linear-linear plot of the input data
for PLOTL : a log-linear

"

for PLOTLL: a lo g-log

"

for FLOTA :

all of the above three plots on successive pages .

Module-name: PLOTN

•

[(FROM=] name I]

RAMP

[[TO= ]name2]

EDGE
SIMPLE
MOD
EXTRACT
ALL
BOTH

Input:

l)

"name]" - an energy-loss spectrum containing at least one edge;

2) an INPUT file describing one edge with the same format as in NDATA
(q .v.);

Al3
3) one of the list EDGE,SIMPLE,MOD,EXTRACT,BOTH or ALL may be typed
in the connnand line .
Action:
1) With EDrE or SIMPLE typed, the program fits a power-law before
the edge and subtracts this from the data. The spectrum is
then left-shif ted so that the edge occurs at the left of the spectrum.
The edge position is either quoted in the INPUT dataset , or , if its
value is not given, automatic edge location is performed .
2) With MOD or EXTRACT typed , "name]" is expected to be an edge with
the backgroun d removed. The modulatio ns x(E) are extracted from the
edge by the method of section 3.
3) With ALL, BOTH

or no options typed, both of the above steps are

performed .
Output:
1) "name2" - an energy-lo ss spectrum of an edge or the modulatio ns

x(E) as relevant.
Module-na me: NRAMP
•

SAMPLE

[[FROM= ]name 1]

[[TO= ]name2]

RATIO=rea l

Input:
1) "name]" - an arbitary speutrum;

2)

11 reall"

a real value (> 1) describin g the ratio of the number
of data points in the input spectrum to that of the output
s.p ectrum.

Action:
SAMPLE reduces the number of data points in a spectrum. This is useful
if the spectrum consists of many data points ( > 500) as it reduces
the computing time required to perform subsequen t operation s on the
spectrum (import ant for the programs TRANS and DENSITY).
Output:
1) "name2 " - the input spectrum sampled at a reduced number of points ;
2) plot dataset - a linear plot of both the input and output spectra.
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•

SMOOTH

[[FROM=] name I ]

[[TO=] name2 ]

[OPTR =real I]

Input :
I) "name l" - an arbita ry spectru m

2) "real] " - the standa rd deviat ion (in chann els) of the gaussi
an
used to convol ve "name l".
Action :
SMOOTH perfor ms a convo lution of the input spectr um with a
gaussi an
of standa rd deviat ion "real] " chann els. It is used to reduce
the
noise in the input spectr um at the expens e of resolu tion.
Outpu t:
plot datase t - a linear plot of the input and output spectr
a.

•

STEP

[[FROM=] name 1]

Input :
I) "name] " - an energy - loss spectru m contai ning at
least one edge ;

2) an INPUT datase t with the same format as that of INTEGR
ATE ( q.v.)
descri bing the edge(s ) to be analys ed.
Action :
STEP fits a power- law to the spectru m in the two window s b
e low and
above ea.eh edge. These power- law approx imatio ns are then
used to
evalua te the contri bution to the input spectr um from each
edge,y ieldin g
an estima te of the total (integ rated) signal due to that edge
alone.
Step height analys is is only accura te f or sharp (hydro genic)
edges
and tends to overes timate the signal for delaye d (high angula
r momentum) edges.

STEP is used to obtain rough answer s when the edge is
very weak, the inpu t spectru m is very noisy or the backgr ound
is
highly curved .
Outpu t:
I) plot datase t - a log-lo g plot of the input 6pectr
um togeth er with

the power- law approx imatio ns inside the window s used for each
edge. Window extrem a are arrowe d.
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2) The values of the window bounds , edge voltage , power-l aw slope
r
(before and after the e dge ) and estimat ed integra l intens ity
are written , for each edge, to the termin al and the plot datase t.

I.
a THICK

[[FROM= ] name I ]

[ SAFE=re al I]

Input: .
I) "name!" - an energy -loss spectru m with correc t zero peak
and which

has been apertur e correct ed (if necessa ry) using APCOR.
2) "real!" - the energy (in eV) below which all the signal in the
input
spectru m is assumed to be due to the zero-lo ss peak . The defaul t
value (1.0 volts) will always work for spectra that have been
zero-co rrected (using ZERO). This value may have to be increas ed
if the zero peak is very nois y, (an unusua l occurre nce).
Action :
The THICK program evalua tes the signal due to the zero-lo ss peak
and the first plasmon lo ss . The plasmon mean free path is calcula
ted
(using equatio n 2 .
) and the estimat ed thickne ss of the foil is
evalua ted.

Note that the plasmon area is usually overest imated because
of single -partic le excitat ions , so the estima ted thickne ss is usually
too great (

~

10% error).

Output:
I) plot datase t - a linear plot of the zero-lo ss peak , plasmo
n-loss

peak .a nd the remain der of the input spectru m;
2) The values of the peak height rati o and area ratio of the zero-lo
ss
and plasmo n-loss peaks, the plasmon mean-f ree-pat h and the estimated thickne ss are written to the plot datase t.

a [TRANS }
l TRANSF

[[FROM=) name 1]

[OPTR =reall, real2,r eal3,re al4)

Input :
I) " name] " - the modula tions x(E) produce d by the RAMP program
.

2) " real! " - a left window positio n, in electro n-volts above the
edge positio n. The right window positio n is the highes t energy
on the input spectru m . Input data outside this window are ignored
.
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The default value is 0. volts .
3) "real.2 " - the value of the p0ver of the wave-vector (k) which is
used to approximate for the A(k)/k term in equation
The modulations x(k) are multiplied by JkJn.

The default value

(n=2) effectively underestima tes n, producing an effective
scaling of 1/k in the final x(k). This is done to help attenuate
the effect of noise in the modulations at high k.

(see section

4) "real3" - if this value is non-zero, the modulaticms x(k) are not
multiplied by a gaussian. The default is zero. The absence
of the gaussian multiplier will increase both resolution and
noise in the resulting modulus of the fourier transform of
x (k)

( the "rdf") .

5) "real4" - the number of channels over which both the extreme
left and right windows are switched on. This is an edge-smooth ness parameter. The default value is 80 channels (out of a total
of 800 channels).

Lower values of "real4" will increase both

the resolution in the "rdf" and the sharpness of the spurious
side-lobes due to window termination effects.
Note that "real!" is the only value usually quoted, then the rest of
the line is' omitted. For example: TRANS CARBON OPTR=25.
Action:
The program TRANS transforms x(E) to x(k), windowed at the lower window "real!", the window being of edge smoothness "real4" channels.
x(k) is then multiplied by a gaussian and by JkJn

where n = "real2" .

The fourier transform of x (k) and the modulus of the fourier transform
ar e eva l ua t ed .
Output :
plot dataset - a linear plot of the final x(k) used on page I and
a linear plot of the modulus of the fourier transform of x(k)
on page 2 .
Module-name : TRANS

All

[[FROM=] name I ]

[[TO=] name2 ]

RATIO =real I

Input:
I) "name] " - an energy -loss spectru m includ ing a zero-l
oss peak

which has not been correc ted for apertu re effici ency effect
s.
2) " re al]" - a rea l number giving the ra tio of zero-l oss peak
height
to the plasm on-los s peak height as measur ed from an analog
ue scan .
Action :
The zero-l oss peak is extrac ted, the wings of the zero-l oss
peak
with height less than the plasmo n peak height are taken to
be undistor ted. A gaussi an of heigh t given by "real] " times the
plasmo

n
peak height is fitted to these wings and replac es the origin
al zeroloss peak .
Note : 1)

this techni que requir es that the plasmo n peak be
(i.e. count -rate correc tions are neglig able at the plasmo n
for the ratio of areas to remain correc t, the correc t zero
be approx imatel y gaussi an in shape betwee n the "wings " (as

undist orted
peak); 2)
peak should

define d
If the shape of the true zero-l oss peak is "squar e" (i.e.
the slits are opened too wide) , the area of the fitted peak
will be
an undere stimat e.
above) .

Outpu t:
1) plot .datas et -

a

linear plot of t he data showin g both the old and
the new zero peaks ;

2) "name2 ":... an energy -loss spectr um with a correc ted zero-l
oss peak .
Module -name: ZC

Al.7 UTILITY PROGRAM COMMANDS
The above c ommands proce ss ener gy-los s data , produc ing graph
ical
output . The follow ing commands are connec ted with data file
manipu lation , load-m odule manip ulatio n , graph ical output , editin g
source files
and using magne tic tape.
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Al . 7 . 1

Data manipulation and display commands

a [CMPRSJ
LcMPS
Action :
CMPRS compresses the spectrum file , eliminating any "dead-space"
present (and therefore yielding the minimum- possible disc storage
requirement) .

CMPRS should only become necessary if spectra are

over-written on a permanent spectrum-file (i.e. written to more than
once).

a

DATA

[ {name]
}
TO=name2

Action :
With "name]" quoted : DATA files spectrum "name]" to the temporary
spectrum dataset .

With "TO=name2" quoted : DATA files the temporary

spect;rum dataset to the spectrum " name2" .
If the spectrum-file is not set up, DATA types out the names of the
current permanent spectrum-files in the user ' s filespace and then
prompts for a spectrum-file-na me to be given.
•

DS name 1
Action :
DS (dele te spectrum) del e t es the spectrum "name]" and then compresse s
the spectrum-file .

•

EDS name]
Action:
EDS (edit spectrum) invokes the text editor ZED (for details see
INFO . SPEC . ZED)

to edit the memb er "name 1".

For ex amp le ,

to change

the position of th~ zero on the energy scale of spectrum FRED, the
following might be typed:
EDS PFRED

(edit the parameters of FRED)

M2

(move to line 2)

E/10/12/

(exchange 10 for 12)

w

(windup - finish edit)
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a

EXS
Action:
EXS (examine spectrum -file) examines the spectrum -file and gives
informa tion on the disc space taken up (see INFO.SPEC . EXAMINE).

a

INDEX
Action:
INDEX types the index of the current spectrum -file (aee PRTINDEX).

a

NOTE
Action:
NOTE is used to add notes to the index of the current spectrum -file .
The user types in a message , terminat ed with/* (beginni ng in column 1),
which is then added to the top of the index.

a

[!~TINDEX}
Action:
PRTINDEX (Print index) submits a job to print the index of the current
spectrum -file on the line-pri nter at the West-Ca mbridge outstati on.
Al.7.2

•

Load-mo dule

manipul ation connnands

DL name
Action :
DL (delete load~mo dule) deletes the load-mo dule associat ed with
module-n ame "name".

a

KEEP /UNKEEP

name

Action :
KEEP will first check to see if the load-mo dules are kept on a
temporar y disc file or a permane nt (catalog ued) disc file. In the former
case, a paramet er is set which remains in force for the rest of the
console session (unless unset by typing UNKEEP) which directs subseque nt
load-mo dules to be kept on permane nt disc files.
If a name was quoted, the load-mo dule "name" (assumed to be on a
temporar y file) is catalogu ed and becomes a permane nt file.
The KEEP switch is also set by the LINK connnand

(see below) .
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•

LINK name
Action:
LINK submits a job to link-e dit the module "name" . Note that "name"
is a mod u le-name and not a command name . The KEEP switch is set .
Al.7.3

Graphic s contro l commands

The fortran program s all produce graphic al output . The plot datase
t
is called after the source spectru m ("name! " ) and is kept in the file
. PLOT . name I •
•

DP name
Action:
DP (delete plot) deletes the plot datase t associa ted with spectru m
"name" .

•

P name
Action:
P (send to Plotter ) submits a job to file the plot datase t associa
ted
with spectru m "name" to the plotter . The command sequenc e prompts
for
a title (which appears at the head and foot of the plotte r output)
to be supplie d and asks whethe r the plot datase t is to be kept after
having been plotted . Unless the reply to the last prompt ,is Y(ES)
,
the plot datase t is dele ted at the end of the job .

•

VB name
Action:
VB (view bri ef) invokes the VIEW command (see INFO . SPEC. VIEW for details
)
to produce graphic al output on a graphic s termin al . The plot datase
t
associa ted with spectru m "name" is VIEWed. On ly lines that would
appear red or green on the plotte r are drawn .

•

VP name
Action :
VP (view plot) behave s as above except all lines are drawn .

I
I
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Al.7.4

a

Fortran program manipulat ion commands

COMP name
Action :
COMP (compile) compiles the module called "name" . If an e xe cutab le
load-modu le exists with this module-na me ., that load-modu le is deleted .
COMP must be used after editing fortran source files .

•

EDC name
Action :
EDC

(edit MP99 . C) invokes the text editor ZED (see INFO.SPEC . ZED)
to edit a fortran source module called "name". "Name" is a member of
the partition ed dataset (see User's Reference Manual) MP99 . C
which contains all the fortran source.

"name" should

be re-compil ed

using COMP .
Al.7.5

a

Magnetic tape connnands

TAPEDUMP dsname
Action :
TAPEDUMP submits a job to file "dsname" to a magnetic tape (which
must have been initialise d for TLS). The tape identifie r is prompted
for, as 1.s a remark string ( less t han 24 character s in length) which
appears on the tape directory . " dsname" is then deleted.

a

TAPEX
Action:
TAPEX (magnetic tape examine) prompts for a search string and a
magnetic tape i dentifier . A copy of the tape directory is searched for
the string and all lines cont aining that string are displayed at the
console.

a

TLS
Action:
TLS (tape library system) requests the user to enter an INPUT dataset
of valid TLS commands (see INFO.SPEC .TLS). TLS is used to transfer
files to and from.magn etic tape. The tape identifie r is prompted for.
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Al.7.6
•

Misce llaneo us commands

CHAIN/UNCHAIN
Action :
CHAIN ensure s that no furthe r offlin e jobs can run concu rrently
.
This saves the chance of error caused by jobs trying to modify
the
same data at the expens e of slower real-ti me execu tion (jobs
run
seque ntially ).

•

The effect of CHAIN may be revers ed by typing UNCHAIN .

DIRECT/UNDIRECT
Action :
The DIRECT command ensure s that subseq uent offlin e graph ical
output
is sent direct to the plotte r. UNDIRECT has the revers e effect
.

•

MACROCMP [ n ]
Action :
MACROCMP (phoen ix macro compi ler) compi les the phoen ix macro
source
module (in MP99.A:MACRO(n] where n = 2 or 3) and then reload
s the
releva nt macro librar y.
The source may be edited by typing EDA MACRO n (see INFO.SP
EC.MACRO
for detail s of the phoen ix macro langua ge and INFO.SPEC.ZE
D for detail s
of the text editor ).

•

LOAD /UNLOAD
Action :
These commands load and unload the phoen ix macro librar ies
used by
the energy -loss system . All the commands in this summary
requir e
the macro librar ies to be loaded .
(This is done autom aticall y by
the command sequen ce MP99. A:INIT) .

•

LOGOFF
Action :
To end a sessio n, type LOGOFF . The command sequen ce will
the ask if:
1) the user's filesp ace should be tidied -up (this means the
deleti on
of plot datase ts and load-m odules );
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2) MP99

files are to be printed on the west Cambridge outstatio n
lineprint er (this produces 6000 lines of output , so answer
"Y" with caution! );

3) MP99 files are to be compresse d.

It is essential that MP99 files

be compresse d if any programs have been altered and recompile d .
•

SMALL
Action :
SMALL submits a job to perform step 3) above

•

DUMP
Action:
DUMP submits a job to perform step 2) above.
Al. 8

EXAMPLES

1) To process energy-lo ss spectra of BN (boron nitride) to obtain

the boron: nitrogen ratio, the following might be typed:
NDATA BN (creates the spectrum BN)
INTEGRATE BN

input dataset: 150.,380. ,20 ., 190 .
300 . , 0 . , 30 . , 0.

(automati c edge location on Nitrogen, but not Boron)
or:
STEP BN

with the same input dataset.

2) To obtain boron exelfs:
NDATA BN
RAMP BN TO RBN EDGE

input dataset: 150 . ,380.,20. ,190.

(enter low-loss spectrum from paper tape)
NDATA BNLLOSS
(creates the spectrum BNLLOSS)
DECONV RBN WITH BNLLOSS
RAMP MOD

(to extract exelfs)

TRANS OPTR=25.

with same input dataset

(transform and get "rdf").

i

I
I

I
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3) To obtain the dielectri c funtion :
(enter BN low-loss spectrum from paper-tap e)
NDATA BNLLOSS
(correct for zero peak and aperture if necessary )
MULDEC BNLLOSS (remove multiple scatterin g)
DENSITY

I
I

11

11

I

BI
APPENDIX B - The design of a dedicate d data-co llection device
for energy- loss spectros copy

It is readily

seen that the maximum count rate that may be used

before dead-tim e correcti on become importan t is woefully low. Thrus
is because each pre-scal ed number of events generate s an interrup t
which takes ~so µS to be serviced . During the executio n of the
service routine the compute r is insensit ive to any furthur interrup ts.
A far better data-co llection scheme is to count electron events
in a fast digital counter which is outside the compute r, but may be
stopped ,started , cleared or read by the compute r. Electron events
are counteq for a period of time, the counter is stopped and the
contents of the counter is read by the compute r. The counter is then
cleared and restarte d. The compute r adds the count to the corresponding energy bin.
Using fast logic (emitter coupled logic - ECL), it is possible
to count at rates up to 100 MHz: an improvem ent in maximum count
rate of approxim ately 10,000 times!
The advent, in the past three years, of cheap micropr ocessorbased compute r systems means that a complete energy- loss spectros copy data-co llection system can be built for under £800 (1979 prices).
Such a system was suggeste d as a Part II project by the author and
run under the supervis ion of Mr. N. Bett (Cavend ish Laborato ry Electronics section ).
The success of a project of this nature rests almost entirely
on the quality and enthusia sm of the student engaged to build it.
The complete d system has the followin g features :

It can :

1) count electron s arriving at rates up to 100 MHz;
2) display the accumul ated spectrum on an oscillos cope ;
3) produce plots of the data on an X- Y plotter;
4) communi cate data via a serial link to the Univers ity compute r

(an IBM 370/165 );
5) provide an analogue spectrom eter current signal to control the
energy scan .
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